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. INTRODUCTION
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`The National Conference on Health Occupations' Educa-
tion,.conducled by the Allied Health Professions Project,
Division Of Vocational Educationi.University of California,
Los,Anteles, was organized in response to a nationwide
demanagor dissemination of project findings anWinstruc-
fional materials in the. field of health education. This
working conference was/held at Oklahoma .City during
the week of February 25 .--- March 5, 1974. The infor-
mation acquired by participantsfulfilled the demand for
an assessment of teacher education in the health occupa-
tions today,,and the findings of the /conference will be'

. helpful in deterFnining,.future directions for State Depart-'
v ments of Education and universities in developing and im-.

plementing appropriate, effective teacher training in this
field. ../

..;

.. ,

Emphasis throughout the.researeh project and the.confer-
eye .wa5 on the total instructional' process. Approxi-
mately.100 participants contributed their knowledge and
expertise, on teacher education,. examinedicurrent .prac-
tices in- preservice and inservice teacher training, and
recommended new approaches for Health/Occupations

iEducation teacher eduCation progranis throughout the
Ico tintry.

,

N

...

3 s

. . ' .

/

C

/

,... %..---% ,, .
T.hjS report, therefore,- represents the considered judg= "
rent of Many people. Recommendations generated by
the conference provide a I5 its uponswhith gbidelineS for
caiteria rerating to Healtht.Occ pations EdAation teacher
education may be-devielope . Dissemination of the
knowledge produced bythe Hied Health Professions
Project will be further expand d with the' distribution of

;

this final cinfergence report. '
.\ir ,

. ,,, s
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Melvin L1 ...

.

Conference flirec or e %.

Univer1 sity f Cali ornia, tos 5\ ngeles
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FEBRUARY 25,1974
MONDAY

4.

5:00 p.m. REGISTRATION

rI
7:00 p.m

.

.

I

4

-

CONFERENCE OPINING 14

., ;..t"'...,. *

INTRODUCTION OF' OFFICkS AND HONORED GUESTS
.. . . ..

Melvin L Barldw - ,-

9OVERNOR'S \A/TLC/MING ADDRESS .
'Honorable David Hafk;.introdycectAiy Francis 8 Tlittle,t

- Stat&Direc_oir Oklahoma State Department of
,Vocational,re-chnical Edutation

FEBRUARY 26, 1974
TUESDAY

Adjournment
,

4

.

, 8:30 a.m, CONFERENCE SCHEDULE AND 114STRUTION9,
Melvin. L Barlow

,
9.30 a.m. PROBLEM AREAS IN THE ALLIED HEALTH FIELD AND

WHAT NEEDS '0 BE DONE TO, PROMOTE SUCCESS
Lowell A. -Bet4tt, Executive Director, American Vocational Associatio.(Keynote Speaker)'

14'

AkIchenteSpeaker Interaction
. .

-12:00 noon lunch (no-hosty

1:30 prat. THE UCLA ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS PROJECT:
. PURPOSES, METHODS, RESULTS

Thomas L. Freeland

r

,330 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

/A

,

T.HE CLINICALAISTRUCTOR.TRAININC/PROGRAM.
Mules H Anderson

Audience/Speaker Interaclion .

AcijOurnnint

1
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. Lucile A. Wood , '

. el ' N % .

Vs' :OA-. , I", ,

..
' t s
GN ' ' : ' t i ,

; k 11.00 a.m. A'MODfl, CURRICULUM:. THE NyRSING PROGRAM
, licile A. Wood :

'

.. I '...-11:30 a.m. . Audience/Speaker Interaction
,

e
,

1

12:00. noon Luna-Ono-host)
1 P

.,'.

.1 '' / / .4

130 p.m. THE COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SOUTH
. DAKOTA STATEWIDE CORE CURRICULUM. PROJECT AND ''' ,

_ 2 * ,THE UCLA ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS PROJECT
.

Donald G. ,Brekke / ,..
I k . I . 4 ,

. - ,

Z:00 p.M. RESULTS AND BENEFITSOF THE TWO UCLA-
- SOUTHpAKOTA CORE-CURRICULUM, WORKSHOPS

,

Donald .G. Brekke' ,
...

Thomas L. Fr.eeland...t.

. Lucile A. Wood .-
. . t

4

,

A

..
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.
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FEBRUARY 28, 1974
,..
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8.:30 .am. EALTH0CCUPATIONS TEAcHER'EDIJCATI,pN::,

'2=-1r\ITRODUCTIVN OF DISCUSSION TOPICS. ,
Melvin L. Barlo1/41, Group Moder.ator .

2'

. , g
. i

10:00 "a.m. GROUP
Discur

sic5Ns PHASE 'I.
, .

Group .a --1... Teacher Selection Criteria ,\
Mary Elizabeth MtIliken 4 \ ' ,

I I 0,

I.

a

* a

r

'Group. 2:-.,-- Co.nterit for the Health Occupations',Education.- '

Basic- Teaching Degree -

Robert M. Tomlinson ' . ' k

\
.1 ,

1
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FEBRUARY 28, 1974
THURSDAY -

(continued)

Group 3 Preparation for Leadership Rotes)
in 'Health Occupations Education
Elizabeth E. Kerr

Group 4 Certification Standards for Personnel
, in Health Occupations Education

ChesCer Rzonca

12:00 noon _SPECIAL LUNCHEON IN HONOR OF HELEN K. POWERS
Introduction' by Melvin L. Barlow

MY HOPES AND FEARS FOR HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATI9N
Helen K. Powers,/
Consultant, Health Occupations Education
U.S. Office of Edikation (Retired)

2:30 p.m. GROUP DISCUSSIONS PHASE II

Group 1 Teacher Selection Criteria
Mary Elizabeth Milliken

Group 2 .Content for the Health Occupations Educat.ign
Basic Teaching Degree

, Robert M. Tomlinson

group 3_ P,reparttion for Leaderqlip Roles in Health
Occupations Educatipn .
EElizabeth Kerr
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.

4:30 p.m. 'EVALUATIVE IMPRESSIONS OF THE GROUP bISCUSSJOIIS
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,. Clarence Fielstra
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. , -

.
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.
: lip,Ellen M Abbott tie 4
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9:00 a.m. THE UCLA SECONDARY,SCHOOLS PILOT AND
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Diane F.. Watson
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GOVERNOR'S WELCOMING ADDRESS
Honorable David Hall, Governor, State of Oklahoma

4

I

Y.ou are all-professiOnals. You are the people
who are going to,. teach us how America can
deliver' health care whether national health
insurance comes or not, whether the care is
public or private, you are ,going to haVe to
lead the,,w0. The ddctors, Cawyers, Senators,
Representatives, and Governors ar6 all so .busy
that no one seems able to comelip with an-
swers to healthcare problems, so you who are
taking the time as you are today are going to
have to provide' the-answers for 1975 and
,beyond.

About two years ago I had a chance to gb;.to
the' Soviet Union with seven other Govern&q.
One of the main objectives of the visit we fp
view the health care delivery system 'therel:
found a system that was very inadequate
above the early. level 'compared to ours! But I

also saw a system pat designed paramedial
activities which I thought were superior to
ours in many ways. There was not, for 'exam-
ple, a village Or an apartment complex we 5Aw
that did not have paramedical personnel as-
signed to take care of the daily problemsthe
incidentalithat, doctors and more highly'
trained, people object to so much in their daily
care' routine. And there was a very vverm,
friendly attitude among these paramedical
people and those they served, which is a good
lesson for us. This is an area we need to take a
harder look at because there are thousands.of
young men and, women who would be ex-
tremely good as paramedics if. they knew
about and were inspired to search out the
vocatioPi The peed today is more 'critical than
ever.

In Oklahoma, our HealthiScierice Center is

now a three part activity. 1) the educational
activity from the University of Oklahoma
which trains doctors; 2) the,University hospital
which' provides 'indigent care and a training,
center for doctors; and 3) Children's
Memorial Hospital. That triangle is providiiig,
we think) some of the best health cire facilities
'in the world. Our main thitusr ham laeen aimed
at educating., dottors and. thert professional
assistants in the, allied health occupations.

But I Ion'tthink we have given enough atten-
tion to the paramedical personnel and I think.
we are,going to have to give this area more of
our concern. I hope perhaps in this conference
st'me of the guidelines th4t yoil develop and
some of the leadership shown by brt Barlow
-and others will give us a method by whichzwe
can determine the proper. direction to take.

I think it is important' that Our Voca-
tionalTechnical educatiOn bdexpanded.

!Vocational education is a brand new
dimensibn for Oklahoma young people, many
of whom never intended to' go to collegd but
they were ill-equipped after finishing high'
school to compete in a progressively indu
trialized,societymore progressive today than
it has ever been. Twenty thousand riew

"vocational titles will go into the books by
1980! The change that goes on every year in
our system .is almbst _unbelievable.

Vo-Tech iii Oklahoma is "where it's at." You-
can see thousands of satisfied young people
becoming economically independent and that

r.



is a tremendous incentiye,-(1 really envy them
because they are going into the labor market

making twIc,e what I made a:, a beginning
lawyer when I left law school and went out on
my own.) The 9,000 secondary students and
thy 1,070 adults we serve in Vo-Tech are testiY
trnony to the excellent activity that can)ake
place: One of the most innovative prOgiams
we have is one where we have taken people
of lower mentality who cannot cope with the
complicated 'and frustrating mechahSms of'our
industrial society and trained them in occu-
pations from domestic help to janitorial help.
They are professionals. They receive a cer:
tificate just like .everyone else, and they take
pride in Mat they do. Those people were
considered a loss to society' in many, cases'
prior to this time.

ere w.as a news media report in Oklahoma
that 'said we, have 400 surplus doctors-in this

u because I

state. Well, I want to tellAyou something. I wish
all those 400 would call me.

`could sure tell them where we need them. We
. are really about 600 doctors short in the 'rural

areas just as you tare in every one of your
states.

It is amazing how the locale of a. small town
Oroduces.some.,af the.strongest' people in the
world. How are we. going to iriduceese peo-'
plet.te,_ move baCk into. their rural areas? rn
Okia.Floma, we took a;step in this direction in
.1971. We decided,. that" we would urge in-
dustry to go to the rural areas and not to-come
to the cities. The result-is that 83 percent of:.
the new factories in the last 36 months have
bekn located outside of Otdahoma City and
Tulsa. Thirty -seven "of our counties have
gained population In the list 36 months. The
reason is that the young person of today has a
different dream than you and I had When we
started out. I can remember my friends saying,
"I want to leave't§et country. I want to go to
the cityand I wa to get the biggest house/.
and the biggest' car I can and tell everybod,
that I

im a success." The yo,ung person,tod y
says, "I want to move out of the city, I wanyto

,go to the country, and I want' to enjoy, my.-
. family and the environment." Well, if we-are
' going to provide that environment, and if we

are going to-have a meaningful, otal life
situation, we are.going to have t proviae
health gare closer than 50 miles (t ':t's what it
averages in man), of our rur.al,c6

, a round trip to see a doctor).
unities for

We can provide that care, and am cdnvinced
that education is the golden fi obitm solver of

-the twentieth century. Now, seime, of the cor-
porations and two of the 'main leadmg-daily
newspapers in Oklahoma did not believe that
because they never paid/state tax before I

became governor; and they have not let me
forget that fact for 36 ohths. But, do you
know what that tax m ney did? It helped us
lead themhation in the duction of welfare last
year. We decreased welfare rolls 11.4 percent
and led" the 50 states in 'the number of
recipients taken off ouLyvelfare rolls in 1973.,
The reason was not' because we, were .prose-
'wing offenders or hiring More case workers,
the reason was thal.We.edu<ated those welfare
recipients so that they could gain te digntty,'
they Wanted. That is really the secret. I find
that 98 percent of the people on welfare don't
want to be there any more than we want. to
support them. But We do!Th.pe a duty to sup-
On the blind disabled, deaf, elderly, and
father,less. ;They \deserve our help .and they are
going to &era. .

It is 4p to .us to inspire ,young people to enter
careers in health o4upations by letting them
know the tremendous scope available. and the
tremendous' satisfaction derived frorh pro-
viding healthcare. One of the terrible things
abOut viorking in an industrialized society dis*
the iningible accomplAment factor that yOu
get from doing just one motion in the making
of a'product. How' can you satisfy that urge to
create? But, when you provide care for sick
People so that eventually their sickness is

cured or their life is made better, you experi-
ence a tangible reward. An old Chinese
philosopher said that, "If you would plan for

Fars,year, plant rice. If you would plan for ten
fears, plant trees. But if.you would plan for a
hundred years,_educate men." That is the an-

.
swer. And that is why America will continue to .

lead the world as long as we all believe in
education.

4



PROBLEM AREAS IN THE ALLIED \ E LTH
FIELD AND WHAT NEEDS TO BE `DO E
TO PROMOTE SUCCESS

4 -
Lowell A. Burkett, _M.S.

. .
% ..

Vocational education is my. life, and I'm very
pt.qud of that fact. Vocational education is
something that has proven itself for many,
years, and it is benefitting thbusands and thou-
sands of young people in this t ountry. I

get very upset at people who try to find new
terms to describe the field. The new descrip-).tions just cause confusi n; and, besides, I think
the idea that t tuti Vocational Education",
present a. bad image is being overplayed at
this point in time. ...

.,

Vocational educatibq.Ls here to stay. It is ''n

something that is a passin)-vrd, it is not jus a
.passing idea. It-was'starled, ol-cur.se, in re.-

historic days and has"gradually belome ore
and more important to the welfare of man
because of its function in preparing people for
employment. I recall that when I 'first came to
Washington it was almost impossible to get
anyone to talk about vocational education and
about the preparation of people for work
through the educational system. We 'ocoUld
have to go out and drum up business in . terms
of what We did tb promote.. vocational
educat'i'on. But that is not true today. There

mote people interested in vocalipnal
,

education than ever before, everybody-if Con-
,

cerned about it.

-
Vocational education is becoming more im-
portant as time gOes on fdii the) simple reason
that the labor force of this country_ is
66coming much more technical. By 1980, ac-
cording to the Department of-tabor, 83 per-
cent of the work force of .the nation will be in
occupations that do not require a, bacca;
laureate degree. That means- that we in the

1 . ..
field of -vocational education are going to be
preparing_at least 83 percent of the nation's
work force! We do not erect to do it all in
the public school system, here are going to be
pthe1r places where this'Pkr aration will occur.
.,iit,,,certainly the method% f training people

/ HI come from vocational e cation, and that
pl ces considerable respond' ilay on , our
sh ulders.

Thd' leadership. in vocational education is

. emerging on practically every,front. As I travel
the coumtry and .talk with people in

ethicatton and in many other fields as, well, I

,continuously hear the names of people who
.are having an impact, on manpower: needs in
education. Dr. Barlow and other vocational

,education leaders are often mentioned. We.,
can be proud of the leadership that w have
exerted.' There is a need; bf course, td con- ,

tinue in that role and we should be working at
leadership training more as time goes. on,

The Ameritan Vocational Association and ttle
organizations that preeede it have been in-

, strumental in keeping the q otas of manpower
training in the public schools. Wecontinuously
work at this job. The Association ha4 not been
insensitive to manpower needs. In 1936, the
USOE started programs in practical nursearain:
ing, and then the AVA began ta.see the .need
for manpower tramiing in that area. The AVA
also worked very diligently and effectively in
tbe passage of the Health Amendments Act of
1956.1n July, 1969, the AVA added a new
division of Health Occupations for the specific
purpose of developing ., higher degree of pro-
fessionalism among 'the health educators in

r.



vocational :education This division of the
AVA, although still small,' represents almost
2,000 vocational educators whoare making a.
tremendous contribution to the total man-
power efforts and to the American Vocational,
association. .

Although our interest started with the practical
nurse field, it then expanded to the total Allied
Health Occupations which cover a vast .num.-
ber of jobs in the health fields,There is no
quesliop about the extenso.:e opportunities for
the development. 4f ocationareducation in
the Allied Health field. Ideed, there are cur-

- rently programs at all levels.

We were particularly interested in a number of
special' projects including the Allig.d Health
Prof(*sions Project at UCLA and the study
tke National League for Nursing which con-
tfibuted solutions to the problem oftan open
curriculum in nursing. The project under
discussion ere (the4CHP/) has perhaps, con-
tributed m re to the Health Occupations field
of education thall anything we have observed
for some time. But there are two .major
problems connected with any project of this
type: On' the dissemination of the findings.
This confYence will be helpful in solving that
problem, but the findings have to be carried to
others outside of this particular *group. An-
other problem that We have with a project of
this' type is getting .the ideas implemented'.
Although the ideas are good and research has
been fruitful over the years,' many of the
results'have gone on' the shelf and have not
been implemented. Vile have had the Educa-
tional Resources Information Center (ERIC)
which, for vocational education, was located
at The Ohio State University and -which has
beeh very` helpful to educators and research-
ers, but it has not been accessible to prac-
titioners.

In preparationqor this conference, I reviewed
the past activities of the Health Occupations
Division of the .AVA in order to see, what their
concerns were. I looked at many of the, re-
ports of the policy committees and the various

seminars and activities in which,they were tcn-
gaged to see if there was anthing.uniqu. e that

, you would be interested in. But, as'l examined
these activities I found they coryespond to the
concerns of many occupational fields..I wobld
like to take a few moments to talk.about some
of these concerns and to give you some of my
'thoughts and interpretatiOns of them at they.
relate nationally to the problems facing us in

sour. field.

One cif the problems with which we aielfaCed
is the FaIt that vbtational education ogcurs at
all levels of education and at practically eyerY.'
age of a person's life. In contrast, ourpublic
school system has become very compartrhen-;
talized. There is elementary education, secon-
dary eduCition, post-seco'ndary education, and
then there is Continuing education. But people'
cannot be compartmefitalized no.. can their
experiences. The whole problem of articula-
tion in vocational education has become over-
whelming because pet* approach and leav'e
vocational. education ,at various periods in
their school experiences. They want to get into
the training program from the education pro-
gram, but articulation between the two sj,s-
terns sometimes doeshlot exist.

This lad( of articulation had become a serious
prOblem that is created primarily by state laws.
I had a member of my staff do a study recent-
ly. He looked at five selected states in the
United States to determine if' there is anything
to t4he stale laws cit- policies that is impeding
the progress of vocational education. It is in-
teresting to note what the study revealed.
There is no relationship in many of these states
between what is occurring in the secondary
schools and in the post-seeondary schools. In
spme cases there are two different ad-
ministrative bodies concerned with setting
policy. In the Federal Vocational Education
Acts, funds are allocated to the State Board of
Vocatyrial Education, However, many states
have Misstpated that concept in their inter-
pretations of the Federal law. Sometimes the
State Board of VOCational Education 45 the



, same. as the State Board of Education. They
'will meet' for a whole day on General
Education problems and spehd only .five
niinut.es on Vocational Educitjoh. Seldom
does the State Board df Eclueation relate to the,
Bpard of Higher Education.o you can see
that the articulation between elementary,
secondary,' and higher education_ is a very
serious pioblerry as it relates to vocational
education.

The 'Corfgress of the United States is going to
start. taking a look at the current Vocational. goal." It is almost.impos4131e for mein my role
Education Act 'of 1968. ) have already been to relate to Congress what .the needs actually
notified to be prepar0 because there will be are 'because you sAy.)%our, needs are, not
hearings this year an& possibly the erlactment greater thz*?...the,resoarces you hive available.
of new 'legislation. I-am of the opinion that This is a serious problem. We are going to
how well wei are articulating the program at have to look, gt the needs of the pepylle in
f he state and local levels is going to be one of terrns.ortrwing and manpower, and this is a
the major concerns. Congress is getting report)._ difficult Job. ft means that cot.) are going to
from the post-Secondary institutions that the have to think,4hot in terms' of what staff and
State Board is not giving them the right facilities you have so that your can utilize those
amount of money or that they are not being effectively, but you are going to ha've to say
treated fairly' In other states `the opposite that, there are this many people who need ser-
complaint is voiced=that the post-secondary vicing and these;are the manpower needs and
prdgram, is controlling the funds a-0 the we are gaingjiS trity to 'meet them.
secondary schools are not"getting enough..This'-
is,a serious problem, and I think the Congress I think these is going to be monitoring of the*
of the United States' is going to take a very planning,process in the new Federal legislation.
close look at this area. I, do not know 'how We, talk about giving responsibility to ocal and
they are going,to resolve ii because, after all, it state people' to implement their progrAms,.but
is up to the - states to deferminehosw , they are the job is not done we can expect' Federal
going to spend the money., But I think it is. regulations and Federal Monitoring. The state
SOmething that we as'a ProfessioAat group are Rians ate,going lb have to be much more
going to have to try to resolve. Much of this p eher*ve and monitored very carefiutly4 I

situation is to be replved at the 'state and believe Congress`is going,to take a lot of that
local level, it can't be done by Federial law. yob on themselves. That is.the Feason Congress

is not holding hearings on a specific vocational
AnOther of

,
the prob lem areas identified and educatico 'act being introdpced this year. In-

discussed by_ Health Occupations specialists stead, they are saythg, "wv really want to
over the years is the question of comprehen- miznitor. We want to see how well you have
sive planning.- The.1968 Vocational Educatio,p 'done with what you already have been given."
Act called for state, plans for yocationai
education. But this Act has been interpreted to Another problem- that we are ficed with is
meet the requirements' of the laW, not to plan "Career Mobility,", or the ability of;,,,people to
for operational purposes. We need to get tlist move from one part' of the country to another
planning straightened out to address' tsii.olt and continue to utili e the training and educa-
elem,entss. First are the needs of the people, tion they possess in a ive manner. Why

s

5 ecifical y the kind of ed.ucatton they 'need.
'And sec nd, vve have to relate those needs to
the man wer,needs b.ecause you should not'
train people without prOiding employment or
else the training is of little value. The task of
amending the Federal,Acts 15a job f hat-youare
going/ to haye to accorhoIrsh,at whatever level
you r-e functioning, either state or local.
'There is a tendency in the pl ning process to
plan indaccordance with 4he sources that we
are going IQ receive so tha at the end of the
year we can say, "Oh, yes, e did achieve 'our
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lb this becoming a serious problem? There are
essentially two reasons. One is that our train-

, ing has been raaterspecific'for any given com-
munity. The second reason is that state ken-
sIng laws have been so out of order they have
not Peally been concerned with the training of
people who move from one location' to an-
other. In other words, they are trying t6
protect that field, that occupation, in that
given state. Our licensing laws' are archaic,
they are going, to have to be rewritten. The
public needs the protecro of licensing laws,
but the present Jaws need revision in order to
provide for the mobility of people from One
state to another. ,

myst also be concerned with the whole
question of teacher preparation: This is an-

.

other very serious problefn with which weeare
faced IN. this country: The first thing we must
do is get the right kind ofeople into the
teaching; profession' in order to strengthen our
.educational programs* across the board. In

addition, those who are in the field should re-,
ceive continuous in-service training.. We
should help them improve their technique
arid _encourage them to urdaie their
knowledge of -their technical fields.

All our instrualonal,materialt need up-dating.
I am delighted with what 'has been crone in this
area. Health O,Ccupations Education is ahead
of many of the vocational fields and park-
cularlythe siiecialized occupations in this. re7
sriect. But it is not good enough ,to orintthi.s

. new material today, and_ notcome back two or
three years from nowto up-date it. The UCLA.
project should undergo corkettious pertinent ,

revisions. We cannot afford to be outdatecrin
our curriculum and our instructional materials.
VVe,.ought to be looking down the road. to

,what kind of occupations the young peo.ple
are going to be entering tomorrow. I know we
have occupational analysis that tells ul what is
needed at a given point in time, but we aught
to be' doing some researct3 and making prvec-
tons for the futu'Re. I have seen in some ,Elass-
rooms the teaching Of technical matters that

rb
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have gone out of existence completely. We
cannot justify' that kind of mistake in

vocational eAI4Jcation. It is said .that there is a
twenty-year lag between education and reality.
Vocational education shOuld make an effort to
_close that gap. 1.

A"Problem common to.all vocational fields is
the matter of teacher certification. State cer-
tification boards cause trouble in practically
every state. There needs to be certification; we
should not ,let jut anybody teach. But this
problem ought to be lookeicfrat realistically to
determine what kind Orteacher is desird.and
what kind of certification he needs. This is

something that should be taken care of, within
The states because certification a state
respons.ibitity, there i$ nothing that can be
done with Federal' regulation. But it is. a
process that has to. be worked at const;ntly..
Remember that you have to contend,with a
great= d_eal in the Allied Health field because
you are involved in occupations that effect the
health and welfare of the public.

Accreditation, which c(n be defined as .the
process 97:-',fa llofession policing itself, now
confronts die Health Occupations. No govern-
ment agency is supposed to be involved in this
Process, it is a profession setting its own,
minimum standards for a good program. In
general, the accrediting agencies, particularly
the- regional accrediting asencie, have said,
"We want to look at the institution to see
whether ithas the qualities needeq to-conduct
a good educational programhow many
books in its library, what kind of'degreis yhas
for teachers, and what the budget is for this in-
stitution."

I have I:teen on accrediting teams
_school system. We never really I

what was going on inside t

the public
oked to see
c lass roo ms.

Some ofus got pretty upset about this pro-
"cedure and we called upon th9 National Com-
mission of 4ccrediting. We wint-to the Office
of EducatiOn and said, "You've got institutions
out there condoning very poor programs of



vocational-technical education. Now what are
you going to do about that?" And the' said,
"Well, we can's visit every classroom in the p-
stitutions. That is just. an impossible task." I ,
believe that any visiting team going to an in-
stitution should take-a few moments to look
for spme of the very essential characteristics of
a gdod program: It would not take much time
to do that..

As a result of. pressuring, them, we got a grant,
from the Office of Educati6n aridrauthoriza-,
non to conduct a study of what we thought
were'esSeniials,Nracteristics for a qualii pro-.
gram The results of that study have gone
through some held' resting and,...arezurrently
being utilized by a number of schools for seff-

.sludy r urpos8 (We have tome copies of thkt
study in Sour office and we can make them
available to anyone who . is interested.) But,
some of those findings still need to lie 'verified.
A lot of research probably needs to go on, but
at least we1are beginning to really examine the
accreditation process, the quality of programs,
and other essential characteristics. And that(
has to: happen', otherwise accreditation is

valueless. The public:will, get fed up with ac-
creditation unless the National Commission
does be in to discuss quality programs or
edGcatio

One.of e things for which we are con-
tinuousl being called upon is evaluation.. How
well are we doing? Once we set objectives for
ourselves, we must determine how well we
have met those objectives. One f tie best
.evaluation techniques is merely. t follow up
on our education. That is, are pe le ',getting
jobs? Are they performing on tln, job? Are
they happy with their jobs? I would be satis-
fied with that form of evaluation. And W all
these fancy evaluation technigues
we can say, "Well, if we've got time. we'll ap-
ply those." The public is.looking at that, too. It
is demanding some kind of an evaluation
because they people are unhappy with the
eduCation program. The kind of'evaluation the
public is placing upon vocational education
coricerns how well we are preparing people

fi

for the jobs they have to perform in the world
of work. Is the money the taxpayers are spend-
ing getting us- return? That is the question they
are asking. The one tbing that is wing to save
us Is the fact that we can prepare' people tq
get jobs, they stay on the job, and they are
performing well on ,the job.

1

Theie are other problems thal are similar for
all fields, particularly this whole question o&
career ladders. How clo`y15-u build acurrrculum
so that.people4 can get back into the work sys-
tem at various times in their lines and then
return late) io' the PCI uca t io na I system . for .
training to take a different job? 'Vocational
education has been saddled with a term that is

hurtitig ithe program: In the early das we talk-
ed -abOuf voCtational education as being ter-
minal; that,. word cannot exist in our
,vocabulary.. We havte to' think of vocational
education vs the development of an individual
whiCh lets him spin off whenever he so desires
Or move.to the next career ladder. And I don't
meant move for higher krestige. This is one of
the things that has hurt vocational edu---
catioy--the fact that people have placed .a
value sister onvariousjobs in our society so
that it,is down'-grading to be a nurse's aide, for
'instance, instead of being an RN. A- nurse's.
aide, if she is hapPy performing-her job should
have just as much prestige as would an RN.
We try vocational education have to be the
change agents to alter public attitudes. We are
a small number of people so we have to work
hard at this 'task.

Identifying, research needs and their ap-
plication is another area of concern. Last Week
I. spent a day and a half with the National In:

,stitute for Education on Resource Work
examining their program in Career Education.

reseechers like to choose their
own, topics for,., investigation. But I contend
that 'we practitioners in the field need to 'den-
tify some really crucial issues for these re-
searchers to get into because they are missing
a lot, of important needs that should be re-
searched. They are not even paying any atten-
tion .to Them. They are snot practitioners, in

F3 # . .
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general, and they du not have the background .

.,--t,hat practitioners have. Su we should help
..qetermine_ what those research needs are.

The lash of the 'areas I will speak about isthe
need for collaboration--working together. My
job is, first, ti:tfy to get all lhe4o.cationa1 peo-
ple to work together so that we Have a coor-
dinated, played program. Second, we have to
work in education ayross the board, and then
with all of sour professional groups. We cannot
serve-Thepeople unless we all work thether.

.

0
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At the moment we arehaving overwhelming
problems with Federal agencies. I know of one
city in the United States that has 28 Federal,
state, and Local programs all With theame ob-
jectivfes and aimed at the same clientele. OUr.
professional- groups are going to find them-
selves in t4e same predicament as they
recognize.their.needs,and try to develop pro-
grams'unless the' collaborate. We have a long
way to go in dealing withall the issues con-
fronting us.

ti
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THE UCLA ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
: fROJECT PURPOSES, METH ODS;) RESULT'S

, .

') Thomas L Freeland, PhD .

.

,The Allied Health Professions Project, a

curriculum research and de\ielopthent project
in the allied health\oupations, began opera-

,tions in' August, 1968. it was originally funded
as a lour-year.gvant under the aegis- of the
UniveFsity of California, Los Angeles Division
of Vocational Education. The basic objective
of the project was to create curricula and in- .

structional materials for those allied 'health
functions that can appropriately be taught in
programs through t j/e associate degree level.

-/
The establishment of the project reflected an

. increasing awareness of 'thershortage of per-
sonnel required to meet:the fast- growing de-
mand for health care ,services, Regardless of
the statistics cited, health administrators every-
where can attest to the severity of the man:.

... power shortage, and to the need for large
numbers of allied health personnel to extend
the services of the highly trained profeSsionals.

The growth and expansion of allied health has
been precipitated by. 1) the declaration by the

, 89th Congress that lcsess to health care is a
basic human right of every citizeri in the
United States of America; 2) rapid change and
numerous technological advances which have
occurred in the health industry; 3) increase in
population:along with igreater,number of the
aged in the population; 4) availability of pre-
paid insurance plans to a greater percentage of
the population; and 5) an increased awareness
of' the general population about health and
health-related activities. Other factors which
resulted in the creation of the Allied Health
Professions Project were 4he 'rapid prolifera-
tion 'of health specialties and the lack of a

functional definition and. differentiation , be-
tween and among many of the allied health

'occupations.

.
The Allied Health Professions Project was,the
result of a U.S. Office of Education grant. The.
grantee institution was the,University of Cali-
fornia; Los Angeles. At the time of thp.,-award

:J11./1-968, it was the first consolidated research
effort, funded by the Office of Edycition, in
which many of the. health occupations could
be simultaneously investigated. The availability
of the UCLA Suryey Research Center and the
UCLA Training Hospital were of prime impor-
tance in UCLA being awarded the grant.

. The Allied Health Professions Project defines
"allied health" as encompassing all health-
related occupations (professions). We are very
much in agreement with Darrel J. Mase when
he says, "The cope of allied health in the
broadest use oi'the term. covers all profes-
sional, technical, and supportive workers in
patient care, public health, and health, research
as well as personnel engaged in environmental
health activities."

The basic .philosophy of the project may be
summarized as follows:

- ....,.,:.

9' 4"'P

..

The aim is to develop instructional
material which will enable the stu-
dent, 'after a sutcessful period of
study, to perform a skill or a series of
skills. Correct performance of the
task (job/activity) will enable the stu-
dent to have sufficient marketable

W



skills for. legitimate -remunerative ern-

. .ployTent. The basic strategy for the
dev.ellypment of' appropriate 'mstruc:
tidhal materials is to use the job. asa
benchmark for', deciding what
skills /tasks /activities will be taught.
The criterion of acceptable perform-
ance is dependent upon standards of
the local agency, however, the Allied
Health Professions Project has and
will continue to suggest minimum
performance standards.

As indicated breviousiy, the primary goal .wad'
to develop modern and effective curricula and
instructional materials appropriate for training
personnel up to and including the Associate.

degree. A secondary goal was to prov
for continuous, updating of these materia and.
to provide a mechanism for Q. nwide
distribution. Stated more specifica , the ob-
jectives of the project were.' 1) to develop
'curricula in health-related fields using modern
educational methods; 2) to develop instruc-
tional materials on a modular basis, 3) to in-
vestigate the concept of core curricula, 4) to
develop an allied health occupations career
lattice, 5) to provide and distribute, by public
or private means, the instructional materials
developed by the project.

: The basic project methodology may be .sum-
marized as follows. After extensive field and
library research, the resultant information is
reviewed by a national technical advisory
committee in o rder to form a task list of all
identifiable activities and functions for a'given
occupation. Data about each of the tasks are
obtainid by way of a national survey of health
care petsonnel.,

The data are analyzed and published in an oc-
cupational analysis report. Using the results of
this report, a curriculum outline is formulated,
and from this outline a design of the instruc-

-tional unit is developed. This design includes
the rationale, the overall eachipg strategy,
specifications of behavioral bjecfives, and di-
vision of the units into m ules of instruction.

For each module in the unit, a teaching ell-aft is
developed and field tested. On the b2sis of the
field tests, revisions are,' made:' Inftructional
materials are then produced and distributed.,
Material is reviewed and critiqued by members
of the natiqnal technical advisory committee
at each step in their developnient. Each curri-
culum is oriented to .the concept of career
educatiQn. Each course or set of courses
provides' the foundation- on which additional
.competencies can be based. The curriculum
has been de ned An an open-entry, open-
eXit plan t'hereb nabling stOclents to obtain
sets of emOoyable

The purpose of sequencing the instructional
aterials into,set pf job skills is to provide the

stu nt with rketable skiE which . will
enable 4Plirn to be gainfully ,employed. Each'
stage of the career sequence is based on the
skills and knowledge of the preceding stage.
The total curriculum then consists of,a can-
tinuum of skills- and knowledge.

The curriculum for any given occupation con-
sists of a series of courses., Because the curri-
culum is oriented to career education, the
learning experiences for all health personnel
who perform a given set of procedures are in-
cluded.. By selection of appropriate courses, a
custom-made curriculum can be constructed,.

The'sequence of modules, units, and courses is
based on.seis of marketable job skills. A sug-
gested sequence for those health occupations
for which curricula have been developed.is
presented in the teacher's manual of the in-
structional material.

.

However, this sequence may be altered or
revised to match local job market conditions
and manpower pool requirements. The pri-,
mary consideration is to provide sets of job
skills which will lead to gainful employment
and permit each individual to expand his corn-,
petency to whatever stage he +-nay select,
while minimizing the repetition of previous
course content.

erg
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The Allied Health Professions Project's
developmenYal system is made up of four"basic
steps,,ach of which has one or,Moresubsteps
within it , The first step' is to formulate a task

'inventory The second is-,to produce an oc-
cupational analysis rePort based on a survey, of
job functions The next step is to develop in-.
strudional,,,,, materials on a modular' basis 'if
rerjuired..

4

Within this third step are five substeps or
phases' pre-planning, planning your structural
n-iodule, producing your prototype instruc-
ti3nal module, evaluating the instructional
module, and revising the instructional module.
The fouith step is to reproduce .the product
and make it'available for distribution.

, .

This is a broad overview tkelhe developmental
system whiCh we utilize* etleast, initheory, at

Z; Allied' Health fi.Ofe3sions Project. This
develOpniental system Was a product of the
cliniCal services gropp. The original flow, chart
was developed by Dr. David AinsWorth who
was our lechnical,consultant in instructional
methodology and media preparation. I would
like:to

-

review each of:the steps in more detail.

The compilation of the task inventory is the
firSt step in developing" instrutional materials

.at the Allied Health Profession's Project. The
task list is in essence a laundry list of all tasks
which may be performed in a fun'ctional area.
A functional area m a y comprise one or more
occupational titles.

For ex pie, nursing is a functional area which
consis s of several related occupational titles.
Inhalation therapy or respiratory care iskA fuhc-
tional area which Aomprised of at last three
titles: ,the 4i inhalation therapy ItaTde, the
inhalation therapy tfthnigiar\, and the
inhalation therapjst. An example of a Junc-
tional area which has only ,asingle,.Occupa-
tional title would be that of the gastroenter-
ology assistant.

In compiling a task inventory, two substeps are
performed almost simultaneously.. First, the in-

dividual.analy,st performs the necessary field
.research in order to 'catalog existing inven-
tories and existing information pektaining to
the functional, area under consideration. At the
same .timea rational 'technical advisory com-
mittee (NTAC) srcted to guide and assist

,

in.the deOlopme t of instructional material
and preliminary analysis.

.

The: I\TLAC is compOsed of experts in the
fieldeducators and practitioners.- The pur-

, pose of the NTAC is. to define and 'qualify the
need for instrlktional research, assist in
re.\,iewing that instructionalMaterial:which.is
,available, recommend revisions in existing
materials and resources, and assist in 'identify-
irig critical areas of need.

Theltext step is to generate an initial task list.
Incidental,ly a task ,is a piece of work which
needs to be done. Synonyms for task include
activity, skill, and job. In formulating an initial
task list,. the specificity of . tasks should be
similar within various subsectiOns of the task
list. That is to say;.if the. task is stated in fairly
broad terms, such as "make a .bed,"then all
tasks within that specific subsection should be

,stated with the sar.ne degree of specificity. In
othe.h, words, 'it Atuld be inappropriate to
have one task, "make a bed," in the sanle
grouping with apother task such as "make an
Occupied bed contairiiirk an orthopedic
patient who is in tiaction,"At.the same time,
in formulating the,initial task list, the precision
for stating the task -should be dependent on
the criticality of correct performance. The
more critical the nature\of tbe task, the more
preCisely the task should be identified.

Again, using our example of making a bed, if
the task is thought not to be too critical, the
task description "making a bed" may be suffi-
cient.. However, if the 'task is critical,. then the
precision'of statement should be "making a

closed bed" or "making an., occupied bed
which contains a patient who is in traction."

The initial task 115t,is generated along the lines
of inclusion. The principle of inclusion assures

it 7



that all tasks, n matter .how remote in any
given function I rea, will be included in the
initial task list. Sources for the rnijial task list
include field research, expert opinion, site,

visits, job descript s, and existing procedure
many

The next step is for the .,,NTAC to add new
tasks, cull outdated tasks, and, if necessary,
segment the task list into sets or sections of
related skills. This procedure has been used on
al national scale. kwever, it may also be used.
on a local or regional basis.

The next step within the developmental system

. is to verify the task list, This verification step
may be performed by way of a survey

questionnaire or some other, Occupational
study mechanism. In selecting a.method for
validating the task list, two critical questions
must, be answered:-1) What is the cost of such,
data? and 2) What is the. usefulness' of such
data?. .

.

In considerationf.cost and utility factors, the
Allied Heafth' Professions Project elected to
develop a' self-administered survey question-
naire: The primary intent 'bf pekluestionnaire
was to develop a frequency, difficulty, and
supervision index for each of the listed tasks.

In conjunction with this,,numerical data, ap-
propriate demographic and background-influ-
enced respondent information was obtained.

Because of cost factors (approximately $15
per questionnaire), a selected hospital sample
was'obtained. The hospital panel constituted a
judgmental sample. All cooperating institutions
were JCHA approved,and participated in

Medicare. In addition, they were willing to
participate in a survey activity of the project.

The aartinistrators or directors of each
hospital were personally contacted and or-
iented to the project, its purposes, and its
methodology, A 4/system to distribute and

, return questionnaires was developed in co-
operation with hospital personnel at each of

the facilities.

'Individual survey respondents were randomly
selected to 'participate in the survey 'pro-
cedures. Surveys were individually returned to
the UCLA Survey Research Center, where they
were collated, coded, and assigned a security
number.

On the completion of the data-gathering phase
of the occupational analyis, the data were an-,
alyzed electronically by way of several, pro-,
grams. For the most part, the data were
reduced to frequency distributions which were
used to formulate job matrices. On comple-
tion of the data analysis phase, the results
were scteened by the .NTAC to determine
reasonableness of the findings, and to_ assess
the criticality and .difficulty for specific tasks.
After consideration and screening by. the
NTAC, an occupational analysis report was
prepared. .

The occupational analysis reports have been
used nationwide for 1) developing new in
structional materials, 2) writing new job
descriptions, 3) re-organizing working depart-
ments, 4) justifying salary increases, arid
5) defining work responsibilities'

The next major operation is that of developing
instruc.tio nal materials. The instructional
material development subSystem is comprised
of five steps or phases. Phase" one is 'pre-
planning.

In pre-planning instructional materials or
modules, the intent is to obtain definitive an-
swers to two simple .questions. 1) Is there a
training 'need? and 2) Is the skill suiter
mediated (indirect) instruction? Informatioli
pertaining to the first ,questiOn is collected
from several sources. the NTAC, occupational
analysis,. literature research, field research
(which incltides both interviews and obser-
vations), and research of manpoWer pfojec-
tions.

If it appears that a sufficient number of per-
sonnel are being trained to perform a given
task or group of tasks, then and only then do
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9
project personnel explore the feasibility of
developing instructional materials.

In' answering the second question, several
kinds of information Are required such as. How

' much instructor interface is required? What is
the extent or possibility for self-evaluation per-
formance.checks to be utilized? Is_the content
adaptable to mediated instruction? If these
questiorls.are answered affirmat/ely, ve then
go-on to the next step of p12nning an instruc-
tional module.. Prior to discussing this process,
I would like to define a module and then
discuss the advantages"of programmed learn-
ing.

A module is, a self-containedrsegment of in-
struction. It ,teaches a task which has a begin-
ning and a definitive end-4 task which en-
ables one to Oun useful employment. The prl--
mary advantage of developing instructional
content in modules is the great flexibility.
which this system permits. Many he'alth work-
ers performih same tasks. By selecting in-
structional modiffs Which are task-oriented,
an individual can receive .specific and appro-
priate training for hi' job function, regardless
of his functional title.

There has been much research in the area of
programmed (instruction and individualized
-learning in the last several years. It isiot our
purpose tulebate the pros and cons of pro-
grammed instruction. However, I would like to
point out that the Allied Health Professions
Project prefers to use the term "programmed
learning" in Tlace of the more popular term,
"programmed instruction." We believe that
the teem 'programmed' instruction" eliminates
the teacher -from the (teaching-learning
process, whereas the term "programmed
learning" redefines the teacher's role. In a pro-
graMmed learning system, the teacher, is no
longer a traffic cop responsible for the
regulation of learning, but rather becorties a

resource, individual and a learning motivator..

In this way, each individual student, can
achieve according, to his caiSabilities and his

V
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motiNiation. It was tIA considered opinion of
the project's staff that individualized instruc-
tion would, enable each student to progress to
his own level The ability to perform a given
task or set of tasks should be the learning
criterion, not the rime required to assimilate
the required knowledge and skills.

The next phase of developing materials plan-
ning the 'module Within this phase there are
three distinct steps. Step one is setting the
limits of student performance. This requires
the writerlautlibr to. 1) define the prerequisite
behaviors and characteristics of the student.
population; 2) develop a prerequisite -test;
3) check for a match or a mismatch between
the prerequisite behaviors and the prerequisite
criteria (performance ,objectives), 5) develop
performance tests, and 6) check for a match-
mismitch between performance' objectives
and performance 'tests.

The: definition of 'student characteristics and
prerequisite test .items should establish the
lower limits for student -acceptance in the
teaching-learning, process. The definition of
behavioral objettives (pel-formance objec-
tives) and performance tests should establish
the minimal acceptable standards for perform-

,
ance of any lob /task /activity.

The next: subprocess is. that of ,selecting the
media of .instwction. In determimng the most
effeCtive. method for presenting the instruc:
tional information, one should assess the
characteristics of the student population. In
other words, one must idintify their reading
ability, the nature of the material which is ro
be taught, the kinds and types of student re-
sponses desired, and determine the relative
cost benefits various methods of presenting
the instructional material. This information
should enable one to select the most appro-
priate media for presentation and at the same
time prevent excessive cost expenditures.

The last step Within this phase is that of
defining the learning environment. The learn-
ing environment should be defined in terms of



the supervisory characteristics required by the
nature of the tasks and instructional material
being utilized, the space requirements per st
dent, and the equipment requirements er
student. This information should enable o e to
predict the size and type of learning f cilities
required for the teaching-learning pro ess for
any given module.

The next phase withirilt the s system of
developing instructional materials is that of
producing the prototype Module. Producing
the module, is subdivided into two sets s o
operations. 1) producing the instructional
content of the module, and 2) devising a con-
trol' system for the module.

developing the instructional module the first
step is to, develop a step-by-step outline of in:
structionar content. This step-by-step outline is
usually developed by ,way of a job operations
breakdown. The job operations breakdown
(JOB) is a modificktion of the job instructor
technique developed by Dr. Miles Anderson.
The. center of the JOB is. the task or activity to
be taught. The task was selected for analysis
based on information obtained via the oc-
cupationalanalysis, i.e., frequency of pertorm-
a nce.

The process went something like this. Based on
the assumption that correct task performance
was of prime concern, the task and the knowl-
edge.And skills. required for acceptable per-/
formance became fhe center point of atten-
tion. Information directly related to task per-
tormance is a key point, and is associated with
an important step. Thil informatioi must be
available and known by the practitioner and/or
student in order-for them to perform the task
correctly. '

Secondar'y to key points and important steps is
indirectly related knowledge -about the
taskinformation which increases an in-

, dividuals breadth of understanding but which
anot a primary requisite for correct task per:-
formance. Next we have a large area of
unrelated knowledge which may be "nice to
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kndw" but which is not essential for correct
task performance

Incidentally, the JOB also aidg in sequencing
the instr`uctional content contained within a
specific module and within a series of
modules. A visual review of key points, impor-
tant steps, and indirectic, related knowledge
assists in association of similar information
which at a minimum provides an opportunity
to reinforce preview kerning.

The step-by-step outline is checked by a group
of outside experts for 'completeness and ac-
curacy. The outline is then edited and pre-
pared in the deired format. Artwork,'photo-
graphy, and final typing of the drafts are com-
pleted. The prototype module is then inspec-
ted and reviewed by members of the NTAC.

During the same time, a control system for use
of the module is developed. The control sys-
tem consists of the following steps. 1) student
instruction, 2) a motivational irltrodu'ction to
the module (why it is important to learn this
particular task), 3) a listing of technical
vocabulary terms, 4) a bibliography of refer-
ence's and resources which may be available
for student use, 5) enrichment 'material which
may broaden the student's knowledge about
this particular skill or salt of skills.

As previously indicated, modules are self-
contained instructional segments. The advan,
tage of the modular curriculum is flexibility
and adaptability of the teaching materials to
different types of ,allied health workers. One
or more modules may be combined to make
up a unit of instruction. One or more units of
instruction may be combined to comprise
course's, and a number of courses' constitute
the 'curriculum. Of course, thecurriculu'm is
then the sum total of the learning experiences
for which the school is responsible.

The next phase of activity within the sub-
system of developing instructional material
is titled formative evaluation. This process
involves two distinct types of activity. The

A



first activity is called developmental evalua.
Lion The prototype module has been as-
sembled The. critical question that must be
answered is:+ean a student successfully learn
from this programmed-learning, indivi-
dualized-instruction Manual? .(

In order to evaluate the efficacy of the
module, several developmental evaluations
are conducted. The first path is to have a naive
subject, usually one of our secretaries, read all
through the module and identify 'areas of in-
consistency or areas which lack clarity. The
next stop is i() find a subject representative of
the student population, and to provide him or
her with the equipment and space representa-
tive of that required in the learning environ-
ment. The student is then presented the
module for study. His reactions to the module
are observed and noted. Areas of difficulty, of
imprecise language, of poor directions are
noted and corrected.

When the student completes the instructional
module, the performance test is administered.
If the student can pass the performance test, it
is assumed the module is a successful learning-
teaching mechanei. This process is repeated
approximately thee to seven times for each
module. During this iterative testing, the
module is continually refined and debugged.

When it"appears that the Rodu.le is an effec-
tive teaching-learning device, the next step of
formative evaluation takes place. That step is
group evaluation. Project staff members iden-
tify subjects representative of the student
population. At the same time, they obtain the,
equipment, space, and instructors presenta-
tive of those required in a pal teaching
situation. The instructors are oriented on
the techniques of teaching by way of pro-
grammed-lear ing, individualized-instruction
manuals. The instructors then present the
module to a group of subjects.

On completion of the le rning processeach
subject is interviewed, ach teacher is inter-
viewed, test results are nalyzed, and the in-.

formation is c?rrelated aind incorporated into
rerised editions of the modple. This results in a

continuous process of revision and upgrading.

I would like to relate a' summary of what hap-
pened the first time we evaluated the instruc-
tional materials on a group basis. Incidentally,
nursing materials were the first. After obtaining
permission fro'm appropriate authorities,
orienting teachers and students, we were
ready to try out the instructional materials
(Metropolitan Hospital 'in Santa Monica). At
the end of the first day a very frustrated teach-
er called, "Good Lord, I don't like this." For
the next several days the instructor called very
frequently with complaints "I don't have
anything to do." "The students are not learn-
ing anything.." ,Project staff once again
reviewed the proper method of use of the
self-paced learning modules. We explained in
mare detail the shift of the teacher's role from
that of a traffic cop to that of a manager of
learning resources. By the time the first test
project was, completed the teacher .stated,.
"You know, busier now than I ever was,
these students really focus, in on important
procedures and really phrase difficult
questions."

As a result of this experiment, to this day the
hospital uses the UCLA nursing materials and
program for their in-service nurse aide train=
ing. Their ,results have been extremely good.,
They have better student retention during the
teaching process and the quality of perform-
ance (assessed via floor supervision) has im-
proved. They have also demonstrated the
potential for career development. In the first
pilot class, five of the original fifteen students
went back to school to increase their knowl-
edge and skills in the nursing area. In_ addition,
on completion of training, it appears that stu-
dents are being retained for a longer period of
time as nurse aides.

Another example of this. process: Our dental
hygiene units were finished just before the
associate director of,that area went to Europe,
we distiibuted the materials the day she left.
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Ve distributed abouit1200 of the "Detection
and Remova) of Calculus- learning packets to
seven schools. The schools used them and sent
the modules and evaluation sheets from the
instructors and from the'students back to the
project office... These were, independently
collated by an outside consultant, then we em-
ployed an independent writer to review and
evaluate the comments. At that time, Anna
came back from Europe and she had an op-
portunity to review all of .the collected in-
formation and tS revise the instructional
materials as required.

Finally, after all field tests were conducted, we
producted the revised module. Frequently we
had to re-do the artwork and the photb-
graphy. We always had to cut and pate the
narrative. Sometimes we did not del e our
terms approptely or consistently. Based on
information gathered from the students, the
teacher, and the thorough review by the\
NTAC, the final product was arlast completed
and available for distribution.

We distributed the final product in, one of two
ways. We attempted to interest private pub:
lishers in distributinF, and marketing or in some
cases we distributed and marketed the infor-
mation ourselves. I believe that the interest
and intent that private publishers have shown
thus far is a great intlicatcii of the value of the
materials. When you have people putting their
own money into the production process, it
indicates that the material is more than satis-

4*.
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factoryor at lest itiS more than satisfactory
according to the expectations of the publisher!,

We have been,quite pleased with the parti?
cipation ,pf. W. B. Saunders, Charles C.

Thomas, Reinhart, :Lippincott, Resti7n and
others in publishing' and distributing the
materials. Not only will their distribution of,the
materials increase the availability, but it will
alsb increase the feedback for revisions apd
later generations of instructional materials. We
are quite hopeful that we will somehow gain
aglditional .support so we can complete some
of the instructional materials which have no,k
been completed to date.

In summary, the productivity of the project
has been 25 task invehtories, 18 occupational
analyses, and4,01;rn not mistaken, 11 books or
manuals2There was some fallout from the pro-
ject. Educational .Products Inc.; at the Univer-

, sity,of Pittsburg, conducted task analyses in' six
areas using the methodology of the project,
they obtained essentially, the same results.
South Dakota's project has been assisted by
the UCLA Allied Health Professions Project.

Perhaps one of the most important` fallouts, at
thee culmihation of any project is the
distribution of people who work on it. We
have now spread thrOughout the United States
and each of us is using the materials, the con-
cepts, the principles in our own locale to in-
crease the efficiency in teaching allied health
practitioners in our areas.

--4
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CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR
TRAINING PROGRAM
Miles H Anderson, Ed D.

Clinical instructor training is .=crucial to the
allied,health program. Its.main' objective is to
train hospital personnel to teach while on their
jobs.in the hospital. The reason for this is that
the education of students who are learning to
help sick people get well (and I always etnpha-
size the idea that their function is to help
patients get well) must, ol necessity, take place
on the jOb. It cannot 'be effective if offered
partially in a college, special school, or nursing
laboratory because sick people must be avail-
able for the -students to work with: Thus,
clinical instructor, training solves the probleAri
by training hospital personnel how to teach on
the job in the hospital. .:

However, there are p oblems in getting clinical
personnel to accept t e notion of teaching on
the job Teaching is eWarding and 'fun, but
'trying to convince clinical people to take time
from their duties to learn this is_ a major
problem. .Because they are working people
who' are needed on their jobs, I have found it,
necessary to condense-4ny training program
from 30 hours originally to 12 hours of con-
centrated instruction in order to facilitate their

s,work schechAes.
r'

A second problem I find is the psychological
aspect invblvecl in the teaching/learning
process. For example, the 'staff nurse doesn't
feel that st-se is an instructor, partly because

.she has gone to school herself and thinks of
teaching in:ternis Of hr own experience,-4,
sitting in a ,room filled with rows of seats and
somebody ,up at (.he front with a blackboard
and a-riointer, lecturing. I have s'aid, "No, no,
that's not the kind:of instruction We are talking

a.

about. The kind we are advocating is much
simpler, easier, and a lot more fun. It is almost
entirely individUal instruction. It won't take
you any time at all to prepare for it, and the
rewards will be very great. Now, if you will go
along with me on this, in 12 hours you will,be
able to understand it so that you can do it
yourself, and then we will see what the results
are." ,In fact, the results have been quite
rewarding for those who have engaged in this
activity as evidenced by the fact 'that mahy
people I have taught have ultimately become
trainers themselves.

This has actually, become a self-perpetuating
program because I always try to encourage the
promising members, of any one group who
seem capable of, teaching and who would en-
joy getting up in front of a group and putting
on such a program. Invariably there will be at
least one (Cr two. ildren's Hospital in Los
Angeles, I found four uch people, and now
this procedure is an o -going part of their in-
service training .pro ram with at least four
classes a month being conducted. This began
back in 1968, so you can see that the self-
perpetuating aspect is quite important.

I think one mistake made by many schools is

their failure to provide enough hospital clinical
experience, and in addition, the hospital itself,
wants a piece of the action; a little credit, in
other words. A good friend of mine in.

Chicago, where I put on four classes, had a
very convenient affiliation with a hospital
there. He got out a brdchure to advertise an
allied health program at the hospital. and
proudly sent me a copy of it. I happen to know
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that he is prett adept at writing nasty lett rs,

so I wrote to m and said, Now look, you
got out this brochure to invite these stbdents
to your school. Every picture in it was taken at
the hospital where they get their clinical ex-
perience working with patients, yet nowhere in
this brochure do I see any mention of that
hospital's name or who the cl(nical instructor
krainer is or Who the .staff-people are that train
them. To look at this brochure you 'wouldn't

*think that the hospital even ei5isteci or that the
students went to a hospital to get their experi-
ence. If I were the administrator over there, I

would throw you out." You know, a furiny
thing happened about a year laterfthey did
throw him out He was g tting all t t service
tor nothing, but he failed co give the, 'a little
recognition.

1

There's another problem. It's noMair to ask,
people to do something for nothing. specially

2,4/hen it is hard work as in teaching. ) think
that, if possible, it should be arranged so hat
the clinical instructors in the hospitals'can be
given a monetary reward for the extra work
they do in teaching.

it is my feeling that most of our problems in
getting them to work could also be solved in
this way. As it is, about the best that I can do is
to give them a. certificate or an "instructor's
medal of honor" or,sornething of that, sort, but
you can't go .out And buy a loaf of bread with
that type of recognition.

In order to sell this program, I have developed
a little presentation that is'on a very elemen.
tart' level. Remember, most of these people

'think of leaching as standing up. befOre a
group just as I am doing now, with a black- ,

board aria a textbook. I .want to differentiate
occupational instruction from academic.teach-
sing methods so that you won't gel confused
with what we're attempting to.do here. What
we are talking about now is task-oriented in-
struction in'faci, that's the.naMe of this little
Presentation. It doesn.t take very long to ex-
Plain and well just run through it very quickly.
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`e will be very elementary in our approach;.
e-to get the idea across to the.people

ypu are wo with. Otherwise you will not
get the cooperation in the hospitals that you'll
need if you want them to play ball with you

,and help you,, They have to4Understand that .
this isn't nearly as complicated as it appears to
be and that actually it isnot only fairly easy to
learn to do; but it is)also a lot of fun.

,
It seems to me, I usually explain to ese

,

groups4hat there are two basic purposies fo
student to pursue education bey9md high
school ,(or while still in ,higfrsehool, because
now we have dropped down to' the tenth
grade level in our secondary school program,
and th efore I mention thg fact that it really
requi s a secondary education-as well). These
two god Sre occupational and cultural. The
occupational goals either are or shOuld be the
acqgisition of skills, knowledge, and attitudes
tharenable us to get a job, hold it, enjoy it
(hopefully), and advance to higher levels in
our"-chosen field tl)f 4Work. The cultural goals
also encompass the acquisition of shills,
knowledge, and again attitudes that are essen-
tial to 'fit comfortabIS, and. pleasurably into they,
desired social setting, In other words, we must
de\elop the capacity to appreciate and enjoy
aesthetic valuesmusic, art, darxe, ballet, or
whatever you like, maybe just sitting, in front
of, the TV watching a football game and drink-
ing a beer(I'm not condemning thatI enjoy,
it myself)..

1 ,
. .

In our society, both cultural and occupational
activities are desirable fo productive and44
happy life. Otherwise, we re oeit of balance.
ATI occupations that are not anti-social or
criminal in nature and that provide useful
pods Sand services are respecfableevery-'
thing,from the garbage man on up to the Presi-
dent.However, we will confine our discussion
to those...allied health occupations that require
some form of occupational education.

. .

Education for cultur41 development should be
largely a matter of personal pref6rence anyway



because our tastes in these matters wary so
widely On the other hand, vie ought to agree
that there is, little- or .no reason for what we
used to call "faculty discipline." We hear
about this notion every once in a while from a

.great many people who stilt believe that the
study of cultural subjects.is imperative (parti-.
cularly if the subjects are what we-used to call
"solids"), This has been disproven.convincing-
ly by research done as far back as 1906, so
that by now we should know that the old
faculty 'discipline idea 'doesn't hold. We realize
now that. the study of geometry and Calculus,
etc , is not necessarily going to make a good
plumber, p r se. Contrarywise, he must have
specific training in how to be a plumber. Cer-
tatnly he may enjoy calculus, but if he isn't
going to be an engineer Or take up some other
occupation where he can use it, it's not really
going to do him much good because he will
just 'forget It.
/`
o what is learning and what is task-oriented

Instruction? Learning is what happens when a

person changes his own behavidr (remember,
this explanation is highly. sIMplified for the
people in the class). I smash hard on "changes
his own"; )you can't make him do it. That
would be going back to ,the hickory rod, and
you'd get nowhere with that. He has to do it
himselfno one can do it for himand he
learns either by acquiring of discarding 'skills,
knowledge, and attitudes. Actually, discarding
is one of the most difficult learning situations
(et., trying t9 learn to stop smoking). Skills are
the ability to perform 'Occupatiapal tasks.
Knowledge is the possession of and the ability
to use scientific and technical facts. Attitudes_
are the sum.total of the opinions, beliefs, and
feelings we hold that influence our work, our
fellow workejs, our patients, our employees,
our employers, and our environment in
general Let emphasize again that earning
includes 'tie discarding as well as the acquiring
of these behavioral tors; discarding ob-
solete skills, knowledge, anci undesirable atti-
tudes is a learning process just as much as
acquiring neW attributes is. In fact, most learn-,
ers find it More difficult tp discard strongly en-.
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trenched behavioral patterns or fallacious
knowledge than to acquire neov 'information
and attitudes.

.
.

Let's assume that a task involves the perform-
ance' of a series of physical, mental, and hi-
tudinal acts by means of which one achieves a
specific objective. in order' to be .teachable, ,

the taskamust be specific, precisely stated, and
free from ambiguity that would result in the
omission of important details. For example, the
phrase "position a, bed patient" is too vague.
There are a number of tasks included in this in-

,

struction, each different. "Position a bed
patient in the SIMS position" is a more precise
and teachable concept. "Teach an amputee to
use his prosthesis" is too broad ar.id imprecise;
there are many kinds of amputees and many
types of prostheses. Compare this to "teach an
above-elbow arm -amputee to operate the
controls oh a prosthesis with a Hosmer elboW
and a Dorrance hook." Now you can get
down to business, you know what the job

,ryisyou know hat the task is. The first exarrf-
ple is impos le in terms of usable behavioral
objectives, you can't do it. Rut the second one-
you can. The first requirement for task-
oriented instruction is a precise, acewate
statement of the task to be taught.

Task performance requires the application of
skills, knowledge, and attitudes, whichrre4Dot
be accomplished without physical and mental
activities. Indeed, there is no learning without
physical and mental activities. Some people
assume that task-oriented instruction is
mechanisticthat it turns" out unthinking
robots whb are ignorant of basic science, prin-
scipIK and theory. -This is not hue, although I
agree that the possession of scientific knowl-
edge itself is of little value in pursuing an oc-
cupationit is what you can do with it that
tounts.One of the toughest problems that I

have wr4tledrwith for over 35 years is to inte-
grate theaelA concepts so that one supports
the othep, atiii then the basic science. makes
sense. WeZhai,e to be willing to accept the
notion that itte mere possession cif scientific
knowledge in itself is of little value in pursuing



an occupation. It's what you do with the
knowledge\ that counts, and when you do
something with it, you are. performing a task.
This, task-oriented instruction in the basic sci-
ences does not merely each the facts, it also
teaches how to use them.

Now let's examine the skill of teaching
because we all know that teaching and learn-
ing must'go together. Actually, people can and
do learn skills, knowledge,,and attitudes on
their own, this goes on all the time. All:of you,
everyone Sitting in this room, is learning some-
thing new every day, independently, without
help from anybody. We can and often do
change our on behavior without help by
reading, performing a task, following instruc-
tion in a manual:observing an object, attempt-
ing by trial and error to duplicate it, and so
forth. Since we can learn on our own, then
why do we have schools and teachers? Why
not just let everybody do as we do so much of
the time anyway? There are several reasons for
having schools and teachers, but the most im-
portant is lack of enough time. Time is of the
essence. Organized education exists because
we don't have enough time. Given enough
years,in almost any health occupations depart-
ment, in medical technology; say, if I walked
around in a medical technology* department

4 for a number'of years withoy anybody paying
too much attention to me, eventually enough
would rub off on me so that I could become a
medical technologi4. That's the old pick-up
method. Tru,e, it would take most of my Work-
i'ng life t) master it, but eventually I could do
it.

Since we don't live forever, we have to make
the most of the relatively short life span that 'Is
allotted, and this means that we must shorten
the learning process. Well-organized and
operated schools justify their cost (which is
pretty considerable) by establishing the means
by which students can achieve in minimal, time
the necessary occupational perf.ormhnce goals
used for successful entry into and pursuirof
,their chosen occupation.

I
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Teaching then, as I see it, is helping students to
learn, or as we said earlier, to change *their
own behavior. You must always remember
that as a teacher, you cannot change the stun,
dent's behayior for him, but you can help him
o change it hirnself. A good teacher in a well-

,organi2ed school helps the 'student to learn
more in less time with greater retentionAhan
he could if he were just lett to his, on
devices. If the school arid its teachers dO not
do this, then they really cannot justify their
existence because that's what they are there to
do.' Perhaps this idea seems, harsh and
materialistic, but remember, we're living.inia
pretty tough world in which money spent for
education is more criticalh scrutinized than
other expenditures. Voters' are rejecting bond
issues, universities' budgets are being cut, and
I've heard this word "accountability" here a
couple. of times, as well as "cost 'effective-
ness," etc. In the business world there is a very
Common saying. 'time is money." Event in
education we have to make the most of every
'minute that we can.

In health occupations education, task-oriented
instrutlion is aimed at attaining more learning
in less time but .with greater retention. The 4 n
structor's job `then is to help the student to
change his own behavior, i.e., to..learn.And
although it is hard work, it is much easier if
you folloW a systematic plan.

The system in task-oriented instruction consists
of four steps which are basic in as much as
they can be implemented by a great variety of
kchniques, instructional materials4 audio-
visual aids, and the like. They form the foun-
dation of the Clinical Instructor Training Pro-
gram which I have taught for a number of
years in hospitals to help, clinicians improve
`their teaching on the job. I can't take time here
to do more than quickly review the steps and
their purposes. 1

Perhaps' you think that the first thing Co do
would be to prepare what you 'are going Ao
teach. But That doesn't 'Work because .pre-
paring what you are going to teach depends



on how you are going to teach it. So I 'have
- folnd that you need to establish the teaching

technique, i.e., the four sets of instructions.
The first of the four steps. is theyreparation.
prepare the learner by getting him to relax so
that hii ability-to think.and remember will not
be impaired Then motivate him to want to
learn by getting him interested in the task we
want him to master.

' can be used on either an individual or-small
group basis,, and the,instructor's performance

,
must be as perfect as possible.

- It is in the PresentatiOn Step that'audio/yisual
aids arefhost useful to the instructor. A well-
made 'filmipf the task being demonstrated can
be watched by 'one or mdre students, which
reliev°6 the instructor for other activities such
as supervising Other students who are-learning

This is a very critical aspect of all teachtng,. to put into Practice tasks, they have seen
because it is here that we must get tile'learner demonstrated but nerd help and direction in
tb want to change his own behavior. To me, actually dOing them. The use of audio /visual
'arousing interest in students is one of the most, materials in this way saves the instructor's time
fascinating aspects of teaching because and increases his efficiency. However, to be
students are infinitely varied, 'and what works 'effective in this way the materials have to be'
wit one may not work 'with another. Explain- really well Made, anunfortunately this is not
ing ffie task and its purpose is, of course, a first always the case.
essential. Relating it to the welfare of the
patient is the second one, and relating it to the So, the Presentation Step is summarized as
student-IS own progress ,in mastering his oc' "tell, show, illustrate, one important step at a
cuOtion is the third.' This is an aspect of time; stress each key point, instruct clearly-,
teaching in which the only limitation -is the completely, and, patiently, but .no more than

;teacher's imagination and ingenuity, as well as the student can master.
'the study of each individual student to see
where the ignition key is located that will turn
him on I have discovered that the ignition key
is not located in the same place for any two

* students; but I have also found that an appeal
to. the desire td help other people in a hospital
becomes a very powerful motivating factor.

In the "How to Instruct" reminder card that I

use in Clinical Instructor Training, the Prepara-
tion Step is stifnmarized as "put him at ease,
find out what he knows about the'jd.b, get him
interested in learning the-job; and put him in
the correct position to see and hear the job
demonstrated."

The second of, the four steps is the Presen-
tation In this step the instructor presents the
skill or knowledge of the task to the trainee of -.
ter he has motivated him to want,to learn. In
presenting a skill, the most widely used meth-
od is for'the instructor to demonstrate' how
the task is done and to explain'the procedure
one step at a-time as he does it. This.technique

Next is the most, important .step-"of .all, Ap-
plication. Immedjately 'following the Presen-

-tation Step in teaching a task, the instructor
has the student do what he saw demonstrated
while the instructor watches closely, corrects
errors, and gives help as needed to try to have
the student experience success on his first try
if it is at all possible. I think this is a very im-,
portant factor. The.Aptlication Step is where
the student learns by doing. It is here that he
develops good work habits from the very start.
The instructor is needed and absolutely essen-
tial in this step. He can-guide -the. learner to
success in performance with% the use of
ssuggestiops,, questions, repeat demonstraticins
in diffictilt; steps, encouragement, and the
maintenance of a calm and easy atmosphere.
The Application Step is summarized as "have
him do the task, correct his errors, and have
him do the task again as he explains each key
point to you, ask questions to make sure he
understands, have him repeat the.task until
Yo6 knoW that he knows."
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The last of the four steps is the Test Step. This
is a check on the trainee's-ability to perform
the task correctly and without help. It a

means by which the instructor can discover
any weakness in his own teaching while there
.is still an opportunity to do remedial work
to correct it. He rs concerned first with deter -

__mining the trainee's ability to perform by
ha%,ins him do the task without help and then

8 judg4g the quality of the results. In effect, this
is a performance 'test whin is vital to task-
oriented instruction. He is concerned secondly
with the student's knowledge of the task's key
points irnok mg basic science and theory. He
can eva luate this by means of an oral
examination, observation, or clinical instruc-
tion. Oral questioning is-what we encourage.
Teachers simply don't have the time to write a
good test, certainly they can use written
questions if th-e-y-Thave the time, or they can
use other methods. When you do step four,
the lest, put the student on his own, with no
help, ask ,questions about key points to find
out-What -ts-tn his head. Most important, praise
good work and don't chelni him out if he

makes a.mistake. ,Finally, re-instruct to correct
errors. .*.

Now, in summary, the four-step cycle of in-
struction is the most effective technique that I

have experienced to help learners lean, i.e., to
-their own behavior. It not only pro-

vides the basic system for carrying on instruc-
tion, it is flexible and easily adapted. to many
variations. Teaching aids should be evaluate.d
carefully in terms of where they fit into this
four-step pattern. When applying the four
steps, the commonest error is to emit or ne-
glea step three, the Application, which is vital
to task-oriented instruction; without it, you
aren't doing the jobithe way it should be done.
There can be no learning without physical and
mental activity. Learning by cluing is the heart
of the Application Step. This is Where I pause
when working with a group in a hospital in or-
der to give them a kind of over-view of, what it
cis all about, although I don't go into the matter
of "How to Get Ready to Instruct." (On your
cards you'll see that one side is entitled "How

to Instruct" and the_ other side "How to Get
Ready to Instruct.")

When I travel to teach my clinical instruction
courses, I carry as little equipment as possible,
l'have learned to use a 5 x 8 card for much of
my work. I never use projectors, but prefer to
do things as simply as I can, and I depend on
easy little teaching devices to get the job
done.

Now we will turn the card over and discuss
"How to Get Ready to Instruct.- This is where
we teach how to analyze a task by breaking it
down into two 'columns, i.e., placing the im-
portant steps in one column and the key point
Of knowledge needed .to perform that task in
the other column. I -make it clear that this
should not become a ,long, laborious job, it
can be done on the back of artegnvelope. The
idea is really to get the students to Think

through the task. "What is the first thing to do,
and what do you have to know to do it? WhaeL"
will you do next? What do you have to know
to do that?" --4 tell them to use abbreviations.
Don't write out big long sentences because
you'll never read them and you haven't got
time anyway. This is a note from yourself to
yourself. You're not going to give this to the
student. This is merely your guide to putting
j-,)n the demonstration in step two. Keep this as

-simple as you conceivably can makejt. It is ex-
tremely important thuat we make these clinical
.people become education-minded, which of
course they ark n9 when you first deal with
them. They think that teaching- is some
mysterious priesthood vv- here caps and gowns
are worn and everyone has a degree and a
long row of letters afteL his name.

Clinical instructor.,traming will go a long way,
but don't go into a hospital and.try to ramgit
down their throats, or try to sell it as a
panacea for all ills, or promise that it will be a
lot of fun. But it will save them time and their
mistakes. Less material will be ruined,. and
there will be savings in 50 different way's if a
good job of instructing is done. And if doesn't
take a lot of time. This is the most important
factor of all.
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on how you are going to teach it. So I have
found that you need to establish the teaching
teclinique, i.e., the four sets of instructions.
The first of the four steps is the Preparation.
prepare, the learner by getting him to relax SQ
that his ability to think and remember will not
be impaired. Then motivate him to want to

.learn by, getting him interested in the task we
want hil-n to master.

This is a very critical aspect of all teaching,
because it is her% that we must get the learner
to want to change`hisown behaviOr.- To me,
arousing interest in students is one of the most
fascinating aspects of, teaching because
students,are infinitely varied, and what works
with one may not work with another. Explain-
ing the task ancLits purpose is, of course, a firs.t
essential. Relating it t he welfare of the
patient is the second or and relating i to'the
student's own progress in mastering his 'or-
cupatioin is the third. This is an aspect of
teaching in which the only limitation is the
teacher's pagination' and ingenuity, as well as
the study 9f each individual student to see
where the ignition key is located that will turn
him on I have discovered that the ignition key
is not located in the same place for any two
students; but I have also found that an appeal
to the desire to help other people in a hospital
becomes a very powerful motivating factor.

In the "How to Instruct" reminder card that I

use in Clinical Instructor Training, the Prepara-
tion Step is summarized as "put him at ease,
find out what he knows about the job, get him
interested Inlearning the job, and put him in
the correct position to see and hear the job
demonWated."

The second of the four steps is the Presen-
tation. In this step the instructor'presents the
skill or knowledge of the task to the trainee af-
ter he has motivated him to want to learn. In
.presenting a skill, the most widely used meth-/
od is for the instructor to demonstrate how

e ask is done and to explain the procedure
ore step at a time as he does it. This technique
t

.N1

can be used on either an individual or small
gr.oup basis, and the instructor's performance
must be as perfect as possible.

It is in the Presentation Step Oat audio/visual
aids are most useful to the instructor. A well-
made film of the task being demonstrated can
be.watched by one or more students, which
relieves the instructor Or otOei- activities such
as supervising other students who are learning
to put into practice tasks they have seen
demonstrated but need help and direction in
actually doing them.. The use of audio/visual
materials in this way saves the instructor's time
and increases his efficiency. However, to be
effective in this way the materials have to be
really well made, anAnfortunatel this is not
always the case..

So, the Presentation Step is summarized as
"tell, show, illustrate, one important step at a

time; stress each key point, instruct etgarly,,
completely, and patiently, but no more than
the student can master.

r

Next is the most important step of all,.Ap-
plication. Immediately following .the Presen-
tation Step in teaching a task, the instructor
has the student do what he saw demonstrated
while the instructor watches closely, corrects
errors, arld gives help as needed to try to have
the student experience success on his first try
if it is at all possible. I think this is a very im-
portant factor. The Application Step is where
the student learns by doing. It is 'here that he
develops ood work hallits from the very start.
The instruttor is needed and absolutely essen-
tial in this step. He can guide the learner to
success in performance with the use of
suggestions, questions, repeat deinonstrations
in difficult steps, _encouragerhent, and the
maintenance of a calm and easy atmosphere.
The ,Application Step is summarized as "have
him do the task, correct his errors, and have
him do the task agtin as he explains each key
point to you, as questions to make sure he
understands, have him repeat the task until
you know that he knows."

#
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The last of the four steps is the Test Step. This
is a check an the trainee's ability to perform
the task correctly and without help. It is a
means by which the instructor can discover
any weakness in his own teaching while there
is still an opportunity to do remrdial work
to correct it. He is concerned first with deter-
mining the trainee's ability to perform by
having him do the task without help and then
judging the qualit.cc.of the results. In effect, this
rs a performance test which is 'vital to task-
_oriented instruction. Hss.is concerned secondly
with the student's knoge of the task's key
points involving basic science and theory. He
can evaluate , this by means of an oral
examination, observation, or clinical insttuc-
hon. Oral questioning is what" we encpurage.
Teachers simply don't have the time to write a
good test; Certainly they can use written
questions if they have the time, or they can
use other'methocis. When you do step four,
the tests put the student on his own, with no
help, ask questions abzut key points to find
out ,what is in his head. Most important, praise
good work and don't cheti him out if he
makes a mistake. Finally, re-instruct,to corre t
errors.

Now, in summary, the four-step cycle of in-
struction is the most effective technique that -I
have experienced to help learners learn, i.e., to
change their, own behavior. It not only pro-
vides the basic system for carrying on instruc-
tion, tt is flexible .and easily adapted to many
variations. Teachinu. aids should, be evaluated
carefully in terms of where they fit into this
four-step pattern. When applying 'the four
steps, the commonest error is to omit or ne-
glect step three, the Application, which is vital
to task-oriented instruction; without it, you
aren't doing the job the way it should be done.
There can be no learning witribut physical and
mental activity. Le-arning by doing is the heart
of the Application Step. This is where I pause

,.when working with a group in a hospital in or-
der to give them a kind of over-view of what it
is all about, although I don't go into the matter
of "How to Get Ready to Instruct." (On your
cards you'll see that one side js entitled "How
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to Instruct" and the other side "How to Get
Ready to Instruc't4' °,Y.

When I travel to teach my clinical instruction
courses, I carry isdittle.equipment as possible,
I have learnefl to, use a 5 x 8 card for much of
my.work. I never use'ProieCtors, but prefer to
do things as simply as I can, and I depend on
easy' little teaching devices ,to get the job
done.

Now we will turn the card over and discuss
"Hoye toGet.Ready to'Instruct." This is where
we teach how to analyze a task by .breaking it
down into two columns, i.e., placing the im-
portant steps in one column and the key point
of knowledge rigecied to perforni that task in
the' other column. I, make it clear that this
should not become a long, laborious job,. it
can be done on trie back of an envelope. The
idea is really to get the students to think
through the task. "What is the first thing to do,
and what do you have to know to do 'it? What
wilt -,you do next? What do ,ysru have to khow
to do that?" I tell therm to. use abbreviations.
Don't write out big long sentences because
you'll never read them and you .haven't got
time anyway. This is a note from yourself to
yourself. You're not going to give this to the
'student. This is merely your guide to putting
on the demonstration in-step two. Keep this as
simple as you conceivably can make it. It is ex-
tremely important that we make these clinical
people become education-Minded, whichtof
course they are not when you first deal with
them. They think that teaching is some
mysterious priesthc?od where caps and gowns
are worn and everyone has a degree and a
long row of letters after his name.

Clinical instructor training will go a long way,
but don't go into a hospital and try to ram it
down their throats, or try to sell it as a
panacea for all iLs, q- promise that it will be a
lot of fun. Put itill save them time and their
mistakes. Less material will be ruined, and rt

there will be savings. in 50 different ways if a
good job of instructing is done. And it doesn't
take a lot of time. This is the most important
factor 'of all.
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CAREER MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND A MO,DEL
CURRICULUM: THE NURSING PROGRAM.' .

Luc de A Wood, MS, RN

During the years since the beginning of the
UCLA project, great .progress has been made
in developing career mobility opportunities in
nursing. In 1970, the National ,League for
Nursing made an Open Curriculurri Position
Statement suggesting that all nursing education
programs provide for career mobility. It also
had some general beliefs about, education pro-
grams for nursing that I think are important for
all of us to think about today in the allied
health fields, specifically that individuals .who
wish to change career goals should have an
opportunity sto do so. Educational opportunity
should be provided for those who 'are in-
terested in upw. Igckmobility without lowering
the standards of the fietd. In any type of nurs-
ing program, opportunity should be provided
to validate previous education and experience.
Sound educational plans must. be developed in
order to avoid unsound projects or programs.
,There should be more effective guidance at all
stages of student development. And, if pro-
jects and endeavors in this area are to be suc-
cessful, nursing must accept the open curri-
culum piocess. The UCLA staff does accept,
the open curriculum process. students should
have the opportunity to change career goals
and continue their education throughout a
life-tirne.

As late as 1973, the National League or Nurs-
ing published the Directory of Career Mobility
Opportunities in Nursing Education.. Of the
'total 2,687 nursing education programs, 5%
have provisions for career mobi4ydpportuni-
ties There are 1,377 programs which prepare
for the RN license,.64% of the total programs

offer mobility. Of the associate' degree. pro-
grams, 77%.offer some form of advance place-,
ment or mobility, and 82% -of the bac-
calaureate programs offer mobility. 'Of the

.1,310 Practical Nurse programs, 37% .report
some method for career mobility.. I think that
is a pretty outstanding thing for nursing to
have, accomplished in a fairly short period of
time.

'For those of you who know very much about
nursing, we are usually slow about changing,
and we have been very traditional in our ap-
proach to practically everything. For/myself,
however, I ,have done pretty well in changing
in most areas. I finally was able to wear pant
starts at work, and that was really very hard for
me to do! I have changed quite a bit but there
are still somethings that I cannot give up; and
I think that is probably true with rrrany nurses.
But, I believe that the nursing influe4e and
the nursing input at the UCLA project 'really
broadened the"re'St of/the staff.

In my travels across'.the country I haveound
many nursing educators seeking positive meth-
ods for their graduates to continue in career
opportunities. HokNever, there still seems to be
some reluctance to look at the entry point of,
their respective curricula. It does appear from
the NLN directory, that most Of the RN pro-
grams are rapidly, making progress to provide
career mobility opportunities. It seems to me
that there is a paradox here. Faculties are ac-
tively,seeking ways 'for their graduates to pro-

-teed in a career 'ladder, but some faculty
members still have blinders on when someone

23-
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comes knocking,o'n their door. We really don't
seem.to be vely trusting of one 'another, do
we? Unfortunately, it is the student who is
caught in the crossfire.

.

There are a variety of career mobility patterns
in nursing that are now bekg. utilized.
Probably the most common one is credi by
examination, or challenge exams, The m le

exit programs with entry arid'exit, re-enti into
the field, and exit again are usually within one
institutictn. There are some cooperative efforts
in existence, and updoubtedly more will
evolve with the continuing efforts of ,all of us
to economize iii the use of faculty, supplies
and equipment, eduCational .institutions, etc.

There are also the specialized programs.which
qlk admit already licensed nurses, e,g., LPN's who

can iget their RN license win aone -year
pevd or RN's whO maybe admitted to the
bacTalaureate program. And .then, pf course,

, we have the eternal degree prograrivurrently
being offered in New York. This program em-
phasizes the demonstrated skill and knowledge
ot,the practitioner regardless ,of where or how
it was attained. In other words, they are trust-

that you can, in fact, learn something out;
of the classroom and thd educational in-

stittkon.

1n the,1960's, with our emphasis placed on
.,credentials, we put unrealistic burdens on the

etlu'cational institutions to prepare practi-
tioners in addition to 'pushing job
qualifications far beyond those needed to do a.
job.. It is not .possible, for everyone in an
-orsanizatiorrlo be prepared for the top, level
lob, In actuality very few top jobs exist. In

addition, those with-credentials become disen-
chanted very quickly With- the so- celled lower

.
jobs and., frequently become the trouble-
makers for the employer. Can weprovide self-
actualization foi.the bulk of jobs in the health"
field? I believe' w.e can if, we per(nit,anden-,
courage life-long continuing education so that

,

the highest quality service can be given to our
Pattetts while at the,same time permitting the .

learner to extend his sphere of Aderstanding.

,
.1'

Before I begin d description of the function of
the career model, I would like to briefly review
the UCLA Allied Health Professions Project I

know you talked about this yesterday but I

just want to recap it quickly for you. The pro-
ject was funded for tour years by 'the U.S. Of-
fice of Education. It began operations :in
August, 1968. The project was administered
through UCLA's Division of Vocational
Education, nd the main thrust of the project
was dIrectetl toward curriculum research and
development in 18 allied health Ziccupations.

was one occupation researched and
probably the most important one.

The pi,;Oject also had a secondary school
demonstration program which provided tenth
grat students with an introduction to the
he Ith field.. During the eleventh and twelfth
grades, these students selected the oc-
cupations they were most interested .an.

Classes and laboratory practice in' a clinical
setting were offered on a regular basis, and, at
the completion of fhe,tweiffh grade, these stu-
dents-had the possibility of completing the en-
try level curriculum in their chosen field. They
were, therefore, equipped with a salable skill
on the job Market. As an alternative they
cou-ld continue with their ucation at the
tecond step of their occup al curriculum
in a posst-s,econdary progra though the re-
search pant has completed its four years of ef-
fort, many high schools throughout the coun-
try are still utilizing some of the tools andcon-
cepts developed on the project. But you will
be hearing more about that aspect of the pro-
ject on Friday.

42; ;4.

Returning to the major thrust of our project,
the curriculum for each of the 18 occupations
was built on national occupation survey data
with four main. objectives. 1) develOpmeakof
curricula in health related fields, 2) consideia-
tion of core curricula, 3) consideration of
career ladders or lattice, and 4) development
of instructional materials.

The project methodology followed -ten bask
steps which' were. 1) identification, of all tasks,



skills, or' activities in a functional area,
2) verification of these tasks through a

national field survey, 3) determination of the
proe4s used in performing these tasks' as well
as he knowledge and skills needed for satis-
tactory performance, 4) development of
behavioral objectives or performance goals,
5) development of curricula which will in-
clude career ladder concepts, continuing
education capability, onainment of degree
objectives, and transferability ?f credit,
6) development of innovative instructional
materials based on a modular concept leading
to a core curriculum; 7) testing the instruc-
tional 1-iaterials in the field, 8) evaluation of
the instructional materials and revisions as
needed based on the feedback' from the stu-
dents and the faculty (on the entry level nurs-
ing instructional units, we had 23 testing sites
using our material' and we were able to do
several revisions befdre they were sent to the
publisher), 9) production'of the materials, and
10) the distribution of materials.

4
The- entry Itel nursing curriculum which was
developed on the project is being distributed
by W B SaUnders in volumes one and ,two,
Nursing /Skills: for Allied Health Services.
Volume-three of the text should be distributed
by them in the late summer.

Our national ritzsing surrey resealed that 60%..
of all the functions designated in our survey
instrument were performed ipy 'everyone .in
nursingthat is, the nurse aide, the LPN, and
the RN These skillS are readily recognizable as
essentially the fundamentals of nursing.',The

.structional materials that were develoPed from
the occupational analysis include, not only im-
portant ste is in the perforinarite of each skill,
but eac see. is 'amplified by key points that
clarif e important steps. In addition, related
an omical and biological principles and
mi logical concepts, communications
s ills, leg I, ethical and safety guidelines, as

ell elementary problem solving ap-
yr.e4ches are incorporated.

1 he 36 instructional uaits which eventually
were published as Nursing Skills for Allied
Health Services have been adopted by all
types of schools of nursing, e.g., LPN, asso-
ciate, diploma and baccalaureate programs. In
addition, extended care facilities and acute
care facilities are using these text, books
procedure books. From these statements, you
can see that it is possible to develop some
standardization in .the performance of the
basic nursing skills as well as a core curriculum
concept which could then serve as a base fdr
mobility.

You, may be interested to know why the title
of the book .was selected. We actually had a
little office contest. This was the first book we
had to name and we had all kinds of
suggestions including The Sensuous Nurse (be-
cause at that time The Sensuous .Man or The
Sensuous- Woman had just come out), Any-
way, we had very snazzy titles, and, being the
sedate people we-were, we thought that we
had better be a little careful about our final
choice. Since our project was called the Allied
Health

be
Project, it seemed that it

would be fitting Co have that in the title of the
book. But also, as We worked on the project
we found that many of. the skills and the in-
structional units ,that were incorporated into
the nursing curriculum were, in fact,,skills that
should be incorporated iitolother allied health
curricula, e.g., hand washing for mediCal'asep-
sis, ethics; legal guidelines, body movement,
baldrfce andoalignment; isolation techniques,
vital signs, etc. And as we discussed the pro -
ject, we found that practitioners in the labora-
tory, respiratory therapy, radiology; or medi-
cine..4imply did not have these kinds of topics
covered in their curricula. And, of course, they
are ,vitally important in terms of paneint care
and also for one's own personathealth care.
So-quite a number of the units i,n the first two'
volumes are, in fact, incorporated in some of
the other educational curriculain laboratory,
respiratory therapy, the. health careers pro-
grams in the high schools, etc.

I.



The close working relationship among the
AHPP staff demonstrated clearly that each of
us benefitted by the input from the other
allied health. professionals. We found that by
working together weextended the knowledge
and skills each of us brought to t p ect in
many diverse ways which were ne ed,
challenging, and 'motivating. In fact, man
us who have left the project are impleme ing

these same concepts in our present s ttings.
We had a unique staff 11.1a1-,g tremen-
dously well together.

found that the LPN is using almost all of the
skills which were origin.41Iy identified as,strictry
within the RN purview. Yet we continue to
prepare these nurses in various pro-
grams LPN, associate, diploma, and bacca-
laureate programs. This is a paradox to me and
to many others.

To return to the nursing survey, we found that
the next 28% of the skills beyond the initial
60% were more complex skills such as sterile
techniques, giving of medications, assisting
with somatic therapy, assisting with various
treatments and examrhations, the identification
of patient needs, the interpretations of sights
and symptoms, teaching of simple health
measures and procedures, and selecting the
best approaches to' patient care. These 28%
were done by the RN/LPNIkombination. The
remaining 12% of the activities identified in
our national survey that were described as
strictly within the purview of the RN were. the
administrative techniques of planning patient
care, assigning personnel, evaluating the
quality of patient care and employee perfor-
mance and making appropriate adjustmentlin
both of those areas, teaching programs for
patients and employees, and com-
plex nursing skills. There were only six
skills which the LPN's were not able to do and
those *ills remained exclusively within the RN
realm._ They included the following: the
adminisiration of vital medications and
blood transfusions, reading,'of fetal .monitor-
ing devicsreacling cardiac monitoring.
devices, reading of Skin tes , tracheal
suctipning, and the insertion' of asal gastric
tubes. ,

At recent workshops in which I have, par-

. ticipated, nurses from the various states con-
tinue tO validate the results of out 1969 sur-
vey. However, in the last twii years, have

'1972,' the Educational Projects Incor-
porate , Hied Health Professions Project in
Pittsburgh validated the UCLA AHPP nursing
occupational analysis with only minor varia-
tions. The report stated that in 19,2 nursing
was in a period or transition. For thOse or us
involved directly in nursing 'education and
nursing service, this seems to be the under-
statement of the decade! However, progress is I),

being made as outlined in the National Com-
mission for Nursing and Nursing Education's
Implementatii --n Report " "From Abstract into

1

Action," and in the recent NLN publication
Directory o4areer Mobility Opportunities in
Nursing Education. The latter report demon-
strates that More than one-half of the schools
of nursing in ithe country already are providing
career mobility opportunity, and much of this
can be attributed to legislation within the
states which has. been the .direct result of
societal unrest generated toward the educa-
tional institutions during the 1960's. I know
that in California we had extreme problems
with the legislature telling us what we were
going to be doing in nursing education long
before the educators were ready to work on
the problems, which then created its own set
of problems for us.

'During the 1960's there developed an over-
reliance on credentials which ultimately push-
ed job qualifications comd<tely out of line
with actual knowledge and skills required for
the job to be done. This not only burdened
the educational institutions but gave students
an -irealistic view of what the piece of paper
of, n card" could do fo; them
thrO ghout life. The belief vAias that _when we
got tt t piece of paper, we were set. Well, un-
fortunately, that doesn't happen to be the



case In the late 1960's, Mployers began to
have second thoughts abo t the credentialled
employee That is, the cred ntialled individual
had lots of knowledge but not necessarily the
skills required for the job. This was costly for
the 'employer in providing extended training to
prepare the workers for their jobs. In adtion,
the over-educated employee often giame_
bored with his 'job which resulted in low
morale, poor work performance, and high
labo4 turnoverall costly for the employed
the employee, and ultimately you and me, the
consumers. That is why the focus that the
UCLA staff put on ability to perform seems to
be a' great merit in curriculum constructions.
That is, we did the occupational survey to
determine exactly what it was that people
were expected to do on the job, and then we
developed the building blacks of the curri-
culum thereby teaching the students how to
perform the essential skills until the stated
criterion was achieved. In addition, we incor-
porated not only knowledge that was critical
for correct job performance but general and
"nice to know" information within the time
parameters established by the faculty. In other
words, your time frame is the only limit to
how much you can put int&The curriculum;
you can put in as much as you have time
to do. In this way we involve the learner
very early in, t(e educational &irriculum by
having him put to use his newly" learned
knowledge and skills, in the field of Ns choice.
We also provide a sound .scientific basis for
continuation in the career plan of his choice.

Perhaps if I discuss here the curriculum plan
for nursing, the. previous statements .will
become a little clearer. Although I'm talking
primarily about nursing, I will endeavor to
demonstrate the Applicability of the model to
other health disciplines. Since t?iis` is a "func-
tional model," 1 have defined function as the
entire range of nursing activities and their con-
sequences which relate to helping an indi-
vidual patient, student, or practitioner
establish an optimal relationship with the stir-

a

rounding environment. The' Model includes
not only theAindamental nursing skills that are
reflected in our national survey, but also a

moderate amount of related technical in-
formation in the physical and biological scien-/
ces along with a minimal amount of general
knowledge.

In the beginning stage of the curriculum, most
of the. material is skills-based; there is very little
technical or theoretical knowledge. As we pro-
ceed through the nursing curriculum, how-
ever, you will find that there are fewer new
skills to be learned but much more knowledge
to be retained'. During stage.one, the begin-
ning practitioner has the !opportunity to learn
and practice the nursing kills until a moderate,
competence .is achieved. In our initial testing
program, the time required to complete this
part of the program varied from six to twelve
weeks, forty hours a week. This time included
class instruction, practice, and clinical assign-
ments. Most of our test faculties and students.
agreed that an eight-week program, or roughly
320 hours, was minimal to accomplish all of
these activities.

This first stage of the model was built on the
AHPP's informattion which indicated that 60%
of all the activities are common to all nursing
practitioners, i.e., the nurse aide, the LPN, and
the RN. In the registered nursing programs
(associate, diplo'rna, and baccalaureate-pro-
grams) there is quite a variation in,the amount
of clinical time that studeris receive in the
field. If they have twelve hours of clinical time
per week in the field for 50 weeks a year, you
are talking about a total of 600 hours in the
clinical area or 15 weeks in the year!

Now let me due you in to what happened'
when I was a student in a diploma program in
the 1940's. At that time it was a 50-week prO-
gram, we had two weeks vacation a year. We
worked eight hours A day, six days a week, and
we had-classes in addition to the work. Now,
in terms of the amount of information we had
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to learn, you know it realty wasnikery much.
What we have done over the years is to de-
crease the time needed in the curriculum and
yet ye live at least fifty times more infor-
ma!tion to get into that shortened time spari.
One of the major things that has been cut out
of all the nursing programs is the clinical prac-
tice, and I know of no exceptions. It is fine to
have the information, but you must pelt it to
use! I switch between education and service
periodically 'so I can see What service or edu-
cation is doing. When I think education is not
doing what I think it. should, I go Over and
straighten it out, and then I come back and see
what the service end is doing. I try to utilize
the best of both worlds.

.I'm really very dis-turbed with the kind of prat:
tice ihat nurses are giving throughout the
country and the kind of care the patients are
receiving. I do think that it can be improved. I
think we can, in fact, give nursing care like we
did in the old days but really give a better
quality care because we have a lot of theories
behind us now which enable us to know what
we are doing and why,end we can adapt alter-
natives to meet each 'patient's needs. So I'm
back in nursing service to prove that we can
do just that.

One of the major problems employers are,
having now with new"nursing personnel is their
lack of ability to perform basic nursing skills.
Stage one, as described earlier, would permit
the learners sufficient time to ,become
modrately competent in these skills. In prac-
tice, ve have found that the more time stu-
dents spend with patients, the more they see
their own lack of knowledge and skills, they
then become motivated to learn more so that
better patient care can be. given.

.It was really sort of interesting to view the
results of our initial testing procedures with
the nurse aide program at St. John's Hospital in
Santa Monica, California. They had always had
an eight-week training program for their nurse
aides, but they agreed to take out instructional

materials and use them one time to see if the
materials would work. We did not tell any of
the staff of the nursing units that we were
making changes, we simply made the changes
in the classroom. And, of course, the students
did not know there were cianges. What hap-
pened was very interesting. The students very
quickly were.involved' in nursing care..)
were asking all kinds of questions about w y
they couldn't do certain things for their
patients (they were very limited in the be
ning in the kinds of care they could give and
what patients they could have assigned to
therm). The students did a tremendous amount
of utside reading. Before long the nurse aides
the were working with on the floor who had
come ..ough. previous programs asked the in-
structors-vhat they were doing differently
because these students had so much more in-
formation. The supervisors were extremely
pleased because the students were looking foj
additional work to do, and they were not satis-
fied with just telling one of the RN's that
somebody's temperature was high, they waited
until the RN actually took some action about
it, which was quite a differebt kind of thing
from what most aides generAlly were doingt
And so they found that the students were very,
eager to learn more.

We found this to be true in our secondary
school project, too, where the students gained
more knowledge and began providing direct
care to patients. They soon found that they
really did not know very much and that they
had an awfully long way to go, and thislpushecl
the students to tlo Octra reading. I think we

probably do not give, individuals enough credit
for self-motivation. We jost have to give them
an opportunity to see what they need to learn
and then, of course, put them into a struc-
tured program with.' a good faculty that can
lead the student along.

11,

Research studies with new graduates from
various schools of nursing programs repeated-
ly describe their dissatisfaction with the low
level of performance in nursing skills. The
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educators know this, the students know this,
certainly nursing service employers know this.
Nursing service employers have been upset for
many 'years abkut the lack of ability of new
graduates to give care. With the approach we
have developed at UCLA, we feel we can do
something constructive about improving the
quality of cafe given patients. ,

Stage two of the functiOnal model would pre-
pare what I choose to call the basic nurse
practitioner Included in this block of. the
curriculum is the remaining 40% of the acti-
vities identified in the projectthat is, the 28%
that were the RN'LPN combination and the
l2"o that were, in fact, identified for the RN
only I combined thew activities because it
seemed like the logical thing to do at the time
(early 1971). Also, I have had an opportunity
to do conferences around the country and I
am finding that the LPN is, in fact, doing.every-
ihing the RN is doing. ObViously, they don't
have the theoretical background, but a lot of
these people have done a considerable
amount of self-learning. They are really moti-
vated and some of them are very. fine prac-
titioners as well.

Stage two encompasses some pretty complex
nursing skills and beginning theoretical
development in relation to humap function,
combining the theory of practice and problem
solving, decision making, and communication
skills as well as administrative and teaching
skills, From the proposed model, for stage two
I see the possibility of blending the strengths of
the present LPN., associate degree, diploma,
and, in some instances, baccalauieate curricula
to develop a competent basic nurse practi-
tioner ,who can function efficiently.

Now let me explain this further. The LPN is a

licensed nurse who has generally completed
twelve months of expel'ince in giving bedside
care in addition, their courses give a reason-
able introduction to the various scientific sub-
jects The As4aciate Degree Nurse (ADN) has
two years ex0erience in the academic setting.
This program provides moderate opportunities

to.give bedside'care, usually no more that-120
hours a week during the semester. In addition,
these .students become oriented to the
academic setting by obtaining the scientific
knowledge required for their nursing subjects
plus their general education courses which are
required to get the associate of arts degree. It
gives students an opportunity to see how
other students function within the educational
institution. This program also gives its
graduates a bigboost if they elect to continue
in the academic field and obtain additional de-
grees. On the other hand, the diploma nurse
usually evolves a close identity with her train-
ing setting which is shared with the staff work-
ing in the service setting, their pride in their
service really develops close working coopera-
tion. Often; many of these graduates remain
with their own home school.

In the early days of the diploma program the
priority for giving nursing care was favored in
some instances in place of the education of
the nurse. And I can certainly say that was true
when I was a student. We knewii this as ex-
ploitation of the student for the benefit of the
hospital. There were some bad things about.
that practice, but there were also some advan-
tage.S: Today most diploma programs have
come close"to holding the same tenets as,their
peer programs housed in academic institutions
which provide students with an educational
opportunity. Thus, it seems to me that the
bedside competence of the LPN, rhe oppor-
tunity to identify with an educational in-
stitution as seen in the ADN _program, and the
shared identity of the hospital/school diploma
pr6gram should be valued components of any
nursing program.

If the basic nurse practitioner, and you wilt
notice that I have stayed away from all of the
familiar job titles, should become stage two of
the nursing career sequence, then it would be
necessary to require only one nurse prac-
titioner license. This would help eliminate the
disagreements within nursing over the "tech-
nical" and "professional" as well as the other
licensing titles in nursing. In any of the jobs
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that we do, there--are some elements of tech-
nical work and there are some elements of
professional- work. Those words really have
created many barriers in nursing, and I would
like to see th dropped from the vocabulary.
It the nurse ractitioner elects to move in a
career sequence, it should be because he or

t. she wants to change functions.

Stage three of the model would provide the
begmn g skills and knowledge needed to
teach, dminister, practice, or consult in a

special area. In addition to increased theory
in, the specialty, the students would acquire
knowledge of basic administrative and educa-
tional methodology which would prepare
these graduates to be employed as ileginning.
faculty .,for the entry levet and nurse practi-
tioner prolramthat is, stages one and two of
the car%er4rnodel or the beginning administra-
tive positions in health agenties.

in the time taken to attain .it,. the present
baccalaureate degree may be comparable to
the proposed stage three. Howeve,r, it is not at
all certain that two years will be needed to
complete this phase.. If our aim is to prepare a
nurset, t6 function at a certain level, a degree
may or may not be necessary. This matter con-
tinues to be questionable. As a case in point,
at the completion of stage two, the graduate
may desire to take one of several courses to
in( rease knowledge and skills in a specific
area, for example, critical care nursing,
respiratory therapy, family health practice,
gel latric nurse practice, pediatric nurse
assistant or ,associate, etc. These courses, as
you know, vary in length from four weeks to.
two years and thus could result in certifitaition
or recognition apart from the academic de-
gree. This recognition could be given,throdgh
an Academy of Nursing as proposed in the
Commission Report and which has now been
established. if the academic degree is desired
in addition, then the practitioner would have
to meet the institution's academic require-
ments, tad:*

In a current nursing journal, I noted that over

1,000 nurse practitiOners have now'be,en pre-
pared anckdie organizing in special interest
gfoups for recognition and continued
education. So the practitioner programs have
really sprung up all over the country and lots
of nurses are involved in them. In fact, current
research does not jeem to demonstrate a great

,difference in the varying basic preparations of
the experienced 'nurse the, associate,
dibloma, or baccalaureate in their ability to
,becone competent nurse practitioners from
any one of the current pi=bgranis, e.g.,

pediatric, geriatric, or family health..In other
words, I'm saying that it really does not seem
to make any difference whether you have an
associate, a diploma, or a baccalaureate de-
gree when you continue in the practitioner
programs, all three of these are seemingly
equally successful. The research finds that the
RN's with experience and personal motivation
can successfully complete the practitioner pro-
grams of their choice regardless of their basic
preparation.

In the past we have been trying to upgrade
nursing,'and I believe we need to do this as
much as anybody. I thirlk the complete em-
phasis on the piece" of paper is the wrong ap-
proach. It is very important for some peOple
to have an academic degree in their own right,
but it is not important for other people. I,think
we need to recognize that fact.

On the employer's side of the fence, with th'e

state and federal governments and third party
taxpayers looking very critically at cost effec-
tiveness programs within health agencies, it is

going to becOnle much more expedient to hire
those practitioners who have ,the knowledge
and skills needed to c16 the job rather than hire
the expensive academically oriented staff to
do the routine work. In the future, employers
will be hiring the highly skilled and educated
practitioners for certain positions, but these
positions will entail functions which cannot be
done by the lesser prepared. In other words,
there-is going to have to be a definite change
in the function of people who acquire aca-
demic degrees.



Quality assurance programs based on stated
performance criteria and utilization tools
which are being re imthmended by licensing
and accrediting agencies will mandate a Closer
working relationship between the employers
and edkators and future allied health practi-
tioners. Workers will have to perform the
stated functions to criterion levels established
in the agency, and, therefore, the educator's
are going to have to prepare workers that can
be functional in the health field. I think there is
great evidence in the country that service and
education are in fact beginning to talk to-
gether. In' some places this is better than in
others If we don't do it ourselves, then it will
be done for us *from the outside. It seems to
me that weshould be the ones to take the bit
in our mouth and 'run with it.

Stage four of the model would 'prepare the
teaching faculties for the stage two, three, and
four programs as well as preparing ad-
ministrative personnel for large medical cen-
ters and health `agencies. Beginning research
methodology would be offered at this point in
the curriculum. I believe this is necessary' to
enable stage tour graduates to be stiong sup-
porters of research in nursing, and tffey would
also assist in identifying clinical 'nursing
problems for research. The curriculum at this
stage would be of an advanced, academic
nature covering teaching and administrative
techniques that could' be applied specifically
to the areas of nursing education and ad-
ministratiati. In other words, stage four of the
curriculum would not, at this time, include
high level nursing theory. However, there cer-
'tainly would be a strong possibility of that in
the near future when the fifth stage of the
model could be fully implethented.

Stage five of the model should prepare thee
nurse researchers and would be on the level.

'with the present doctoral degrees. The func-
tions of these graduates would be to expend
their efforts on research in order to assist.in
the development of a scientific bOdy of nurs-
ing knowledge, Although nursing research and

the development of nursing's, own body of
.knowledge is the major limitation to our "pro-
fessional stature," many changes are, in fact,
occurring in nursing research. We now have
over 1,000 nurses who have'doctorates and
many more are enrolled' in doctoral studies.
Nursing research is now dealing with the ef-
fects rA specificnurs.ing care on the recovery
of the patient.

We are t eginning to document with nursing
research some of the beliefs about nursing
care that many experienced nurS's have had
over the decades because they found that
their techniques were successful after using
them on their patients., Until they. were docu-
mented. by research study, certain practices
had been guided simply by feelings or hunches
of the nurse. These successful treatment pro-
grams were rarely passed al9ng; they were
gained with experience in nursing, if they were
gained at all. So the basic research in terms' of
clinical nursing really will help us improve the
quality of care. . . r

0The clinical nursing knowledge that we can',
obtain from nursing research rill not only pro-
vide a higher and more consistent quality of
nursing care; but it will assist is in establishing
standard care plans-by which practitioners can
be evaluated. And that is what the whole .game
is about. On the nursing service side of the
game is the Joint Commission for the Ac-
creditatibn. of Hospitals ()CAN) which is now
setting up standards of rierformance..Nwsing
personnel must be .able to demonstrate a'
change in patient care 'in order to become ac-
credited. Thigrotides a tremendous chal-
lenge 'for nurse g Service people to get with it
in terms of performance objectives and be-
havioral goals and so on.

I see this model as being a sound method for
developing nurse 'practitioners who Would/
assure competent nursing care in any health
setting. .More_ importantly, each successive
stagewould include increasing and cumulative
competencies in nursing practice, decision
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making, and problem solving, as well as ad-
ministration, communications, and teaching
skills. In every position that a nurse holds, she
really has to be an administrator of some sort
and she does have to have some teaching
skills/And; in general, these kinds of skills are
not taught to nurses to the degree that they
need to be taught.

Let me briefly revithe stages of the model
based on func n that I have outlined for you
and give you estimation of percentages of
representation in the nurse population. When I
originally prepared, the model we had about
200,000 people working in the field of nursing.
My predictiOns are based on that figure., As
kou recall, stage one would prepare theCOtry
level nursing practitioner in the fundamdntal
skills, so this group would comprise about 25%
of the total population. Stage two would pre-
pare the basic nurse practitioner who would
carry the bulk of /The direct nursing service to
the patient. Stage two .would prepare about
50% of the work orce, so these two stages to-
gether would be t ing care of about 75% of
the nursing force. T e size of this group might
be increased in the years, to come as our
delivery of health Services changes, which I

believe is a real possibility with such a flexible,
open-enled model as I presented here.

It would be difficult to alter my.views on the
compo ition of the first two stages. However; I
could' e persuaded to change any or all of my
views on stages three, four, and five uPon the
presentation of comparable data. We have not
done any research yet at the three, four, and
five levels, and thus my ideas for the model
are as good as anybody else's.

,

Stage three, of the model would prepare the
beginning nurse educator, administrator,
practitioner; or consultant in the specialte
area. This group would comprise 15% of the
work force.. Stage four would prepare the
teaching faculties . for the mid-level and
graduate eacational programs as .well as pre-

paring nurse administrators for large medical
centers and health agencies. Nine percent of
the nurse population would be needed to fill
these key, positions. Stage4ive would prepare
the nurse researcher. If 1% of the total nursing
population could be involved in nursing re-
search, we could expect to see a vast improve-
ment ip clinical practices in the next two
decadet.

I believe that this model provides for creativity
and flexibility based upo,n lOcal, state, regional,
or national needs. It provides the mechanism
to easily drop activities and content that Are
obsolete as well as providing an easy metjiod
for adding new content when appropriate. As I
have worked with nurses around the country, I

'have become convinced that there is much
more commOnalaty among us than there are
differences. As a member of the UCLA Allied
Health Professions Project, I had a unique op-
portunity to see an overview of nursing that
feyv in the field ever have. I urge all nursing
ecucators, and all, health educators for that
.matter, to guard against tunoelIvision fro
your own little perch. Do noota laugh at cif
discard unusual approaches to developing
-alternative learning opportunities. Keep an
open mind. Take on all comers, `tally the re-
sults, and obtain the' best solutions for your
purpose's.

In the model presented, no reference has been
made to the -educational settings. Diversity is
the concept to be developed. The final report
of the Commission on Non-Traditional Study,
Diversity by Design, makes man 'recommen-
dations for action for the educational setting
such as pro.viding life-long learning opportuni-
ties, not only basic but con'inuing and
recurrent programs, and a shift in emphasis.for
a,pdemic settings from degree granting to
giving service to the learner. The report
recommends greeter utilization of existing and
newly developed non-traditional forms of
education and materials, and the development
of agencies to keep and disseminate student



credits and to provide creditable counseling
when needed by the learner. The various non-
traditional and traditional education programs
should not be seen as entirely separate eriti-
ties, efforts should be made to make them In-
tercha geable. This could be done and stand-
ards a
could
his fie

d objectives could be developed which
be utilized to prepare the practitioner in
Id bf endeavor regardless of the setting.

Broad support and encouragement have been
given to non-traditional study efforts,.so much i
so that they have been incorporated into the
law as the Educational Amendments of 1972
to the Higher Education Acts Of 1965. These
amendments propose improving. seconds.
ediJcation by providing - assistance to
educational institutions and agencies for the
following purposes. 1) encouraging the
reform; .innovation, and improvement of post-
secondary education, and providing equal

-,educational opportunity for all, 2) the
creation of institutions and program's involving
new paths to career and professional training
and new combinations of experiential learning,

)t3) the establishment of ins ',utions and. pro*-
graKs based 0,n the tec nology of cOtn'
munications; 4).the carrying out in pdst-
econdary educational institutions of changes
in internal structure and operations designed
to clarify institutional priorities and. purpose,
%) the design and introduction of cost effec-
tive methods of instruction and operations,
6) the introduction of institutional reforms de-
signed to expand individual opportunitie's for
entering and re-entering institutions and pur-
suing programs of study tailored to individual
needs; 7) the introduction of reforms in
graduate' education, in tz structure of
academic professions, and iti_Ahe recruitment
and retention of faculty, 8) the creation of
good institutions and programs for examining
and awarding credentials to individuals and the
introduction of reforms in current educational
prictices related thereto. So there is a lot of
emphasis. on non-traditional approaches.

Another and considerably more complex

problem that must be worked out is the trans-
ferability of credit from one setting to another,.
A workable solution to this one problem alone
would serve to speed up the preparation of
nursing practitionerneeded to meet our in- "
creasing health requirements. Nurses repre-
senting all types of nursing programs in Ne) .
Mexico have been sitting down together
establishing entrance requirements' for ea
level program so that their gradates will be
accepted in the next stgp of the career ladder.
In additiont together they have wo d out
statementsvdescribing the graduates each,
program. In this way they are attempting to
delitleate the differences among the prac-
titioners so that all types of nursing programs
are not in fact producing identical nurses. As I
worked with the nurses in New Mexico,xve
found that the LPN's .were doing much the
same thing as RN's were doing. And di, LPN
faculties were so pushed trying to get all the
required information into a one-year program
eNat they really didn't know how they were
going to do more. So vve'gave all the nurs-
ing eclucatqs an opportunity to look at and
listen toe,thevarious nursing programs and the
'Content's-and problems, of each. They have
selected the cont4hts td,be given at each level
of the nur.s.in curfriCulum, and they have also
decidecr'whowillteacl-rvvhat content so that
their,oUld begin 4o develop the content itself. .

Completion of one level in the nursing 'career
sequence will permit total acceptance at the
next level as the- student wants to progress.

It is possible for nurses to get together to work
out some of their differences as you
provide the career Mobility. These have been
agonizingly difficult tasks, but the nurses' in
New Mexico have become mole knowledge-,
able about each other's programs and they are
nowhore willing to compromise some of their
cherished precepts for the greater good. Every
one of us here today will haye to compromise
some of our cherished precepts. Similar active-

., ties are underway in other states and most.of
the efforts are being documented in various
reports .and papers.
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There is a natural evolution in most of the pro-
---"gramr-btrtnot in all of them. This certainly

makes it necessary for each of the health oc-
cupations to look at what it i\doing and to
prov ide.upportunities for career mobility. Fbr
example, in medical laboratories, stage one is
the lab.assistant, stage-two is the medical

jnician, stage three 1s the medical technologist,
la stage "four is tile medical technologist ad-

ministrator, consultgnt, or teachero, and in
stage five we would ha thj researchers in
Medical technology. I know that some of these
areas do not exist, but why don't they? This
seems like anapp4opriate approach.

The model can also be applied to respiratory
therapy. have -1.3c1 a terribly difficult time
yvith that field because on the project it was
hailed Inhalation Therapy and the national
Organization has, changed the name to Respira-
tory Therapy. So, anyway, Aie are talking.
about respiratory therapy aides for stage one,
respiratory therapy _technicians for stage two,
the respiratory theram, techrtologist for stage
three, the.administratc4, consultant, or teacher
for stage fours and stage five again would be
the researcher. And there certainly needs to
be a .lot of research done in the field of
respiratorl, therapy.)
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Then I took, it upon myself to apply this model
to ihe, physicians. At this point we would
probably eliminate stage one for the physi-
cians, but tage two would be the spsysician
assistant that we are hearing so, much about
n'ow. Stage ttfree would be the MD in the
specialty, arq,a! Stage four would be the MD
with advanced information in a specialty and
he would be ,an instructor in a medical school
or an administrator in a health agency. Now,
why in the iworld physicians beirve they can
teach and administer when they have not had
any of this training in their background is

beyond me! And then MD's for stage five
would be in 'research. This seems to/ be a
logical secfuence for MD's as well as for every-
one else.

I even applied this model to dentistr,y. Stage
one would be the. dental' rchnicia0 or the
dental assistant, stage two, the dental hygienist,
stage three, the dentist, stage four, the ad-
ministrator, consultant, or instructor, and stage
five, the dental researcher. It really falls right
into line fore every one of the health occupa-
tions, and it gives you some direCtibn fo(
moving in,a career ladder.

ti
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THE COOPERATIVE RELATIQNSHIP BETWEEN
THE SOUTH DAKOTA STATEWIDE CORE '`
CURRICULUM PROJECT AND. THE 'UCLA. /
ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS PROJECT
Donald G. 8rekke, 8 ..

\..

N.

1

S.,

For quite a number of years now there has
been a lot of talk about the need to develop a

'core curriculum in the health occupations, but
very little has been \done about thisi need. In
South Dakota, we decided that rather than try
to develop a core in one selected area we
would go into all the health occupations train-
ing programs that we had in our state.

I think that I should give you a brief back-
ground into how the project came into being
and tell you about some of the people who
really had foresight to try to de4lop some-
thing like this. pur state, as you know, is very
rural with the exce(itibn of about four 'com-
munities, and even they are still quite rural; so
we do have a rural problem. We have one
physician for every 1,262 people as compared
to the national average which is one physician
,for every 608 people. We have 17 counties ici
our state that do not have a physician. We also
have 21 'counties that do not even have a

hospital, 'and our counties 'are quite large.

In 1967,, Dr. Robert Hayes, Secretary of the
State Department of Health (at that time Dr.
Hayes was the director of the South Dakota
Regional Medical,Program) decided that some-
thing had to be done in the area of health
manpoWer to try to meet future demands to
provide more trained personnel and alleviate
those problems caused by maldistributio'n of.
personnel. Dr. Hayes worked out an agree-
ment with the State Department of Health and
Comprehensive Health Planning (CHP) to pool
their efforts and somer-of their resources to
bring on board someone to work in the area as

a CoOrdi.nator of Health Manpower Develop-
ment Programs. The title was very long and the
job description was about five pages. The
hopi was that work,could begin on a core
curriculum in health occupations.

In 1970, they actually created the Coordinator
position, but they needed money for ir so they
obtained the funds half from CHP, half from
RMP. At that time there was still not a care
curriculum p-roject so they came to me and
asked if I Would be the Coordinator of Health
Manpower Development Programs and Pro-
ject Director for the core curriculum program.
Our funds for the main parts of this particular
project come from the old Bureau of Health
Manpower Education now called the B reau
of Health Resources Development (BH D) at
NIH. We have always worked, directly wit Dr.
Gunnar SydOw, Directo6, Division of Health
Resources Development, DHEW, Denver. The
State Department of Health of South Dakota
puts money into the project as . do Com-
prehensive Health' Planning and the Regional
Medical Program, but the two' major sources
of funding are the Bureau of Health Resources
and the Regional Medical Program.

Another.thing that we are doing at this time is

conducting a study on health manpower in the
state and .assessing,the needs, the resources,
and the services. No one has really ascertained
where the needs are, yet we are all training
new people and starting new programs.

In the fall of 19724,we went to the Governor's
office to talk to him and ask if we could have

-.
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L'ali individual from his office who had been in-
volvd

,
i with us in core curriculum projects.

The Governor's office agreed that he could
work .with us on the project as long as he
would be available to do certain things within
his other duties, Thus, Dr. Wayne GlIdl)eth
came on board with us-and last summer we
made him the Associate Director of the
project. Oe is responsible for the major por-
tion of the progress that has been made today.

At this time in South Dakota we have approxi-
mately 87 h &lth manpower training/education
programs. The 87 programs that I mentioned
here do not include the college preparatory
programs for` medical education in pre-
mOicine, pre-ddntistry, pre-optometry, pre-
veterinary medicine, etc., or the four-year,
school of medicine that wehave now. How-
ever, the medical school is represented in our
project. Each and every one of the 81 health
manpower Orograrns is involved in the core
curriculum project. These programs exist in 31
institutions in the state that prepare health
manpower personnel. We say that an in-
stitution is any facility offering an accredited,
health manpower training education program.
They are located in vocational/technical
schools, hospital-based programs, two- and
four-year colleges and universities, and pro-
prietary schools. We have 14 colleges in our
state and for some reason two of them don't
have aily health programs, but next week they
probably will atk for one! 4

t

lust two 'weeks ago the state legislature passed
legislation which approved and funded a four-
year degree-granting medical school. Many

J of us felt that this was long overdue and we
feel how that the medicaligchool could serve
as the major resource for continuing health
education across the state.

We feel that a is unnecessary to have the
duplication Lhat is offered in many pro-
gramsthat, wherever possible, the com-
munity educational and health resources
should be shared and state-wide planning by
health education leaders should by en-.

.
couraged. I think what needs)o be done is for
each of you to gpt together with the people in
your state who make the decisions in

healthnot just in health education but in

bea.lth services, health planning, and in imple-
mentation of programs. In most places these
individuals are the state health officer (the
Secretary of Health, Commissioner, or what-
ever you call him), the Comprehensive Health'
Planning Agency, and the Regional Medicl
Programs which could be a great resource for
all health education Across the country.

Another thing that we found early in the pro-
ject was that you have to get involved with the
leaders in educationIn addition to each of the
health manpower training and education pro-
gran's in the state, we brought in people from
all of the health professional organizations and
got them involved in the project. If is easier to

ve them involved and working with you
th n to, try to present it to them later. We also

imade sure that we had representation from
"the4 State Board of Regents, the state
legislature, the Governor's office, the univer-
sity; systems, and the people who make the
deZ,sions in vocational education.

. .

NAv to the purpose of the project itself. The
major goal or objective of the core curriculum
project is to design a single or mutti-fatted
core of educational material which will serve

,as many of the health educational programs in
South Dakota as possible. Based upoi this
core, it is further desired to provide Oppor-
tunities for lateral and vertical mobility for the
students. Side issues that are involved in the.
project include the transfer of credits and/or
experience, challenge examination possibilities,
standardized performance examinations, the
deVelopment of educational materials, and
continuing education possibilities. In general,
the core project is concerned with health man-
power training, recruitment, and distribution.
However, the developMent of the core and
related activities has been done in full
cooperation with the health manpower train-
ing/education progr(ms in the state and with
the health manpower task force compospd of
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the people that I mentioned earlier who are
representative of all the health manpower
training/education programs as )"well as
organizations, agencies, professional and stu-
dent Associations also involved with' health. In
fact, we're so liberal, if someone Sthinks they
ought to be involved we say, "Fine, come and,
join us."

The rationale behind initiating the cooperative
relationship between the UCLA and the South
Dakota core projects was that, aftera review
of the literature and especially after visiting the
UCLA people, it became apparent the UCLA
Allied .Health Professions Project was actually
doing more than anyone else we knew abOut
in developing task inventories of what each
health worker would be expected to do on the
lob, We alsO agreed that before ,we would
develop the core curriculum, it must be deaar
to the instructors involved what the individual
would be 'expected to do once he was on the
MD We thought the curriculum could be de-
signed to teach the knowledge and Skills
required to perform the tasks on that job. Sb I
guess it was rather a natural thing that the two
projects would get together.

In South -..Dakota, we'hadta major 3-day work
shop back in September, 1972. We' had over
100 people in attendance, most of whom were
health educators. We limited attendance to
one representative for each of the health mans
power training programs because we just
couldn't ItAlle anything larger. We also had
representatives from all the agencies that had

,anything to do with health in the state 'plus,
people from some of the federal offices. Miles
Anderson, Tom' Freeland, Lucy Wood, .and
Howard Taub, of the UCLA Allied Health Pro-
fessions Project, came out and conducted a

very successful workshop entitled "The Prin-
ciples of the Task Oriented Approach to
Health Occupation Curriculum construction."
This' workshop was actually devoted to the
preparation of task analysts, *performance ob-
jectives, andlask Oriented instruction. The task
analyses of medical laboratory and nursing
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pLictice for South Dakota were completed at
that workshop.

I feel that the most important thing to come
out of the workshop was the opportunity for
all these people to come together, to meet, to
get to know one another, and to really find..
out that we were sincere in saying that we
were going to develop something like the core
curriculum.

In May, 1973, we he)d another three-day
workshop, againi in the Black Hills in SSouth
Dakota (We purposely take people to an iso-
lated area). Again, we had Lucy, Tom, and
Fil1ward as well as Jerry Epstein who conduct-,
ed a second very successful workshop on the
development of the potential entry level state-
wide core content for the health related oc-
cupations. The potential entry level, or as we
call it now, the primary core content, was
developed, tasks, skills, concepts, and other
related knowledge which are of potential im-
portance for a health score curriculum were
isolated and identified by the participants in
the -Workshop. Generalized topical outlines for
22 separate traditional academic course areas
had been prepared, and they have been and
are being used in deVelopttig the complete
health core curriculum'at this time. From these
two major workshops and other interactions
with UCLA Allied Health Professions Project, it
is evident that they have played a significant
role in assisting South Dakota in developing
the core curriculum project..Dr. Miles Ander-
son has been an advisor to us, as well as a
friend. Lucy's textbooks are used in all of the
nursing schools in the state.

The progress of the project, the actual
development of the core' curricula for the
health manpower training/education programs
in South Dakota, began with the earlier work-
,shops that I mentioned, especially with the
one this past May during which the potential
,core content items ,and the tasks, skills, con-
cepts, and attitudes were identified. The re-
sults of this workshop were then reviewed and



modified during a series of five sub-committee
workshops which we have held. These work-
shops were composed of people who repre:

t sent the various health manpower tram-
ing,educafion programs (the 87) that are mem:
bers ,of the state-wide Health ManpoWer Task
Force. In adefition, if need be, we brought in
outside resource people, e.g., chernisr&Jhe
core development is done by the people %.--T,HO.

- are currently teaching chemistry to the health
related occupations on one of the campuses
as well as health occupations educators. We
don't bring them all irifrozoantr-carrfipus, we
mix the people up from various place.

4)
At sub-committee workshop no. 114vhich we
held in August, 1973, the priniary.'core was
defined and topical outline*econtaining- tasks,
skills, knowledge,; 'and 'Ittltud'es werere'

developed as the prima

In phase two, two and

y core.-

,.
sub-committee work-

sh,tips were held inOctobe'r acid Deceri;ther of

cor, as defined. Topical outlines rerir sent-
1973. During these workshops, the, seclida,ty

,sent

in he Casks, blk,ills, knowle4e,, and 44t1tudes
ririv

"deired in each ;or the six academic 'areas
called the secondary. core -were' developed.
The major' areas iclentiid were anat6n-0 and-
physiology, chemistry inte'ipersona relation-
ships (for which it was. found. to rliq.e4retnely
difficult to jeY,belvvioral'objekilites,), 'micro-
biology, nutrition, and _Rt4139c, health and neal h
cafe delivery.,1-'' ,

Phase three t4):o.k 'longer to complete; In

November, 1973, we,feltbthat we needed a lit,'
tle more, help so we 'worked with ,Hoyvard
Taub and JetrY, Epstein at Los Angeles and-
hi-red thernto -translate, the, topical outlines
represent:1N tAe.pritnary core into measurable
objectives.,, lo rinuaiy-; 1974, we, again went

,out to Lo,s,Arageles to meet--with Jerry and
.1.-Joward, and thiS tinn we discussed 'with them
a,\process or,transjating the secondary core,,,

,
top)cai o.utlines-into ,measurable objectives via
the t,sub-carnmit:tee workshops beCause this is

. t'. ,
. .

what Wayne and I thought We wantea to do,

.

but we wanted to test our idea on someone
else. We have been very pleased with what has
developed since then. Sub-Committee work,
-shops were held the last week of January, and
ag-attit-kus past weekend we had a three-day
workshop at which time the primary core mea-
surable otActives constructed by Jerry' and
-Howard were evaluated and ,revised as

necessary. AlSo, the'secondary topical outlines
were translated into measurable objectives.
We are not finished with these tasks yet, but
we will be sometime this summer.

In phase four, we plan to have all the health
manpower training/education programs and
their parent institutions review and comment
upon the measitrable objectives and the core
curriculum, concepts thus far developed.
During this review process, which will
probably take place in March and April (1974),
we will be asking each program to evaluate,
each measurable objective with respect. to its
degree, of importance to that partitUlar pro-
gram of to any programs within their in-
stitution. Then, if necessary, we plan to hold a
one-day meermg,with the institutional contact
persons to insure that the review process,Will
be essentially the same for all programs and all

ins*titutiorts in the state.
.

In phase five, after the review prOcess is com-.
pieted ad 'any necessary modifications have
been made, each pro,grarn't.41 be asked whe-
ther the-will -adopt or reject the primary corer

,..measurable objectives as rnmithal objectives,.
and whrchof the secondary core measurable
objectives they will accept as minimal
tives.

Beyond the 'cleveloprrient of the core 'cure-
culum itself we know it is going to be
necessary to consider the professional co. ors4
career ladder alternatives,. and the acquisition
and development, of instructional materials
and standardized challenge examinvOions.
Already, this year we have hal: "Work'clonedn
the professional courses and the career model
alternatives in the .linicaHaboritory program

1.



areas. Then, starting on June ls't, we are going
to do the same thing with nursing. The future
emphasis of the Core Curriculum Project staff
will be on the acquisition and development of
instructional materials and standardized
examinations as well as the development of
professionarrcoUrses. We will also consider
career alternatives, for health programs, and
career ladder development will be considered
by all health occupations where the ladder is

applicable

An South Dakota, work will continua on
strengthening the role of the Health Man-
power Task Force to include the assessment of
healthpanpower needs and resources and the
resultant advisory role that it plays in 'South
Dakota on matters involving health mariporer
trainiiig, distribution, and recruitment We Also
have some rather unique things in our state
such as the fact that the Regional Medical Pro-
gram has been involved in this program since
its inception and is developing a state-wide
continuing and special health education net-
work Eventually we hope to have one
representative from each of. the health
professions on a large committee to plan to-
gether what is needed. If they will work to-
gether, then the Regional Medical Program will
.continue to fund the committee.

. 1

h ve\pOblished some of the findings of the
prof ct already, but we have not put them out
for general distribution. The proceedings of
the last two sub- committee workshops will not
be published until they have gone to the indi-
vidual programs, and institutions for their
revision. When this report comes ollt, it will
contain 'the behavioral objectives for each
topic that is to be covered' in that particular
course. That 'Is going to take a. while, but I'm
confident that we will do it. .

The streamlining of the educational curriculum
eliminates repetitious training, time consuming

,,
courses which are unnecessary, and the frus-
tration of the student who is ultimately faced

. .with these problems.

It shouldmphasized that the intent of the
Core Pr6ject is not to make all training in-
stitutions and faculty teach identical content.
Granted, similar programs will have similar
curricula, but it is believed that the Core Curri-
culumculum and Career Ladder concept can beim-
ylemented with adequate program flexibility
and room for creative innovationS to enable
different educational philosophies`to coexist.
Also, no training program is obligatecl,to ac-
cept all or any part of the Core Project results.
Instead; the premise is that if the results aro
justifiable, the programs will wish to adopt
them, and so far this has proven true.,

Throughout the, duration of the project, con-
siderable emphasis has been placed on com-
munication and cooperation with programs
and groups of overlapping.interes , but after
diverse viewpoints, it is believe that this op-
portunity for iarge-scale involvement of indi-
viduals and groups has resulted in greater
visibility of and support for the Core Project
and its approach.,,,

The support of South Dakota's Department of
Health, comprehensive Health Planning,
Regional Medical Program and the Division,of
Allied Health Manpower of the Bureau of
Health Reources DeVelopment has been ex-
tremely critical and ncessary to the success of ,

the Core Project.
A" V

f=inally, the Core Project staff' is optimistic,
regarding the' future. Lines of communication
have been established, cooperation with agen-
cies, organizations, association and training
programs. has been excellent, core curriculum
development' will soon, be completed, imple-
mpntation of the core will take place this fall,
and excitement is in the air!
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MY HOPES AND FEARS FOR r

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION
Helen l< Powers, M S

I. am most grateful to my good friends from
the University of California, especially Dr.
Barlow and his project staff members, for in-
viting me to participate in this national invita-
tional conference on Health Occupations
Education. When Mel Barlow told me that I

was to address this group at the luncheon
meeting today, I wasn't quite sure what he
wanted. But he did say in his letter, "Helen, I
Want you to tell us what your hopes and fears
are." And I thought, "Well, my gracious. ,A
completely subjective presentation on what
my hopes and fears are for h alth occupations
education! Does he really me n that?" But, he
evidently did So today you are going to hear
what my hopes and fears are from my personal
point of yew rather than the objective point
of view from which I have addressed the sub-
ject in the paste

I think my hopes outweigh My fears. I think the
evidence given to us here by the UCLA project

' and the .many ,other activities that were dis-
t' cussed by each distinguished member of this

conference indicates that' my hopes are well -

rounded. Commendation is well merited by
th`e UCLA project staff for undertaking .the
colossal job of analyzing some 31 occupations
and preparing instructional materials for 18 of
these. Until one has read the voluminous re-
Ports, records of committee arid staff: meet-
ings, survey findings, evaluation and validation
reports, instruction books, and a vast amount'

,of descriptive and analytical material producedk
inkhe project, one has only a limited notion of
tbe total work that went -into the project.

I Couldn't believe it really would be attempted
by someonewhen we reviewed the project in

,

the beginning. Prior to that project our studies
were not of either one curriculum tor of one
occupational area, but usually of one tiny
segment of that curriculum_ or that occupa-
tional area. Nobody really had ever attempted
to take a laundry list of 31 occupations and
look at them simultapeously in a.critical, an-
alytical way to come pp with some answers to
problems we had been coping with for
decades in the health field. This extensive
study has 'given us this kind of education for
the first time. It is not, I hope, the end of the
study on the occupations as a group. There
are other gccupations.to_ be included, other
problems to be dissolved, and validation and
repetition of some of the work in this project
that needs to be done. And I hope that there,
will be time, money, and interest on the part
of not only UCLA but other universities and
groups to continue this work.

Perhaps it is fan understatement to say that the
project has effected significant changes in
health manpoAer training and utilization, but I
believe that a great deal of what has happened
in,the health field today can be traced to many
different projects and especially to this par-
ticular project. Several speakers have empha-
sized some project results that shed new light
on abuses in worker utilization and job
requirements in the health field today. Among
these findings are. 1) the comprehensive an-
alyses of selected health occupations, 2) the
identification of skills common to several dif-
ferent occupations, and 3) the differentiation
of roles where several levels of workers per-
form in one occupation0 area, e.g., nurse
aide, RN, AND LRN.
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My has. is off to Lucile Wood for taking a new ,
look at the nursing cluster and finding some
logical reason for dividing the groups as they
were divided.But,,more importantly, what she
did was to show that these are similar in more

as than they are dissimilar, that levels
perhaps are not as readily achieved as we
thought they were going to be in the nursing
field, and that another approach will have to
be used sometimes.

While you have not yet discussed the secon-
dary schools phase of the project, it is a

pioneer research effort in motivating students
through health occupations programs to ex-
plore multiple career choices and to acquire
salable skills.,At theame time, they are im-
proving their aclievement levels in schools
and experiencing that individual personal
development that we are always talking about
in education. The addition of the secondary
school project resulted in research and experi-
mentation in an entirely new secondary health
occupations curriculum, suited to the needs of
disadvantaged youth in grades 10 through 12.
These students are strongly motivated toward
vocational preparation. To quote from the
evaluation of this phase of the study (Dr.
Fielstra's 1973 evaluation report), The evi-
dence seems unquestionably to indicate that
an allied health curriculum in the secondary
schools can produce commendable edUca-
tional results."

My hopes for the total success of the allied
health project, beginning in 1968, were well
founded and have been more than generously
fulfilled. I have some fears about the project,
too! One time those fears concerned the
magnitude of the undertaking. Usually, in the
health field 'we studied one small part of a
curriculum, rarely the whole program. In order
to effect any major change, it seemed essential

A that the whole broad spectrum of health oc-.
cupalions should be. brought into focus at the
same time and scrutinized critically by the
same researchers working in one project. This
is what the team at UCLA undertook to do.

9
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Then there were some problems about fund-
ing, and there were concerns that, like so
much other good research, the project would
be completed and filed on the shelf to remain
there gathering dust that might be disturbed
occasiony by other researchers or a student
seeking extra credits for outside reading! There,
was concern also that some parts of the pro-
ject would not succeed.,

But none of my fears survived. Instead, I have
tremendous satisfation in what was accompi
fished, and that satisfaction is shared by elm
of other people. One can only be pleased that
materials prepared in the project have had
such wide, dissemination and utilization. The
response of publishers and their interest in the
project is most gratifying. Each of you present
at this conference represents additional re-
sources for spreading the word, experimenting
further with some parts of the project, and
even taking some of the next steps in areas
such as core curriculum, career ladders,
multiple.career preparation, and the like.

After several days Of being exposed to the
sophisticated discussions of health oc-
cupations, research in healtroc'cupations and
new career models, role differentiation, and
task analysis that has takenplace here, a

newcomer to health occupations education
may conclude that this field is far advanced in
every'aspect of the program. In fact ,.....i. began
to glean that from some of the discussions and
features here. I thought perhaps it was my
duty to hasten to remind you that this is far
frOm the truth. In fact, the state of the art, so
to speak, is practically in its infancy. Let me
review briefly some of the history in HOE
development in order.to set some of the parti-
cipants on the right track with regard to some
basic fundamentals of the program.

The 1956 Public Health amendments, for'the
first time, authorized federal funds to support
"health occupations" education and officially
delegated thi; responsibility to the Division of
Vocational Education, U.S. Office of



Education, Thus, public education became in-
volved in this area, and the term "health oc-
cupations" education was defined under the
law to mean those, occupations in the health
fielt requiring preparation below the bac-
calaureate level Health leaders were quite
willing to allow the educatio?al systems to
train practical nurses and nurses' aides, but
presented a nearly solid front in oppositiOn to
expansion of public education's efforts into
other health occupations' Considerable
resistance was exerted also against public

'education's involvement in post-secondary
assoc sate degree programs, in spite Of the fact
that precedent had been established in the
early 1950's when federal state vocational
monies were used to support some of the first
experimental two -year nursing programs

,
.

After several years of persistent effort with
USOt's National Advisory ..Committee on

--t-tErSIth Occupations Education and with
national organizations, regulatory bodies, and
key leaders in health and education, road-
blocks in these areas were removed. By 1961,
little orno opposition to the deyelopment`of
short term and one-year programs was,evi-
dent However, it was not until 1967 that the
U S Commissioner of Eduaon invoked his
authority under the Vocational Education
Amendmerts of 1963 and /made an ad:
ministrative decision that the associate degree
program in nursing could be supported with
federal vocational education funds. Even as
late as 1973, some groups are still challenging
the legality of ukirig public education funds in
an associate degree program preparing health
workers. Believe me it is quite legal'met

I he 19.60's saw .r"apicl growth or school-based
health' occupations programs financed with
public education funds From a nationalsenroll-
ment figure of some 10,000 HOE students in
':iie'early°1950's, this figure increased to nearly
2,70,000 in 1971 with ex-rienclitures of
tederallstateilocal funds for HOE exceeding.

.120 million dollars annually.

60.

Some of the other changes that to me highlight
the 1960's-include the tremendous push to get
good facilities for occupational training, i.e.,
vocational and technical schools. We started
the expeiimentaticiiii of secondary HOE pro-
grams during the 1.960's but they didn't make
much progress in terms of the quality of the
programs that we are talking about here this
week. Perhaps the most important develop-
ment in the 1960's was the centralizing or

,departmentalizing of the health occupations
education programs within a school. Some of
you do not realfze that prior to 1961 there was
not one single school in this country where
two health occupations were housed together
and operated as a unit ,Every single training
program was a separate entity that operated
under its own rules and its own faCulty. In
other words, we used to hold workshops on
self-contained curricula.. . ,.

.

In 1961, we discovered a school in Massa-
chusetts ttaat had decided it would centralize.

'The advantages of such departmentalizations
were quite evident so we funded a workshop
to get a lot of people to Boston and we invited
not only vocational educators but health field
leaders. We were all very. excited because we
were learning a tremendous number of things
about how to operate that occupatiOns
education program, about its management,
about commonality in curricula, about the in-
terrelationships of teachers and the inter-
change of coursesand teachers in the. schools.

Someone expressed surprise that registered
nursing programs have not Joined the allied
health schools or departments but, remain as
independent schools or departments -in

schools. Prior to-1962, all health occupations
curricula were conducted independently` of
each other. There was practically no, coor-
dination between these programs even it
located in the same school. In fact, for a
period of time in the 1960's, state and national
accrediting bodies forbade the operation of an
RN school and an LPN school in the same

4 3 ..-



tacilrties unless they were completely separate
entities. In light of this experience just a
decade agq, one does not expect to find the
trend toward total departmentalizing of HOE
programs tully implemented. I ,think for the
Icing run and in the interest of producing the
numbers and quality ot, people that, we need,
mi., programs should departmentaliz,e. I think
it is in the best interest of .the stu'dent.

I, .

I he 19,70 s so tar nave given us quite a few
landmitk achievements. We have had greatly
increased collaboration between education
and the health held. (I can only measure this
by the increasing incidence of conferences at
which one finds in attendance a broad repre-
sentation from both fields. E4lucators are no
longer talking rust with each other!) The UCLA
Allied Health Protessions Project 'completed its
major objectives and has provided health oc-
cupations educators with 'much needed in-
structional materials, and guides. Student
organizations at the State level primarily
serving HOE. students have begun to emerge
with tour States 'reporting active organiza-
tionsTexas, Alabama, New Jersey, and In-
diana. A climate for change is making possible
the revision of outmoded processes in the
education and credentialling of health oc-
cupations student-54.

'We've looked at a quarter of a century of
health occupations education, and we have
seen how it moved from its rather lowly place
in the educational structure to the verge of
becoming a viable system for the 21st century_
Not quite, but almost! There is not much time
lett to develop that system to fit into the needs
of the next century, in my opinion. We must
get on with the job quickly.

Galsworthy said that, "If you do not think
about the futurN you cannot have one."
Believe me, I have been thinking about my
tuture. What about you? How do you see
yourself in the year 2000?

The future of HOE is certainly assured, I

believe, because there is.always a need for

health services wherever there are people.
Production industries, on the other hand,-may
close the plant, move to another state. or tem-
porarily suspend, operations, thus eliminatiog
many jobs by one single decision. But there
are a4ways going to be sick 'people, and the
health needs of the peOple and the jobs that
are dependent upon those needs are always
there. Another factor, absent from the health
manpower field since the early 1940's, is that
of open market competition. Unless sufficient
numbers of workers are prepared to effect
such competition for jobs, the employer has
little choicqt but to retain those workers who
consistently turn in poor job performances
and who are a threat to patient welfare and to
their co-workers' job satisfaction.

Recently there has been very little evidence of
new jobs being created in the health field. By
contrast, the 1960's btlught, many new types
of health technicians Ind fragmentation of
previOus jobs to establish several levels of
workers within one occupation. A few years
ago, there was grave concern over the rapid
proliferation of new job titles with the result
that health leaderScalled for a temporary halt.
I readily agreed with this position provided a
job analysis was done to establish the exact
nature of the'44w functions to be performed
and to determinewhich category of worker
would be taught to assume these new tasks.

In View of changes already occurring in the
health delivery system, with great emphasis
being placed on health maintenance and
protection, I have some "concern about the
reversal of the trend toward the development
of new jobs and ne., job titles. Some of us
may recall our nursing history and the early
beginning of the practical nurse who 'was con-
siiilered to be a household worker, not a health
worker. Other disciplines took responsibility
for this person's training, if any. Another case
in point is the child 'care assistant of today;
Some states hold,that this 15 a health occupa-
tion, others that it is just 'another houiehold
worker: However, these individuals are work-
ing in hospitals, child care institutions, and
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,with groups of sick and handicapped children
in many settings Is this another example of the
resistance to new health worker title :and an
oversight by health occupations educators?
Perhaps South Dakota's approach to core
cugriculum can help -us more quickly resolve

Ouch questions in the future and meet the
challenge of new and emerging occupations
relating to the family care concept, to new.
types of independent health practitioners, and
to health maintenance complexes.

The gr.eatest expansion of health industry
workers in the next twenty -five years will not
be the simple, multiplication of numbers in the
ensting 150 or so health occupations. As the
emphasis shifts from Crisis medicine to health
maintenance, as it surely will within the next
decade, growing numbers of technicians will
be needed whose jobs involve repetitious
tasks in the screening of well persons making
regular visits to their Health Clink, 1Notice I
said, well persons, not patients!) These work-
ers will face many of the same problems of
boredoni and fatigue that factory workers
today 'face Their education and the job they
perform must be made meaningfUl, and the
trainee rust develop an understanding of the
importance. of .his work if he or she is to be
able to provide high quality services as needed
and function at an optirgum level of corn-

.
petency

I:ve talked.about a lot of fears and' said very
little about my hope except to generalize. But.
my hopes are very great. Essentially I hope that
you and I and our peers in HOE continue tb
place the student and kis needs in a focal
position in our educational programs. The
health delivery system must be resNnsible for
placing and keeping the consumer of health
services in the center of its operation, making
sure that education and schools exist for the
learner.

I hope that we, as part of the educational and
scientific estate, will devel3p ever greater
awareness of the power we poiltsess to influ-
ence the public, employers, and our fellow

members of that estate, for the good of
students and of Health Occupations Educa-
lion. Although we do not control the supply of
talent that isrequired by the health industry,'
nevertheless, vast numbers of that supply pass
through the programs over which we do have
some influence. We can and do indoctrinate
these students, for better or worse, and the in-
dustry depends on us for this supply of talent.
Through the product of the program, you can
be. and are being heard.

I hope that'HOE teachers will continue to take
an active role in standard-setting at all levels
for all personnel serving the health field. No
one is better qualified to participate in
developing new methods of credentialling and
verifying competencies for various health oc-
cupations. We cannot leave this to the em-
ployer, or to the, rOfessions, or to the univer-.
sales aloRe. All levels of education, the public,
and all health disciplines need.to be involved
together for tie best interests of the consumer
an.cl of the worker. I've gone through the
period of time when I've been told at meetings
that vocational- education did not need to
come. to this meeting because "policy
decisions will be here. When we get through
with the decisions we will let loCu know what
they are." I don't intend to stand still for this
and I hope you don't either. keep on playing
that very active role in standard setting; con-
tinue your strong and dedicated leadership.

Also, I fifisi'thAt the federal agency, the CS.
Office of Education, will continue to place
high priority on this field by providing
adequate full-time staff and funds to carry oOt
its management functions as defined under
federal regulations. Without such designated
officials in USOE, coordination 'between
federal education agencies, federal health and
health manpower agencies, and others con-
cerned in health manpower development will
diminish or cease entirely.

I would ho'pe that centers conducting research
and develpment activities, similar to those
describTI iJy the UCLA team, would become a
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permanent part of HOE for the purposqk of
conducting research in this area, where experi-
mentation, demonstrations, and dissemination
activities woul oncentrate on the problem
in HOE. \Nhile it s true that we already have a
network for curriculum coordination in
Vocational Technical Education now operating
in seven states (Oklahoma, New Jersey., Wash-
ington, California, Mississippi, Kentucky, and
Illinois) which serve the essential functions
with regard to curriculum development
dissemination, utilization, and evaluation
there is a critical need now for basic and prac-
tical research in almost all aspects of HOE. I do
not see the curriculum centers fulfilling thai
need, but they can extend the work of HOE
Research and Development Centers.

My last and most 'burning hope is that our
dilen3ma in leacher education will be resolved.
We have a number of teacher educators here
and I commend you for the progress that you
have' made in getting on top of these
problems. I have strong feelings yet about the
selection of teachers who are competent to
teach their subject matter, and who can be ef-
fective with their students. Teacher education
for health occupations teachers has been too
long neglected in most states. In reviewing
some 1974 State Plans recently, I was again
shocked at the limited accomplishments in
establishing identifiable 'MOE teacher
education within the university system and at
the limited dollars assigned to it. One would
assume that HOE teachers need little or no
preparation for the job and that t,hey are not
interested in .pursuing further preparation. I

believe the ipposite is t,ue. I hope to see the
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splendid efforts of several universities repre-
sented here continue and expand, anti I hope
other states will recognize t oversight and
correct it. With the secondary school pro't
grams expanding rapidly, and the role of post-
secondary teachers expanding to Meet the
challenge of new curricula and new
educaticrnal approaches, this situation must be
corrected or. the programs wilt encounter in=
surmountable problems.

t3ut we also must haye leaders_de%,eloped who
can communicate the concerns of this field of
education. It is not enough just to be a good
teacher and to produce good teachers. Teach-
ers must go on to,,become good leaders who
can represent us in all levels of discussions in
the education field, in the health field, in

goverhrbent, and wherever else they may be
needed.

My hopes and fears are in the best hands in
the worldyours, representatives from the
leadership in the field of health occupations/
education and in the health field! I have great'
confidence in what you will Otlo about ,these
and about other.probleMs as they come down
the road. You have already demonstrated your
concern and I hope that you aren't going to let
someone else shoulder the responsibility for
you. Your involvement, in solving problems
that you and others have identified is quite
evident and I think we are close to the solu-
tion of many of the problems that have faced
us over the years. After attending this meeting
and participating with many of you, I think I

can leave my.fears behind and I,v ill depart this
conference with great hopes for a. better
future in health and in health education.

_ s.
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HOW TO GET i NEW HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
EDUCATION PROGRAM ,STARTED '

Ellen Al Abbott, M 5 R N

It seems that most of you are interested in
starting'a program at a high school or pre -High
school level rather than at a post-ssecondary,
level irerhaps it would be best if I were to list
some of the programs we Offer, specifically
those some of you have asked about at this
conference. And I think, too, it might be best if
I explain a little about the district in which 1
work. 1

In 1956, I started the firs(nurse aid program
in the district because I discovered there were
no nurse aide' programs in the entire San Diego
County. So I asked if I, as a volunteer, could
conduct a nurse aide program. We started out
with twenty-seven people and devised a 50-
hour, on- the -fob program. From th!t we wrat.e
the first course outline to be introduced in
California. In 1957, we started a_ vocational
nursrogram, and in 1960, I became director
of that program. Then, in 1961, a community
college came into the district. It was the
decision of the college that only two-year pro-
grams would be offered there, and the other
programs (the vocational programs) would
be in an adult high school erhironroent. In the
Grossmont area there is an adult and post-
secondary program All vocational education
programs in this district are under this set-up,
with the technical 'Programs, including tht
two-year programs, at the college.

We started by adding one new program a year.
The first one was an RN refresher course, then
we added OR technique, then OB technique.
As a consequence, we now have 15 full-time
programs in health - occupations and quite a
few extension program-s. Some of them are of
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short duration and some are on a continuing
basis.

Then we began to have difficulty with the ar-
ticulation of students into the two-year RN,
prbgram. We met with the nursing board and
started a one-year RN program for LVN's.
Those who wish to continue in nursing
education articulate into the baccalaureate
program at California State University, San
,Diego, as space permits.

In starting a new program, you have to know
your community nd you must have a con-
cept, i.e., what ou think you would like to
have in your .pr gram. My concern for the ten
high schools.in the Grossmont district was that
there were no occupational programs for girls.
TheThem was carpentry, auto mechanics, etc., for
the boys, but the girls were usually excluded
from every one of these areas. Each high
school had typing classes and a business pro-
gram, but each was fairly small at that time and
restricted to 50 percent girls. There was no-
thing exclusively for them. Seven months of
meeting with counselors finally paid off, but

maven then, of the ten high schools, only two
principals would enddlelhe program allowing
their S'tudentslOgo into a nurse aide program.
Now it is such a large programWe have ap-
proximately 170 students involved in it an-
nually.

In developing program content, you may have
to innovate to accommodate changing course
contents based on hospital or -health com-
munity facilities as well as keeping in mind in-
dividual learning rates, styles, and motivations.



In other words, to shift the responsibility of
learning from the teacher to the student, there
must be a student - oriented curriculum regard-
less of the programs you are going to start. But
more than providing a direction, health oc-
cupations education offer4s a systematic ap-

, proach to learning. And this is part of your
selling job wherever you are going to initiate
high school health occupations programs. (If
anyone is interested in starting a WI school
program, please contact me and I will send
you data we have prepared.)

Abe utter one program in paramedics open to
returning servicemen who have been in the
Medical Corps for twelve months or more and
quality ro apply for vocational nurse licensure.
It they had twelve months in a nursing related
assignment or twenty-three months in a health
occupations area, they are eligible for this pro-
gram.'Most of the applicants are male. When
the young men started coming to us for sup-
portive edutatior) or guidance to successfully
take the LVN exam:we discovered that the
military was not informing them of their op-
portunity to take the State Board for Voca-
tkal Nursing or the Registered Nutse exam.
In Cal4ornia,dany person who has had .twelve
months of-nursing .or twenty-three months ex-
perience in a medical corps may take the LVN
licensing exam, or, if he has had forty-eight
months experience, he may take the RN licen$
sing exam. When they applied to one of our
programs, I found they were not aware of this
intormatii. So I ,went to the Board to ask
about the successes of the yfoung men and dis-
covered that only twenty percent who did
take the test failed.

We wrote to the military services and asked
for their basic course outline. They sent all the
educational material for tItliir basic school. We
evaluated that material and ran a couplq of
stories in the paper. When the young men
came in, we discussed their education, gave
them a tew comprehensive tests, and tried to
determine what type of background they. had.
.We decided that most of the people who

failed the exams did so because they did not
`have the theoretical background nor the
transitional experience from military to civilian
hospital. Additionally, some young men had
difficulty adjusting to working in a woman-
oriented situation.

We have tried to present a Curriculum to meet
their individual needs ,F..deficiencies for suc-
cessful job placement; We wrote our entire
course outline on this tylpe of approach. 1) to
meet their educational needs so that they can
successfully pass their Boards; 2) to prepare
them forthe licensed level of nursing at which
they can function, and 3) to give them the
knOwledge base they need to continue t
education. We designed the course curriculum
based on the tasks and knowledge they would
need on the job. Next we talked to the young
men asking them in what hospital areas they
thought they would like to work. I then did a
task analysis of RN's/INN's on the job to deter-
mine what they would be doing. We included
related theory because we felt that, first of all,
they had to pass the Board exams, and,
second, they had to continually grow in their'
jobs. There have not been any failures on the
State Boards among the program gradates.

The program is feclqralfY; funded, and the
young men and women receive a $59 weekly
stipend as part of the project. They also use
the GI bill if they wish and receive $2.50 per
week for transportation plus all books and
their, uniforms. If they leave before we think
they arb ready to gofrwe take the uniforms and
books back. But if they stay as long as it is

determined a need dxists, they On take those
items with them.

Another program we started recently is

Medical Transcription Specialist based on the
samq format of our Medical Office Assisting
progham. In a neighbo.ring school district there
has been a medical assistant program for years.
A few years ago I Spent some time analyzing
the program trying to decide 'whpiti took two
years to train someone in medical assisting. In
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looking at their progr.im, I felt' it did not have
to take that long. Thus, in our medic& assisting
program, the students attend one semester for
course content and then attend skills lab on a
contractual basis while they work,five days a

week, They can attend our labs as long as they
feel they need it. When they are ready for cer-
tain areas, they chvk out cassettes or meet
with the instructor for assistance.

Our Medical Transcriptionist program is of-
ferecrin the same format. To get the progra'm
started, we hired the best medical transcrip-
tionist in the city, right out of the hospital set-
ting, and paid her to write the course. (I did
not know that Miles Anderson and his group
were doing the same thing just one-hundred
and twenty miles away!) She has written the
curriculum as she has performed on-the-job,
with all dictation for student' practice dictated
specially from medical charts or taken from ac-
tual dictation -hospitals send us. Occasionally
we choose doctors who mumble end grumble
a lot and that is the kind of dictation practice
the students heed.

We also started 'a program for Medical Clerks.
The course for high school medical clerks in
fact encompasses all hospital clerical jobs. The
students rotate to very department of the
hospital, but it is a low paying job. We wrote.
the course curriculum by studying thi clerical
tasks nurses were performing that we felt
clerks could do and incorporated these tasks
in curriculum. Then we gained per-
mission for our- students to be assigned the
tasks at ward stations (for expertnce, please).
At first the staff offered a great deal of
resistance, but now ward clerks are ccepted
throughout the hospital. Nurses are o longer
recording and doing the clerical chores they
we're formerly performing.

So how do you get a progratn started? How do
you get the money? I think California is unique
in that we Piave fugds (ADAaverage daily at-
tendance) based on students' daily attendance
with monies paid propor,tionately to the
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school district from state funds to meet basic
program cost. What it really takes is someone
torget out and look.at the possibilities fof pro-
grams and see the need. Then meet with the
personnel in the hospital or facility in which
you feel you can place the program. If you
need equipment, look at the facility where the
students will affiliate and usually your stu-
dents' use of the equipment available will
meet curriculum needs.

It is also good to have an advisory committee
as an initial activity when considering new pro-
grams. I have found that the "retired" health
community, such as doctors and dentists, have
more Znowledge of what is going on because
they have a different perspective now. And
also they have time to devote to program
planning and assisting with raising monies for
capital outlay, equipment, etc. I have a rule
that no advisory board be larger than six mem-
bers because that way they know you better,
you kinow thein better, and they are willing to
come in and meet with you a little more often.

I have one more statement to make and that is
about attitudes. We are interested in the atti-
tudes of students and in the attitudes of the
teacher. This, more than anything else, is the
basis of the success of a program. I assume
that any person who comes to me for a teach-.
ing job has all the tools he 'needs to do the
job. I ask him to give me the names of two
people with whom he has worked. I don't
want to know the supervisor; I want tq know
the people who work with him side,by side. I

do)'t ask about .past experience or how long, It
' do 't' think that one year, three years, or
twelve years is that important. Before I talkto,
these/two co-workers, I study the applicant's'
resume. If it meets the requirements, we set up .

an interview appointment. In the meantime, I
talk to the two references (usually I call them
on the phone). I ask,,pem four or, five
questions that are routintiof listen to the voice,°
and,you can tell when siiineone is giving you a
good recommendation and whether they
genuinely believe it. If they are enthusiastic, I

off
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invite the applicant in for a two-hour inter-
view. We talk about anything, horses, flying,
hobbies I like, or hobbies he tikes (he talks
about mine as much as his). If, at the end of
two hours I like him and I think tha e likes
me, he is hired. That's my techniq for hiring,
teachers. And I think that it has b en success-
ful. People think I'm crazy, but it really works.
Attitude is important in determining the quality
of work you do.

When you start a program you have to analyze
the health manpower needs data that is avail-
able. Sometimes this means meeting with the
people in the institution or agency, sometimes
it means lookingsat printed data, sometimes it
is looking at UCLA and what they have done.
Seek whatever is available.

Occasionally we have to convince a hospital
that they need a new progra,m. Sometimes we
have to convince the advisory committee that
a need exists. When we first started the high
school Orderly program in the evenings, the
president of my advisory committee was the

mit
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administr4or of the only licensed accredited
gehatric hospital in California at the time. Oh,
how he 'opposed that Grogram. He did not
want it because he had no budget to hire per-
sonnel. So we finally got approvalit passed
one day when he did not come to a meeting.
You have to go around in your community to
meet people, to talk to them, Oecatase you
havq to get into the institutions. Your advisory
committee members are the people who help
the most here. The one rule is never to have
more than one person from one institution
because you need cross-fire.

Adjoining our school district is Mountain Em-
pire School District. It has no docfors, no
hospitals, no public health nurse, and yet we
have four programs in the district. We rented a
big trailer to use there. We pull the trailer into
the townships for the educational phase of the
program, the students get their training in

hospitals on Saturday, and we sake the trailer
back on Monday. It is an old ring that barely
works and we have a volunteer who tows it.
So you can do it!
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THE UCLA ..SECONDARY SCHOOLS PILOT AND
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT FOR AN
INTRODUCTION TO ALLIED HEALTH CAREERS
Diane Watson, M S

UCLA's Allied Health Professions Project was
charged with adding another component to
what they were already doing, and that wAs to
develop a secondary school program that
would introduce high school students to allied
health occupations and also to develop a
curriculum that would accomplish that goal
We began by researching the literature. We
searched school libraries, hospital libraries,
etc and found nothing that 'we thought would
serve the purpose. So before Dr. Barlow, the
principal investigator, would accept the money
for the project he asked for a year to do plan-
ning. "We need to think this thing through, to
talk to people, and we need to find out wht it
is all about," he said. Many interesting and
stimulating things occurred Mi that year along
with some very serious problems. As a result
of that year's experience, we can't tell you
much about what to do, but we can tell you
plenty about what not to do! .

....

We came up with program that we titled
"Careers in Health Services" because of the
emphasis at that time on career education. The
secondary school allied health program was a
three phase program. The first phase cor-
responded to grade ten with fifteen year aid
students In this phase, they were given an in-
troduction to the field of health, i.e., what it is
ail about, curriculum, and field experiences.
The second phase, or grade eleven, was Work
Experience, and the third year was a

cooperative education program.

.The year prior to implementing the
11

program
was spent planning. We had to select staff.
What kind of people should be, involved in
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developing and implementing the ,program?
Certainly we needed teachers and someone to
coordinate activities with the community. We
felt that if this was going to be a successful
program, we needed to have someone who
was free from the structure of the school set-
ting, who could work with hospitals and other
health facilities at any time during the day. So
we added a field coordinator who was part of
the team working closely with a Classroom
teacher. Of course, there were clerical person-
nel and administrators.

Then began the search for a complex which in-
cluded a high school, a neighboring com-
munity college, and a hospital in close proxi-
mity to the high school. Each facility was con-
tacted, procured, and oriented to our project.

Now, this was not an easy task; we had to sell
this program to the schools. They thought,
"Why should we confuse the issue by bringing
in another health program? We have always
had health occupations in the schools/ After
all, we have nurse's tra,ining." We tried to con-
vince them that we were not training only
nurses; we wanted to train youngsters in a

generalized orientation to health care so that
eventually they could select an occupation of
their choice. It , was hoped. they would
recognize the fact that there were other oc-
cuations composing the health care system
besides nursing. Finally the program was ac-
cepted because we were going to provide
100% of the financing.

The next big move was to convince hospitals
that a fifteen year old student did have a place
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there. They. questioned 'what a fifteen year
older really could do, "besides running all
ar).und here getting in our way." We reasoned'
with them ,by pdinting Out nurse aide tasks
such as answering the ,telephone and reading
to a patient that could be efficiently per-
formed by students.

Getting facility approval was. the first step.

- Once we secured the hospitals,,they wanted
to know who was going to bp responsible for
these young people. It was explained that the
hospital, medical facility, or wherever the std-,
dents were working, vvils an extension of the
classroom and whatever insurar/ covered
the student in the classroom would _Clover

them in the hospital. We alsii set up a -wper-
visory system so that any time a student was
on -the premises there would b a supervisor
there also.

The second step was to contact supervisors
and sell them oil the fact that they would haye
more people in their department to supervise.
The third step was to ask the-actual workers if
they would like to have a student working
with them. The typical responses were "My
day is already too full." "There are too many
demands." ''How in the world can I take time
out to teach a student?" And we said, "Don't
worry about' teaching the student. Go about
your tasks the best you can and have the stu-
dent observe you. After observing a few times,
explain to him what you are doing. After he
has heard the explanation a `few times, let him
work with you. If he does a good,enough jOb,
let him do that particular task." In this way,
they wereThf-tenteLl to how they could work
with students.

Then we realized we needed to have a sum-
mer hospital internship, for teachers, and stu-
dents. Four students were selected that we felt
could help us develop curriculum. We didn't
4cnow how to select teachers but we thought
we might need someone with a nursing back-
ground. you were in the workshop that I

was in esteilday, you know that I am not
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against nurses, but we found that,the nurse as
'a classrdorfn instructor in,allied health occupa-
tions tended to want to teach only nursing
tasks and, to go into mare depth,in that area
than was 'needed in an exPeriential, explora-
tory program.) We:tried to overcome this
problem but had difficulty all the way because
we found that nurses are so well trained they
seem t4; want to duplicate their training in the
'classroom. We did find some nurses we
thought could be more flexible. You have to
have a special kind of nurse who can trans-
cend her training and be the kind of instructor
who can relate to the youngsters who want to
go into pharmacy, the mediCal laboratory, or
some field other than nursing.

Our idea was to have our teachers come in
ciiiring the summer for a ten-week internship
where they would rotate throtigh the vtipus
departments in the hospital and actually d) the
tasks that are done in each department. We
thought that if they were outside the field of
health, they certainly 'needed to kriow what a
hospital was all about, who the people' were
that worked there, .and what they did. Well,
that internship failed miserably. We paid
teachers. their i'egular salary for the ten weeks.
We thought we could bring them into the pro-
ject office in the morning and have them in the
hospitals in the afternoon. It was a failure
because we found that you cannot work
teachers during the summer at the same rate
and pace you worked them during the school
year .and expect them to produce because
they are tired. Secondly, many of. our teachers
felt that the tasks4they were asked to perform
were below their professional status, and they
rebelled against the department. We also tried
to give them segments of curriculum to
develop and that was no good-either; they
would rather see the .wholet,thing than just
pieces. We did not have a concept that was
comprehensive enough. So we learned
throug,higial and error and it was a very costly
kind of thlrig, as Miles Anderson will tell you.
But we had to go through this procedure' to
find out what to do.



*7-2'Two weelcA-7before starting the program we
found that we were losing three ofibpU,r four
teuhers. So, ther we wet .with only one
teacher' and .;our 'progr;i'm starting in two

;.yveeks.VVe hadp go out and beat the bushes.--
We hired a young lady right out of college'
who, had .a health science background. We
,were'able to hold onto a science teacher. We
hired a Rersonwho was director of nurses
from.job orps and a science teacher who had
taught one Week in a .high school. We had to
.put our faith in these people because we had._
no other choice But you know, it worked out
alright because -these people had no precon-

'ceived ideas. They had not -been molded into a

structure that would restrict th.en'they were
flexible because they had little experience.

They came to. the project office in the morn-
.

ing,,,we gave them the lesson plan-for that day,
demonstrated its use, and thenItheV'Would im-
plement the lesson ,that afternoon. This .waS
tremendous fore curriculum de/elopment
because if we, 'from our ivory towers,
developed something' that we thought was
great and it,nrit.go over in the classro'Om,
the teacher would tell us the next morning and
it went immediately .into the trash can. But
what we did come up with,was a product that
was very relevant, effectiVe, and it worked.
We trained teachers ,right do the spot, and,
believe me, it-was difficult because we had to
start from the beginning.

We tried to get input from the students on
curriculum but found it was too difficult a task
for them. We learned that the best way to use
the students at that ,particular level was to let
them .observe and give their input if they

;,chose. But we' cot* not expect them to get
actively 'involved because they did ,i`iot feel
co`frifortable around instructional staff. When
we were in a big circle, looking eye t eye,
They Would..Nnot say a word. Howey they
would talk to the individuakoteachers in their
schools'and they built up a very close relation-
ship wish them, but they would nat relate to
them in a group. They were never critical

1111,
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because as instructors' we akvays -have a Way
of getting back at student don't we? We can
'gra& them from A to F, wf-nc.hthey know, so

athey don't go too far out on limb. We really
Wanted them to be operi and honest, but they
couldn't f5e. So 't'hey acted as observers with.___
the knowledge that they could give inpiit at
any time.

The next process was recruiting students. 11/61
,wanted 1.00 ,students and_ we wanted to keep
our classes small so we decided on. 25 per
class. We also wanted to include as many bays
as girls because health Occupation,s have.been
a man's .world. Most doctors are male; most
engineerMg, people are men,. moss mainten-

,$nce people are men. So we wanted the
youngsters to know that males'Were just as
much a part of health occupations as females.
What kind of student did we want?,We did not
want to close the door on any student .wlao
needed the. program so we discarded all kinds
of testing. We said, "Let's open the door to all
students but let's place the responsibility on
the,m.",

450 we held a general assembly and invited all
the students in tale ninth grade at the junior
high schools which fed into our four experi-
mental high .schools. We announced that .an
exciting program awaited them at the high
school level. There was a catchy little film and
pop music to turn them on: Arid then one of
our field coordinators who reflected the
majority of the student population at that
school would speak.. If .it was an all black
school, we would send a black mile there so
that the boys wotend be able to identify with a

successful male figure. ff it wa's a Mexican-
American school, we would send a Mexicah-
American fem. so that, we could attract
females into health occupations. These were
really sharp people who did a tremendous job.

\
We gave the students an application form and
looked to see if they wrote anything on the
line that said, "Why do you want to become
part of this allied health PrAgram?" If-ihey did
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not- write.on that line, we did not consider- facility, and, of course, the community. The
their application because it was felt that, if parents of our program studdnts also played a
thttK-ere truly interested, they could at least" large part.
write, "because I like people," or "because I
want to-help." That, was agod enough for us. 41 In the schools, we. worked with principals,

vice-pnrCipals, counselors, teachers, students,
We had only 100 slots and we received over and, naturally, the Board of Education, In the
900 applications from our four feeder Junior hospitals we wdrked with the counterparts of
high schools. The 9400 applicants e divided those listed'above. We had difficulties in both
into small groups. of six to eight. We dis- camps.eln.the hospitals it was the nurses, and
'covered that at the nirith grade level jt was their counterparts were _the counselors in

very difficult to find out about an individual schools. Why was there difficulty with the,
student on a one-to-one basis. These kids do counselors? Number one, a high school coun-

,

not relate that well to adults. We threw out a selor oftentimes functions as an advisor and
'question to find out about Jimmy, and Johnny doesn:t yto indepth counseling and guidance
would answer. They wo.uld talk among them- due to lack of time. And you are saying to
selves while we Watched the interaction to them, "Wt. want a program that, will give a
decide which kids we wanted to interview fur- sti'dent options in case he chooses not to go
ther. From the group interview, we wenLto a to college." The Counselors would say, "Oh.
one-to-one ihterview. Each interviewer Rad a my gosh, no. Everyone here is going to Stand-
check,sheet on which to identify the enthu- ford, UCLA, or USC."-And we said, "Well, the
siastic students. They rapped with the students records show that 58% of your students drop
asking them questions about schopl. The stu- tut, at the 11th rade." The statistics meant
dents were rated along a contiptum, those noting to them because they had their own
corning closest to the side marked "Potential" goals set for the students even though ,we

, were considered for the program. would say7 Here is a program that can pick up
. . these kids who feel they must drop out of

Vie also looked at tl-)e different levels of class- schoolthat can train them and give them
room Makeup. We wanted 15-25% to be some direction in their lives." And you know,
college bound and 60`1/4 average students, but we foughtolthat battle for three' yeais -anc11
our.rearlocal group wa\the 15% of those stu- reallodon't think ve err won it because all
dents who were non-motivated; who had no they saw in this rogram was that 'we were
plans for themselveS, and who were potential going to block thes,e youngsters from going to

,dropouts. We felt that,if we could develop a college. They were told that these students
program that would keep this group in school, could eventually move up to a professional
then we would have a program that would level, but it was hatiLiowconvin,ce them. They
keep all our students *interested. did not see how 'the students ,vy,ould have time

to take all the academic. courses that would
We( used an dvisory committee that

could give us real clout, and there were very
few educators /Ittn it. We-rteeded people from.
outside education, from hospitals, professional
organizations/ and industry, that "Lould make
an adrriinj,,q.r6tive decision. We needed, to use
their names to make things happen for us in
the community. Then we had to solicit the
cooperation of the school district, the health'

prepare them for college and be in the allied
health program, too.

In the hospitals, the nursing departments said
to us, ','Well, you know our.first responsibility
is to the patient." But the youngsters them-
selves won these people over. They sold the
program by asking questions and offering to
do tasks. That started opening doors for them.



The tenth year students began with an intro-
ductory course We wanted these young peo-
ple to have a different experience than they
had ever' had as a student before. We wanted
youngSters, especially in the ghetto area, who
were really turned on and motivated to attend
school. So we said to the schools, "On day
one, we're going to take the students out to
where the action is The administrators almost
collapsed They said, "You can't do it, firstly,
because you can't get yoUr hands on the warm
bodies, and, secondly, we cannot provide you
transportation because our buses have to take
kids to and from school We finally won
when_we told them we would pay for the
buses and extra drivers.

The teachers were the ones who gave us the
most opposition on this point. They did not
want to work that hard- the first 'Iwo weeks.
The'V won when the youngsters came they
'weren't taken out that first week. Instead, we
had a slide tape presentation accompanied by
pop music' The kids kept time with the music
while slides were flashed on the screen. The
slides covere both modern and historical
health cone pts They were flashed on quickly
because w wanted subliminal kind of con-
ditiohing; then they were presented again a lit-

tle slower and then the third tihie.they were
used as discussion tOpics."It was really a

fascinating experience because all their senses
'were involved, and it was their first time for
this kind of curriculum.

No pencils, and paper _were used ttie first two
weeks. We talked a little the first day about
visiting a medical facility the next week. They
were asked, "What do' you. think you should
do?" "How' do you. think you should act ?"
"How should you dress?" We got ,all the itildt
from tiltrp. The teacher would say; "how, be
at the bus on time," and "Maybe you should
keep roeft voice down in the hospital. Why do
you think you should keep it down?" "Why
should you walk and not run?" These kinds of
things were treated very superficially in the
beginning because we did not want to have
structure 'coming out of the kids' ears.

There was 160% attendance the second day, of
school. This was unbelievable! The school
never had this happen before. Why did we
have 100% attendance one day after summer
vacation? Because our coordinators who' had
selected these kids had continued contact with
them over the summer. They went to their
homes, sent three different letters addressed in
their names, wrote letters to the parents in-
forming them that their child would be in the
program, and we went out and talked to the
parents to solicit their support and reinforce-
ment of the program. So we literally pulled the
students in, and when they came, they stayed.

In the tenth year, students were in class two
hours per day plus an additional two hours a

clay for one month of.work experience.- They
received ten units of credit for being in the
allied health program. Counseling was done on
an individual basis by teachers, coordinators,
school counselors, and hospital supervisors.
Students stayed in the program because they
felt that adults were interested in them. It was
a program that gave them a four-to-one con-
tact ratio with adults. Also, parental confer-
ences were maintained all the way through; we
never neglected our parents.

The curriculum was divided into three units.
The fiist was an orientation to the health care
system, the second, and the real meat of the
curriculum, took a case study apprisach; and
the third unit was the health care co.ffiplex, the
actual on- the -lob experience. At the end there
was a culmination program put on by the stu-
dents.

In the first unit, we swoht six weeks takrng
youngsters to every kind of health care facility
we could get into, including_ dental offices,
mental health facilities, youth clinics, hospitals,
and so on. They got a pretty good picture Of
what health care facilities are like. However, it
wasn't Just a pleasure cruise, they went with
certain goals in mirid. They were given a check
sheet on which to record information. They
had to talk to several people at the facility,
find out their titles, identify uniforms, identify

)
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terminology, observe functions and tasks, ask
about training, salaries, personality, and atti-
tudes. Before going on a trip they Were given a
check sheet and something specific to look for
on their visit to the facility, and the infor-
mation they brought back became the core of
the next day's class activity.

After six or eight weeks the students pro-
gressed to unit two which took up about
twenty weeks of the school semester. This unit
was divided into eight sections. Since this was
an exploratory program, we wanted the young
people it, get a feel for health care. We want-

, ed them to have the essential knowledge and
some related knowledge o0he field Of health
care in order to be able to do simple entry
level tasks. The essential information they
should have was listed: the sciences, the ter-
minology, the tasks, etc. Then we had to find a
vehicle for *teaching this information. We
decided to use actual case studies, 'so we con-
sulted hospital4 to see if they had cases about
young people with the specifics we were look-
ing, for.

'Using these ,real case studies, we began with a
Physical Examination. Every student was.

4amiliar with the physical exammatiorfprocess.
However, we took all the stulents to the
health office and they observe the\ school
doctor and nurse perform a physical
examination of a youngster. They were taught
how to read the Snellen charts, how to take
temperatures, etc. Then the nurse would teach
one student, through demonstration, to do a
task. That student would select another
,student and teach him how to do the task un-
der' the supervision of the nurse or the doctgr.
Next they-paired off so that every youngster
had the opportunity, to perform the task. In
this ch\se study, the cardio-vascular sySlem was
the focus. In the classroom the students would
study the functions of this system and how it
had meaning. for .t hem.

Our next case was one of a broken leg. It was
introduced as 'A Case of a Broken Leg," but
.

the students never ustd _those terms again. In-
steadthey learned to refer to it as "a fracture
of a tibia,",and, boy, they loved learnmg the
jargon! This is the way to present the termin-
ology. The students not only hear the terms
but learn to comprehend their meanings and
they learn to use them. This case provided an
opportunity to learn the muscular-skeletal sys-
tem of the body. The teacher did not say to
them, "Now you're going to learn all of -the
bones of 4,he body." Instead, they le4rned
about the case of a kid who, while running
across the schoQI grounds,. fell and broke 'his
leg. First aid Zs given (this is where we
brought in first aid). There was a temporary
splint applied. By this time the ambulance was
on hand and the attendants took over from
there. The kids got a chance to ride with .the

'patient in the -ambulance to the hospital, and
this was great stuff! The ambulance came On
the school grounds with sirens going and
loaded a few st4lentc at a time. They rode in
the ambulance to Emergency. There the
students observed the nurse doing her duties,
then they we t with the patient to X-ray where
they saw the ople in radiology going about
their work, the hey went to the cast room,
etc.

Our next case was that of an Appendectomy.
'This began as a young lady was going to the
prom and fainted., Her boyfriend called for
help and she was taken to the hospital where
they found she had to have an appendectomy.
This was whet we got into the gastrointestinal
system and saw the lab work being done and
the people in the laborhtory who do it.

Following that was 'a case of Food Poisoning
and this was where we did a really interesting
investigation of' environmental health through
the Public Health Department. We used a
story from "Eleven Blue Men" that many of
you are familiar with. It is about some Polish
people who Are having a picnic. They make
sausage -and because it smells so good, they
eat sotne of the patties before they are
cooked. Of course, you know what happened



after that. The students visited the
Health Department and went on calls with the
Public.Health Investigators The mechanics had
all been worked out befdrehand. We didn't
call up on an emergency basis and ask, "Can
we bring 25 kids over?" We worked this dirt
prior to the beginning of the semester. We
were then informed that, "On this particular
day, this investigator will be doing this kind of
investigation and if you want to bring the stu-
dents 'over we will be happy to take them
along."

We then got into Ecology and the Respiratory
System. The students wiote a play, and it was
this play that was used as motivation. They got
all involved in playing the parts, and they start-
ed researching smog and other environmental
problems. And then we got in a Tuberculosis
case where sex education was presented. Sex
education appeared throughout the curd-
culurr?, but it was emphasized here. Our philo-
sophy was, if. the need arises, deal with it at
that time We tried to train our teachers to be
open and free with the youngsters,-discussing
whatever topics came forth in an intelligent
manner. Discussions of all kinds were held
with the students.

The last case was about Drug Abuse. This was
where. we presented the nervous system. I

failed to mention, though, that before we
-started the case studies, we presented one of
the most interesting sections "of the curriculum
which really held the kidsa .unit on
Quackery In order for them to be knowtdge-
able consumers of the health care system, they
should kn what state health care is in. We
iQtroduced his by using .a film from the
"Hawaii Five-0" series. It told the story of a
doctor who had invented a machine that
would diagnose cancer from a drop of. blood
and provide the ,treatment. A couple of
patients died, and the families brought a law
suit against the doctor. We used this as a base
point for quackery and, boy, did it take hold.
The kids were bringing in all,- sorts of news-
paper clippings and magazine articles. They
really had their eyes and ears alert.

The first year curriculum included classroom
time and field experience. The students spent a

dakin class and a day out. As the semester
progressed, the curriculum became more diffi-
cult and more cormirehensive but they were
ready to accept it. Ech student was evaluated
individually _againstihis own rate of learning to
make sure no one was left behind.

In. their 11th )/ear, the students went into a
Work Experience Program. The first year pre-
pared them to locus on an area that they
might want to get into. Program people talked,
with them all the time to help them make
decisions In the second year, rather than
come to class, they spent their two hours in
the hospital where they were assigned to
various departments. The second year curri-
culum consisted of a series of booklets con-
taining tasks for a specific area. The clinical in-
structors _taught these tasks, and as the student
learned to perform them, they were checked
off in these. booklets and dated. Frequency
was indicated so that one could check to see if
a student was doing- the same thing. over and
over. The coqrdinata'r was constantly working
with the supervisors do see that there was a
variety of tasks provided and that they were
being marked off in the bboklets.

During their 11th year, the students had ten to
twenty hours a week in the hospital and were
given ten units of school credit. In their 12th
year, the students were in a Cooperative
Education Plan. This could mean many
thingsthey Could continue on with What they
were doing in grade 11 or they could go into,
an articulation program at the community
college. If one wanted to become a pharmacist
later on, he might take some of the basic sci-
ence courses that he needed at the community
college while he was a 12th grader and receive_
high 9chool4credit as well as college credit at
the same time. Some might want to work part-
or full-time and get high school credit, or
others might want to go into the nursing pro-
gram that was already established at their
school. There were many different possibili-
ties. The program became more individualized



at the 12th grade level. This was where the
teachers and coordinators sat down with each
individual student and asked him what he
wanted to do. The program was revised at that
time to accommodate whatever direction the
student wanted to take.

4.

Teaching in the prograni started with the entire
class, then small groups, then individual in-
struction. A topic would be presented to the
whole class, then they would divide up into
smaller groups for project work, and from
there they would go into individualized .in-
struction with the teacher working with each

student. q

We wondered how we were going to sell thi'S

program outside Los Angeles. We ,loved it rand

i we thought it was the greatest thing in the
world, but who else cared? We approached
another school district that was similar (Santa
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Monica), and they turned us down cold. But
the Beverly Hills School, District decided that
they needed a program of this kind. Why?
Because the kids were asking for it There is a
new trend in that affluent community.
Students from broken homes are not staying
with mother in the mansion but are going out
and renting their own apartments. They are on
their own and need money to put gas in the
car and eat. So the 'District thought there was
no more likely an area to train in than health
occupations. They wrote a beautiful proposal
and found that they had several thousand
dollars of entitlement funds they had- never
tapped. They were able to geethat money this
year. We made a presentatiOn to the school
board which gave its approval, and they
opened their program. It was not, as simple as I
made it sound. It really takes a lot of work, but
it can be dyne!
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EVALUATION OF THE UCLA
SECONDARY SCHOOLS PILOT AND
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
Clarence helstra, Ph D

.1 $

'
A very important part of a pilot program
surely. is that of documenting it, and the UCLA
program as you have heard and observed ,is
very well documented. We thoroughly recom-
mend that you do the same with yours if you
are getting one under way, document it as you
go along.

Another very important part of a pilot pro-
gram is the planning for evaluating it. That is,
determining from the beginning how you are
goi to judge it and in terms of wham criteria.
This was the job tkat I was privileged to be in-
volved in at UCLA. I think there were two or
three\ reasons I was chosen. First, I was not a
health educator, and second, I was not a voca-
tional educator; so I way almost totally un-
related to the job at hand. And I suppose an-
other reason might be that I spent a very en-
joyable year in 1960 on leave from UCLA for
twelve months td 'study the vlprk experience
education program in Santa Barbara City and
County It was undoubtedly the most highly
developed *work experience education pro-
gram in California at that time, and the Rosen-
berg foundation was willing to pay for an
evaluation of it. So we studied not only the
on-going programs, but we also followed up
on all of the students who had gone through it
whom we co.uld 'find.

We were very mush impressed with the results
of that study. Quite clearly, youngsters who
had gone through the work experience
education program had advantages all the way
through They actually completed more units
of work while in high school. They were more
likely to go on to tollege, believe it or not,
They had a higher grade point average in both
high school and college. When they got a job,

c
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the jobs were more closely related to their
vocational aptitudes and interests, and their in-
comes were higher. To me this was very
revealing and very impressive, and I'm more
than ever convinced that the close relatioRship
of education in school and the world of work
makes great sense. I guess it has from the
beginning of time, but we haven't been willing
to concede it fully enough. Maybe now we
can.

For the evaluation of the UCLA secondary
schools program I,was assisted nobly and fully'
by a young lady whose name is Barbara Rosen-
quist, now Barbara Rosenquist Chrispin. Bar-
bara collected much of the data and together
we did much of the thinking regarding what
data we should collect.

First of all, we tried to state as clearly as we
could to ourselves for the purpose .of our
study what our objectives were ior the pro-
gram. Among the objectives we outlined was
to have a program that increased interest on
the part of youngsters in their curriculum. Was
there greater relevance in the curriculum when
this component was a part of their experience?
Did involvement in this program decrease the
dropouts? Did it increase the grade point aver-
age of these youngsters? Did it help them pro-
gress in some pretty specific ways as*faf as the
allied health occupations are concerned? On
that score, the nine behavioral or performance
objectives that we identified. were. 1) The in-
ductees will tell what the workers do in several
of th allied health occupations, become
acqu inted with the occupations, and be able
to laescri_be them, 2) they will make a wiser
vocational choice than they might have with-
out being in the prc(gram, 3) they will develop
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each of the steps necessary to get into an
allied health job (How do you get into it?

What is the .ladder and how do you climb it?),
' 4) they will emonstrate knowledge of how
the health care facilities operate, 5) they will
maintain their own health through the help of
appropriate health care (and it pas quite
dramatic to see how much better the young-
sters took care of themselves as well as taking
care of their families), 6) they will be able to
reter tamily and friends to appropriate health
care tacilities; 7) they will,be able to perform
basic skills In the selected I1'ealth occupa-
tionsat least one, possibly two, maybe even
three, 8) they will be able to identify and de-
scribe the fiturtions of specific equipment
used in a health care system (it was fun for the
youngsters to use the equipritnt and to learn
how to do it. well), and, finally, 9) they will
demonstrate behavior appropriate in the
world of work, e.g., dependability, good at-
tendance, good persoiial appear44-1ce, and all
those behaviors and ;characteristics that are
essential to tfie world of work. Those were the
objectives, and then we had to discover ways
or invent ways of collecting data regarding
them. We relied on every source we could
identify.

4 .
We relied very heavily on reactions from
youngsters t einselves, their opinions, their
reactions, the own evaluations, and also on
the opinion's and reactions of Nrents. I should
say immediately that although the youngsters

to were enthusiastic'as has, been specified, espe-
cially by Diane Watson, the parents were
slightly more so. In the evaluation instruments
we gave to both, we found the grading slightly
higher by parents than by youngsters, which is
very reassuring. Also we relied on evaluations
by supervisors with whom the youngsters
worked as hospital personnel. So opinion was
collected oh structured forms of one kind or
another which we developed for the purpose.
In addition, we used the free respOnses of the-
youngsters involved, letting thetn say what
they had to say outside Of any structured kind
cat form.

..

Whenever we could, we also used tests that
had been previously developed, such as, a
standardized objective test of vocational
maturity or health information, and we
developed some tests ourselves to get infor-
mation which was not collected through the
use of standardized tests. And then we would
have to use the cumulative files, the academic
records of the youngsters_ in the sevetar
schools, to find out what their grade point
averages wire at the beginning and at the end,
to find out who dropped out, who transferred,
what the attendance was, etc.

from several sources we attempted to collect
data that would be related to the objectives of
thd program so we would be able to see if the
output was related to whrat we had expected
when we detelmined the objectives. I can't

.-

possibly go into alt'of the findings, biit you can
see them in a volume called The UCLA's
*ondary Schools.Pilot and Demonstration

,Praject fol. an Introduction to Allied Health'
Careers, which is a summary evaluative report
for 1972-73.

In the evaluation orthe-nine performance ob-
fectives thathat I enumerated,'we found that on a
scale o "none," "little," "quite a bit,". and
"much" all of the objectives were rated by
parents, youngsters, and supervisors as having
been achieved at a level of "quite a bit" which
is the next to the highest rating possible. The
one pefformance in which they made the
greatest growth in the course of their being in
the project was in the ability to explain step
.necessary to enter an allied- hdtilth job, sand, for
another, in the ability to make ,a wise voca-
tional choice. By the'end af the first. year, of
the project, we found th-at.almost 80 percent
of the youngsters could match occupational
titles with descriptiOrA of jobfinctions, which
is something, of course, they could not do
bb ore they started. Sixty-f6ur" percnt could
d monstrate an understanding of the career
.ladder, 46 percent could identify occupational
clusters. We found that in the haying or gain-
ing of health information, these youngsters

,
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Wmpared very favbrably, with other young-
qers who, had taken the*regitlar health science
course in theme various schools. In fact, on the
health behave inventor , the project young-
sters score 16 points her.' In this practical
approach to real Problems of health,. they ac-
ttlally learned more health knowledge and got
more health information as measured on",a
standardized: test We used as our controj
group 100 youpgsteri.who weire_nz)t admitted
to the piogram.merely because there were not
enough openings but who had othei charat-
teristics that makhed (hose whO were chosen.
So we watched both. groups 'of 100t4h 100
who were a,dmitted and the 100 who were like
them bucnoindmittedand then compared
thein in rious ways:, We also found that on
the,,vocaTpnal maturity test (the lohn Crites
vocational inventory, a standardized test), the
youngsters in*the program grew significantly
More, statistically, than did those who were in
tie control group So vocational maturity is
one of the goals' that is achievedthe in-

-creasing of vocatinal maturity as a result of
this program.

Hospital supervisors' ratings of seven
behavioral characteristics of students during

--phase twothe second year of the pro-
gramindicated that betWeen "the 'end Of the.
first,semester and the end of that' year, stu-
dents had improved in each one of the ch%rac-

, teristics The behavioral characteristics of stu-
dents which- were'rated lowest by the hospital
supervisors duripg phase two were.attendance
and dependability. I think the nature of the
group would tend to account for this

1 Behavioral characteristics for -the students
which rated highest; i.e., above average, or
high average, by hospital supervisors during
that ;second year were these: 'relations with,
others, appearance, and job competence:
These c-taracteristics improved so much that
these youngsters were employable, by the time
they had completed even their second year of
th prograrh and stirelj, by the time they had
co leted the ,third...

As thgrade point averages of the students

whp participated in the program as compared .

with the 1019 who did not participate but who
were just like 'them in as Many ways as we
could determine, the grade point averages
were not very different. But over the two-year
period, this is what happened. The youngSters
in' the prograr9 during the two years had their
grade point average increase from 2.4 to 2.5.
-Now when you can go from grade nine to
grade 11 and increase your grade point
average even by a tenth of a grade point,

'mthat'snot bad, becatise the tendency on. the
laaft of the particular group we were serving
Was to drop out or to drop off or to coastittn-
til they did drop out. But there was actually an
increase. So I think the increase is more signifi-..
cant than one tenth of a grade point would'
indicate. r+te youngsters who were not'.in thee
`program, the control group, had a slight drop
from 2.5 in 1970 to 2.3 in 1972. They dropped
two tenths of a grade point. So the one tended
to increase and the other tended to decrease
over that two-year period.

`A little more dramatic is this next finding.The
percentage of students in the program who
dropped out of school during the first two
years of the p.roject was only 2.6 percent and
the percentage of the control group who

,-dropped was 8.9 percent. However, we ran
into a problem when we tried to determine
the percentage of students in the program who
transferred, to -another school district during
the first two years. When, a youngster left
school, there was a hesitancy to say--he drop-
ped out; there was a preference to say he
moved elsewhere, i.e., he transferred. And of-
ten it was difficult to know what had hap-
pened to him, but he wasn't there. St), we were

. strongly suspicious that many of the trans-
ferred were-i in reality, d s. Anyway, we
found that the youngsters in t e'program who
"transferred" to another school during the first
two years was' 16 percent and the percentage
of students in ,the control group who trans-
ferred to another school during the same
period was 34 percent. So if you add these
figures to the dropout figures, you find that 19.
percent of the students in the project either,



dropped out or transferred and 44 percent of
the youngsters who were not in the program
either transferred or dropped out.

I would like to conclude with some quotations
by the youngsters themselves who went
through the pr6gram. This first one is from a

--youngster who really was affected by her ex-
perience. She said, "I'm working in the Irter-
community Education Children's Homeland
I've found it to be very rewarding and a beau-
tiful experience. Probably I am learning just as
much a4, the children. I have learned to love
other people who are like me and have
becorie mere responsible for myself and
others arourad,me. I have learned understand-
ing and compassion for retarded children.
Many limes I reach cwt to them as much as
they do to mo. No words can explain the.ful-
fillment and joy that comes from seeing these
.children learn: to watch the children get off
.the bus and run.,to you and hug you and kiss

.

you is pyre love For a child to trust you and
to believe in you and to return your love is
fantastic. To be apart of this and to learn how
to cope with and handle these childre'P is an
unbelievable experience for me." This is a

youngster in high school speaking. Isn't it

great?

Many parents that their children
blossomed 0th as.a result of being.in this pro-
gram, a-nd that, fo; the first time, they talked'
about school', they talked about life, and they
even began to respect their parents Attie bit
as people:who might be interesting, worth
knowing, and with whom they might have a
comradeship and an affeclionate relationship.

Here .is what another youngster said. "My ex-
perience in the hospital is helping me to have
more confidence in myself. M fir as my goals
are concerned, it has helped me a great
dealespecially with _my personality, groom,
ing, working with others and learning to keep
some things fo myself."

Another student said, "I have a clearer picture
of. what it is like in the vocational field-1 have

9

chosen. My job now has helped me to make
up my mind as to whether oi'not I really want
to pursue this field. It has also given me an
idea as to what other jobs. similar to the one l_
chose would be like."

It
At the end of the whole three-year experience,
we had a collective confeyence. Some of the
quotations that came -from the conference
follow. One person said, "The program has
meant a great deal to me. It has provided sum-
mer employmeht so I wouldn't have to run the
streets .during the summer. But rvos.t of all it
has opened up what working in a hospital is all
about. It has helped me a lot. I now have a job
at a hospital during the week, and Saturday
developing X-rays, and somedy I hope to
become an X-ray technician. I hope that the
program continues so that it can help others,
too."

And another one said, "The allied health pro-
gram has been a big help to me. I have gained
the necessary experience I will need to enter
the profession I. have chosen. It has exposed
me to the different vocations available in the
medical field an1 in hospitals in general which
enaCled me todecide on my occupational ob-
jectives Allied health has also helped me in my
home. I learned a>44at about symptoms for dif-
ferent illnesses which enabled me to take care
of myself and family."

One last quotation. "While working in this
project, I discovered the importance of .having,
a good job. I also found that having my own
money to spend helped me a great deal. %l
hope this program will continue, and I feel that
students that' go into it should go into it with
their minds set on succeeding, not jiving."

These` are just 4 few of the highlights of the
evaluation. I hiipe that-y-o-u might be inspired
to look at the rest of it properly but part.k.
cularly to look at the ppgram guide, the
teacher's manuals, and the other volumes to
which I have referred. I think those manuals
and probably among the most important,
developments of the entire program.

e19
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. TEACH ER SELECTION CRITERIA

Recommendations

1 Teacher's should be selected on the basis of some predictor of
success as a teacher: how well do the students or. gradtfates
perform in the role for which the teacheri_s pieparing them?

2 Be aware of results of research on teacher effectiveness. Is the
person open minded? Does he seek new challenges? Is he
aware of current trends? Does he have in-depth knowledge of
his own 'field? Is he.able to utilize evaluation techniques effec-
tively?

3 Identify the local. constraints and policies effecting teacher
selection.

4 Develop and make explicit the assumptions which underlie
the opeiations of a specified health occupations program. For
example, work experience as a deliverer of health care com-
bined with educafional preparation constitutes sufficient back-
ground'for teaching, is an assumption which will influence the
selection of teachers.

5 Consider attributes desired which are. not necessarily learned
in a formal program, i.e., attributes which are 'earned through
a lifetime of living. What must the person bring with him to
the teaching position?

14-



GROUP DISCUSSION LEADER: Mary Elizabeth Milliken, Ed.D.

We might start by admitting that' in many
situations whefe a teacher is being sought for a

position, selection really does not take place at
all. The individual is employed on the basis of
availabilitythat is pretty much the only
criterion And yet we would all recognize that
this is not the way it hould be; teachers
should be selected on the basis of some pre-
dictor of success as a teacher.

Let us deal with the ultimate criterion of effec-
tive teaching: how a teacher's students or
graduates perform at some future date in the
role for which that teacher presumably was
preparing them. No 4w, you may sa,y` that is a
'whole lot different from selecting the teacher
and we should proceed on some other basis.
But 1 would like to suggest that the criteria re-
lated to teacher selection can be found by
examining the performances of graduates of
programs which manifested differing charac:
teristics; or that, even if we cannot derive
specific criteria, we at least should keep in
mind that what we are really concerned with is
how well the graduates of this teacher's pro-
gram will function according to the purpose of
the program.

I frequently see manifestations of indifference
or lack of awareness of this ultimate criterion.
`For example, a teacher in the practical nursing
program recently said to me, "I want you to
know that over 50 percent of our graduates
have gone on to professional nursing schools."
And she stood there waiting for me to praise
this accomplishment. It shook her up a bit
when I said, "Is the mission of your practical
nursing program to recrvit students for profes-
sional nursing programs? Did they spend a year
in your program to get ready to go on to pro-
fessional nursing programs?" She sputtered for
a few minutes and I continued, "You know, I
would rather hear you talk about hov.7 many of
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your graduates have accepted positions. as
practical nurses, have participated in con-
tinuing education programs to extend their
competencies as practical nurses, and are ac-
tually delivering those health services which
we classify as functions of practical nurses. If
this is not the way your gaduates are perform-
ing, something is wrong with your program. Or
maybe it isn't your OiDgram that is out of
kilter; perhaps it is your selection procedures."

As we explorecrtheir selection procedures, it
turned out that they did give a pre-selection
test which yielded an IQ score, and they were
accepting no one with an IQ of less than 110. I
would say this person is not functioning effec-
tively as a teacher of practical nurses. She
really ought to be on the faculty of a profes-
sional nursing program because of her own
values.

There are many articles being published about
effective Caching and much of what is being
printed is based on sound research. We are
finally beginning to come to griOs with...what
differentiates effective teaching from ineffec-
tive teaching. As you examine the results of
such research, you will again identify same
criteria thdt can be used to select a teacher.

About eighteen months ,ago 1 heard a state-
mentkconcerning a person who is very well
known in allied health and also in teacher
education, who said that a particular telt,
could absolutely select those who could teach.
Now, this worries me because this was a per-
son tin a leadership position, but her statement,
tells me that she does not understand the stan;
darized test or how to use it. It also tells me
that she does not understand the importance
of professional ludgments which take into
count many variables rather than a single vari-
able. Please, whatever criteria you establish,
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do not select a standardized test and say, This

will make my decision for me." That is a total
cop-out on this matter of selecting teachers
according to some explicit criteria.

When selecting teachers for health oc-
cupations, we are asking someone to give up
practicing as a health practitioner and assume
the functions of a teacher. This person is apt
to relate to what has previously been his area
of practice as a teaching field in which to pre-
pare others to function as practitioners. And
when you ask a health professional to make
this career changea major change in his or
her own career developm,ent pathyou are
really asking him to do something that is going
to be a traumatic experience for the first year
with many of them not even surviving that first
year and going back to health practice after
deciding that they cannot adapt to the con-
straints of the educational system.

To help, prevent such disenchantment with
teaching, selection criteria should be em-
ployed,. Identify the local constraints and poli-
cies effecting teacher selection. Determine the
level of the program in which the, teacher will
function. Will he be teaching in a middle
school career-oriented program, a high school
program combining career components no'
job skills, or a post secondary program? Are
the learners disadvantaged, middle class, or
minorities? Is the program self-paced or is a
rigid curriculum to be followed? Is teacher,
creativity encouraged or discouraged? The an-,
swers to these questions will aid in selecting
teachers who have greater potential for suc-
cess.

/4.

I would like to suggest one approach which is
a ,skull-cracking kind of experience, it is slow
and developmental, but it does lead to the
ability to make explicit some criteria you could
use in your situation to select teachers. Of
course, when we talk about te4c-low of health
occupations education, we are talking about
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people who must conform to societal institu-
tions, for the health field is a major societal in
stitution.

The approach that will p2,1,mit deriving some
specific criteria appropriate to your local
situation is to develop and make explicit the
assumptions which underlie the operakns of
your health occupations program. I have
pulled a number of assumptions from a pub-
lication' which is now in press in which an' en-
tire chaptei- is devoted to assumptions. An
assumption, as I am using it here, can be either
a statement of fact, ,an hypotheSis, or any
statement of a belief or. commitment. If it is a:

statement of fact, it can be documented with
evidence to support it. If it is an hypothesis, it
is thb-ught to be true and is something that can
be tested to determine itsvalidity. If it is a
statement of belief, it is recognized as a per-
sonal thing and ,there would be those who
would adept it and those whfk would not.

Many school people assume that any creden1111
tialled health practitioner has an adequate
grasp of his particuFar field and thus can teach
it. If you accept this assumption, then creden-
tialling as a health person is one,of the criteria
you would use in selecting a teacher. If
rejeCt this assumption, then, of course, ',afar
would mean a different criterion should be
selected. Those of you who are vocational
educators will immediately 4'recognize this
assumption as' a basic tenet of vocational
educationthat both educational preparation
a 464r,k/Ork experience shoUld enter into the
preparation of an individual for teaching in ana,
OCCOatiPlial program.

This particular assurription, whether it is ex-
plicit or not, is used for selection of, teachers in
vocational education. I would suggest that at
the professional leyel, this criterion is violated
frequently. ,Often, a brand new graduate of
program is put on the faculty as a new teacher.
without ever testing and validating the content
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of that preparatory program in the-real world
of work. I .feel that work exptrience as 'a
deliverer of health services, combined with
preparation as,,a health educ4tor, constitutes
sufficient background for7--\,teaching.

`Thiere(are, numerous other assumptions which
can be experPCI ,811you pet down on *pa{Der
some thoughts you 'have. about health oc-
cupations edqation, examine them andasay,
"Well, do we or do we not believe this ?" From
this basic assumption underlying the program,
you Can derive those criteria. which will help'
you..select a teacher.

L

4

4

C

Ultimately, the cgestions must be.
a

,What
should the ,person bring to the teaching
positiosi sally? hat should the person
possess as13ersorial and as results of
past experienEes? What should we consider
that the teacher education program will help
this person develop? I# you are going to pro-
vide pre-service gducatine 'in your criteria, yow
must considerat mig e gained by the in-
dividual through the pre-service ,progfam. If
there is no pre-service program, then you are
going 'to look for these capabilities
present already in the person applying for the
positibn. ;
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CONTENT FORP.TH
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION
BASIC TEACHING DEGREE

Recommendations

1 Determine the competencies and abilities needed to teach suc-
. /I AS . A . II e

these competencies and abilities to a level of mastery.

Determine the selectidn criteria for people wtio will be admit-
ted

.

to the teaching degree process:

a. What is their potential?
b. What are your constraints, i.e., time, resources, and audio-

visUal aids available; how motivated people are; etc.?
c. What characteristics%are desirable in teachers?

'3 " The content of a teacher educaQoin program 'should foCus on
process, i.e., Methods as oppoled fo subject matter.

-a. Provide basic courses in methods of writing and ,utilizing
-meaningful, measurable -Objectives. .

b. `.Provide training in evaluatignctechniques and procedures
to include the proper uses of evaluation.

c. Provide leadership and problem-solviQg training:
`"d. Provide training in irktih-onal relationships.

,

. ..

et. ::4 Upgrade.the'status and recoghition of persons in Health bc-
cupattoni 'Education. ' .

...1...0..* .

.--. ., . . ,. '.0.' -.
a. Allow individualS to do self-evaluatibris of their own

, trengil-ts and weaknesses. .'
.

.
. tit Assist in,,f4luating the situations in which they may pre-'

,vide leadership in their particular, roles.
.

,c.' Allow theo,freedo. m to develop a style of operations that,.
. . is casisterit-wititheir own chatacteristits and with -refer-.

encp to their w.ofk.', ; -

',, q - '.
. '

.

I
...

. .

7 1#45,
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5 Persons who complete the required training should be given a
degree title consistent with their actual job, e.g., Allied Health

'Education Administration or Allied Health Teacher Preparation.

6 Maintain continuing education to_keep teachers informed of
current trends and new developments. r;

a. Provide mini:course, in-service °grams for 'specific
olo problem areas in lieu of some univ sity-based education

courses.
b. Allow credit for Fecent documented emplo ymEnt experi-.

ende.

I

r
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GROUP DISCUSSION LEADER: Robert M Tomlinson, Ph D

When, discussing the health occupations
education teaching degree, it is necessary to
define the role of health care personnel based
on developed task analyses in order to more
clearly define the role of the teacher of these
health care personnel. We must also determine
whether we want an adrpinistrator, a teacher
educttor, or a teacher .preparing practitioners
in a specialty field Each of these roles requires
a different set of competenciesoand a different
set of activities, so it is important to determine
the competencies and performances expected
of the individual receiving the training.

There is also seleCtion criteria to be dealt with..
Selection criteria focuses on who% is going to.
enter the process, what you are going 'to be
able to do with them, and what your cone
straints are, e.g., how much time you Will haVe,
how many resources, what type Of people,
what kind of motivation and .what audio -

visual aids are available. It helps td..define who
the individual is and what characteristics he
should possess. Certainly, the best you cando
is such that in some future 'fimeof decision,
the person who completes the process will
Make a better quality decision' ander a certain
set of circumstances than they would have
made had you not had contact with them int,
this prOcess.

You cannot give a lot of,q.e's for making
decisions because these is no Way anyone can
remember all those rules. Situations come up
too fast and the person has to be able to select
the solution that best suits each situation. alt

`haS t be something that is a part of the in-
divi ual. Essentially that means they are going
to ake decisions on the basis of .prin4les
and genei=alizations, which takes you right
ba to the basic, philosophies that must
become a part of each person.

0

Within the overall structure, too often we
think of content as an .organized body of.
knowledge. The most important content in a
health practitioner preparation program or in a
teacher education program, whether it be for
health or another area, is process as content.
That really means that you teach more of how
to do things. We can teach all the rules and
content of psychology for example, but that
does not mean the student can actually help
someone solve his problems.

We recently had a workshop on the problem-
solvii approach, i.e., how.you get people to
have that approach as a part of their way of

,dbing things and how this could be integrated
and titilized throughout a curriculum. At the
end of two dal, one person sitting in the b
row. said', "OK, you have finally convince *le
that problem solving is a"competency; 'it is a
chit we should have in our curriculum. Now,
should that course in problem solving come
before or after?" Obviously, he had not hlard
what we really said.,
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People in the he5Ith field have to think of their
fellow workers as people. Do you choose the
word,"we" or "they" when you refer to some
group? So many times health practitioners
come. to me with all the principles of the in-
tegrity of the individual, their rights to privacy;.`
rights,to respect, and rights to be treated as an
individual. They" apply that more or less to
their own role 'arid totally 'iolate it, in the way
they choose .their words in referring to "that
stupid aide," monkey could do that job,"
and they take away all the dignity and respect
by .the way they speak.

The role of sociological structuring is impor-
tant in asking a 'practitioner to become a

teacher and give up all the status and security

A



he has gained from being a recognized prac-
titioner. He steps into the educational area at
the bottom of the ladder in status and com-
petence because he is now competing in

somebody else's field. Many people cannot
ever really overcome the trauma, it is a tough
lob stepover to make.

Along this line there is the distinction between
leadership capabilities and someone, in a

leclership position in an organizational struc-
ture. They 'are totalry independent ,concepts.
Hopefully, the person you have as supervisor
or administrator alsd has lead'ershiplability. But
they don't necessarily, becaus an ad-
ministrati\,e role takes Its power and authority
from the. orgalization. Leadership is the -influ-
ence a person an exert on a group in helping
that group meet some need that it "has. An in-
dR, dual teacher can do this, and heooften has
to in this field where we deal with small groups
and inter-personal relationships.

We can give some of the st.aVIS, recognition,
.and 'relationships to individuals by getting
these kinds of concepts across and letting
them do some self-evaluations of their own
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strengths and weaknesses. We should also pro-
vide some assistance in evaluating the
situations in which they may provide leader-
ship in their particular role so that they can
have a style of operations that is consistent
with their own characteristics.and with refer-
ence to their work. In addition, they should be
given a degree title which states clearly the ac-
tueOlob they will be doing. Rather thaji simply
receiving a teaching credential, they tan gain
status in knowirl that their degree title:ac-
curately reflects he function they perform,
e.g., 'Allied Health Teacher Preparation.

After initial certification requirements have
been met, there should be provisions for con-
tinuing ekucation for health occupations
education teachers. This education could con-
sist of in-service workshops, university cours-

, or mini- courses offered on specific topics
u of some university courses.

These al'e all consideralions with which we
must be concerned in determining the content
for the Health Occupations Education basic
teaching degree.

,



PREPARATION FOR LEADERSHIP ROLES
IN HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION
Recommendations

1 Leaders in health occupations education should, pdssess
specific skills, knowledge, and abilities directly related to
health care and the principles of vocational-technical
education.

2 y Leaders{, training and teacher education personnel should
work together in identifying and develop* potential leaders
in health' occupations education.

3 People who possess some of the basic leadership charac-
teristics should be encouraged to develop all of the 'skills and

to,competencies needed to be effective leaders.
.

. .. .

4' The experiences offered potential leaders should be purposely
planned, meaningful, and challenging. ..

,
. /

5 Accept and utilize all. the competencies of potential leaders
that have been gained from all sources, e.g., occupational
perience, alliance with professional organizations, ,parti-
cipation in workshops, etc., ,

I
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GROUP DISCUSSION LEADE Elizabeth E Kerr, Ed D

I would like to share with you those charac-
teristics that I believe to be basic to effective
leadership in general. These characteritics in-
clude fairness, objectivity, honesty, sincerity,
forthrightness, the ability to effect positive in-
ter-personal relationships and attempt to bring
out the best in people, the,ability to work with
groups of people having either common or
diverse interests or goals, strength of convic-
tions and preparedness to justify One's
position yet have the ability to compromise:or
even yield- if-necessary and appropriate, the
ability to recognize and learn from misyakes,
the ability and readiness to speak before
groups, the ability to .be creative and innova-
tive,to develop a climate conducive to
enabling people ro further develop and use
their expertise, and the willingness and ability-
to delegate responsibility and accept and fulfill-,
the.rale,as a change agent. And I have added
one more=effective leaders must possess, self -

confidence. There are others, I am sure, that
you could thinIaltf, but those,are the basic
things I wanted to,share with you for leader-
ship in any field.

Let us look for a moment at additional charac-
teristics that are needed for effectiv5 _leader-
ship in health occupations education. A leader
in this ;field must be familiar with the total
educational system and the role of vocational
education 'wjthin it; have a commitment to the
philosophy and goals of vocaknal and tech-6
nical education; where required' or appro-
priate, have acizieved competence in a health
profession and all the necessary credentials as
-required by that profession or group; be some-
what familiar with variotA "health professions;
possess skills in .curriculiiin development, in-'
Strtictional processes, and counselling; icrentify
and work wits health 'professional associations
and agencies which set standards for educa-.
tiOnal'proftssionalism; be alert to community

t

health care needs, and ritclentify. and use com-
munity resources to help meet these needs; be
familiar with the needs of and the current and
new developments in the health-care oetivery
system, be familiar with existing and potential
state and national legislation that effects.or has
implications for /the field of education in
general, vocational eduction, and govern-
ment. And I would add another characteris=
ticthe ability to prepare and administer
budgets.

As We look at these basic chOratteristics of
leadership that are needed, we find ourselves
asking, "How are they gained?" I think too of-
ten we assume that the development of these
taasic personal, liaracte-ristics or the attainment

these Competencies can be gained only at
,,t4griduate level of eduCation. If we loo'f atr -
the experiences that contribute to our whole
'self as ,a person, I think we would have,,to
Vecqgnize them as having.an inpwt, too. We
.would gave to look at our common
educational experiences, our church activities,
our 'Oda! experiences, employment situations,
community activities, professio.nal asso-
ciations, continuing education, and (mili-
tary service...There are many, many seqings
in which you can gain these characteristics and
competencies, Therefore, I believe it is im-
perative to recognize that these kinds hf at-
tribules can be gined in a variety of settings
and ttiat.,.we do not tequire ie-learning or
going through hoops a second time merely to
meet requirements of a specific curriculum.
Hopefully, we are gaining in this area, but I

think we still have a long way to go in accept-
ing those competencies achieved in settings
other than educational institutions:

If wellook for the sources of leadership com-3
.petencies, then we must also look at the roles
different people or groups play. First, we

91)77
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should look at the role of the learner. It is im-
portant that the learner be interested, mote-
vated,..and challenged. I/ is our role, as I see it,
to help this individual become motivated and
challenged in the right dir'ections. Then there is
the role of the eduational institution which
plays an informal Art ,through workshops,
seminars, and conferences made available to
people seeking these kinds of competencies.

The .experiences olfered, whether they be
by an educational institution, a' health .pro-
tessional, an employmenp. agency, or what-
ever, need to be purposely planned, meaning-
ful, and th-allenging so that the diseases
threatening. the vitality of leadership can be
prevented.

Let me tell you what some of these diseases
are. There is feverish nearsightedness, nova- '
phobia (the illogical fearrof the new), antiqua:
phobia (the illogical fear of the old), cerebral-
attacknia (the inability to get the wheels
going), marrowmalasia (tile softening of nerves
or lack of backbone), "hydroaesthesia (de-
creased sensibility), and hyperaesthesia. (ex,
cessive sensibility). These are the kinds of
things we.have to prevent if we are to have
strong leadership inle field..

2

I want to give you an example of what) am
talking about. Ida Kent came to us in our area
with our first program in dental assisting. She
had no education beyond high school,, but she
had had experience working'in a dental office
She came to us with many ,of the attributes. I
have been talking about which had been
gained outside of formal education. She set up
our first dental ass5istiQg program in the state
and she also helped others get started. We
now have seven such programs. Ms. Kent is

very active nationally and holds a national of-
fice in sexvice and consulting. She will soon .be
finishing her baccalaureate degree, but with-
out her help we would not have. gotten our-
program going as effectively as we did. By the
same token, we have a person on campus who
has a P.I.D. in higher education and if we let
him lie will bean obstruction to what we want
to do.

,-
What I am saying that leadership ability is
not all gaii4d from higher education. It is

derived from our daily experiences throughout
our lives, and we should be willing to overldok
the lack of 'formal education in persons who
have attained the basic leadership chabc-
teristics And competencies through personal
experiences.

4 4
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CERTIFICATION STANDARDS
FOR PERSONNEL IN HEALTH
OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION

Recorrimendations

1. Consideration should be gixen to an-applicanl's work experi-
ence when determining hig. qualifications.

Certificatioh standards should ,include a professional education
component which consists ,of a ,general 'education or 'liberal
arts component when certification-is :obtained in conjunction ,

with a university degree, i.e.clegree ,requirements.

3 Crtification standards should include a minimum of :prepara-
tiowlin a health specialty to assure in- depth' knowledge of the
health care delivery system.

- .
C

4 Certification requirements should be made flexible to accom-
modate individual differences in background, preparation, and
creeds. -

, A

Certificat,ionl3rograrns should .be qffered at a varOty of in-
stitutions to include community colleges, intermediate and
unified schyol district education prograrivs, and the Depart-
rhent of Public Instriktion.

0
6; Provisiqns should be made for continuing certification to in-

. clude further, Course work beyond the initial certification; at-
tendance at professional riketings, workshops, and in-service
seminars; 'and work exper-ience.-

V .
% , 1

Teachers ihd future teachers should be surveyed to maintain a
certificationcurrent assessment of their needs in relation to c, .req ,uirements. ,

cte
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GROUP DISCUSSION LEADER: Chester 5 Rzonca, Ph D

What should the certifiCation program for per-
sonnel in heat occupations education con-
tain? There shbruld be a work experience com-
ponent, a*prQfessional education component,
and, in terms of relating this to a university de-
gree (if That is desired, though it is not essen-
tial), you need a general education or liberal
arts component. It has also been-found helpful
for the allied health teacher to have a health
specialty preparation. Lastly, perhaps one of
the conditions ought to be that people are not
excluded because of certification requirements'
without looking at some of the experiences
they have had in the past.

A fact6r that needs to be cohsidered when
looking at certification for health occupations
education is the inflexibility of current cer-
tification requirements. 'Typically, require-
ments are spelled out as a certain 'number of
courses that all people have to take. They are
,the same for everyone regardless of previous
background eve9 if the person has taught for
several years or has experience as an in-service
director in a hospital In our quest to provide a
uniform standard, we try to enforce a specific
type of levy whether it be degree related or
not Certification requirements for health oc-
cupations education should be more flexible..

We tend to make slime assumptions based on
current certification programs. One assump-
tion is that the -universities are primarily re-
sponsible for providing the educational cer-
tification component. 11,9wever, intermediate
school-districts, comMtnity colleges, and the
Department of Public Instruction provide the
means for limiting the role of the university
lerais of being the save-all for certification
rec wrements. Trk role, is.bn important one in

%..

terms of the amount of people that need basic
certification services, but we need to look to
other levels of education to provide these ser-
vices.

One of the things that we fail to consider in
certification is the difference between'initial
certification and continuing certificatiqn. Cer-
tification brings people up to. a certai level.
After that, there ought to._ be some way for
people to maintain that certificate, Our
current procedure is to bring them up to a
specified level throuh education courses and
then maintain that eertificate through addi-
tional education courses. Actually, course
work is only one of the ways to maintain an
education certificate. Professional meetings
conducted by professional associations also
should help people maintain their certificate.
While work experieke is important.'for an en-
try level credential, it is also im'portant in main-
taining a credential over 'e,period of ysars.
Additionally4 in terms of continuing cer-
tificitign,V4fia,?enegrected the role of pe9.rs
and administrators in deterinining how good a
job the people do.

Another factor .that is neglected is the role of
the teacher in terms of how certification6
requirements are established. Have you ever
talked to people when they got through with a

university program? They are not concerned
with how the certifidation programs were
established, their first question concerns how
they' are going to meet the renuireinents for
the credential' We should talk to these people
to determine what their needs are and what
kinds of things (hey feel they should have in
order to function in the classropm.

lop
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FINAL EVALUATION OF THE
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION

CONFERENCE

t

The main objectives of the Health Occupations EduCation
(HOE) conference were twofold: (1) Toiamiliarize HOE per-
sonnel tfie materials produced by the Allied Health Proles-
sions Project (AHPP) -at the University of California,Los
Angeles, and to assist personnel in ashieving a level of mastery
in their use; (2) To disseminate natio6wide the AHPP materials
through Conference,sparticipants. These E11:4 conference goals
were achieved s described in the following paragraphs.

in.order to ascertainkthe effectiveness of- the HOE conference, an
evaluation was conducted six rhonths\later by means of a' survey
questionnaire sent to all participants; 65 percent of the conferees
responded. ©f these respondents, 71 percent felt that the objet-
tives were adequately met.There was sufficient time allowed to ,"
familiarize everyone with the AHPP materials and, in turn, each
participant could 'subsequently instruct others.

AH ma t vials were disseminated by all participants responding to
the survey: A.tonference was the most popular method, usell by
43 percent of the i-ksEondents. Twenty-five percent used work-
shops to disseminate the materials, and nine percent conducted
serilinv. individuals also utilized faculty meetivgs, super-visory and
consultant,visits, perso'hal cortversationsand discuOions, And inser-
vice training. In addition, the materials have benefitted respon-
dents by serving as a.' resource' for curriculum derlaprrient,
revision of occupatioilal task requirements, and.writing objectives.
SeVerai participants have displayed them at conferences. Others
are using thee inaterials,to initiate changes, as a, guic0;for deter-
mining levels orcomp,etency, as ? counseling kool, and as back-
ground for .research. The materials have been modified where
necessary to 'Meet the needs of the specific programs.

For many participants the most useful aspect of the conference
was the interaction with other professionals in HOE and the oppor,

0
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Itmities provided to exchange ideas, information, and perspectives.
The second most useful aspect concerned the UCLA AHPP and the
materials produced by the project. Participants approved of the
Mme allowed to study the displays and were particularly grateful__
for the descriptidns of their use. Specific comments focused on the

ffecondary' Schbols Program and on the concepts of core
curriculum and career mobility. Also ranking high in usefulness,
were the group discussion's and the fact that a good exchange:of
ideas was possible..

S5me of thelaxiditional remarks made by conference pahiciparlis
are stated below..

"The concept involved is not difficult but the implementation
is. How about some follow -up conferences and Materials?" ,

Q .

"The information generated from one of the group sessions
has facilitated the approval of the position of State SUpervisor
in HOE in South Dakota. This one outcome made the entire
conference worthwhile:

"Our teachers" are happy tO.see materials of such quality at
pYices'they can afford."

"The outcome, I feel, was that the government wants leader-yak,
ship in health decisions. It itiip to us to provide that leader-
ship." .° .

. \,

Based on 'the survey questionnaire, the HOE contirence
achieved its objectives. Nearly three-quarters of the responr
dents indicated adequate familiarization. with the AHPP
materials and sufficient mastery of their content to enable in-
str'uction.of others. Dissemination.of the materials by conferees
has ,been widespread and varied/ indicating a national impact
of tremendous scope.
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STARRETT, Marcia R.

- Director of Nurses
'Western Nevada Community College
14815 Echo Avenue ".
Reno, Nevada 89506
702i97207`01 .
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TALKINGTON, Donna' R.
Research Assistant
Socithern 'Illinois University,

School of Medicine
Route .1, Box 161
Carbondale; Illinois ,62901
6181457-488.2

THOMAS, Marian
State;' Supervisor, Health

Occupations Education
Division 01 Vocational Technical' ,

Education
State Department of Education

me Fe, New Mexico 87501
.

THOMA5, Marilyn M.
Director of Nursing Education
Fort Scott- Community Junior

.Cpllege
2108 South Holton
Fort Scott; Kansas 66701
316'22 3-2700

THQMPK1NS, Patricia A., .

Supervising Director, Health
Occupations Education .

'Division of Career Development'
Programs

District of Columbia Publit
Schools

77(r Kenyon) St reet NW
Washington, District of Ccilumbra
*.20010
402491-3709

TRACY;iKeith
Supervisor anti Specialist; Health

Occupations Education
1400 Univeisity.Club Building

' 1 3h East Sbuth TAnple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
801'328-8 371 .
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WALKER, Sacidri'lk
Health Occupations Director
Grants Pass High School
522 North East Olive
Giants Pass, Oregpn 97526
503121799382 .

WEISS, Scisan
Director of Information
Association j)f Schools of Allied -

Health Professions
One DCipont Circle, NW, uife 30Q-
Washingtonyistrict of Col nibia -

'20036
202124W-4422

'WILLIAMS, Romona P.
Health Career Coordinator
Jefferson high School `s\
2906 Spring Road
Roanoke, Virginia 24015
703(.774-6568

WITMAN, Karl .
Associate Supervisor
Bureau of Health Occupations4thication
New York State Department of education
99 Washington Avenue .

Albany, New York 12210
5181474-1711

WRIGHT, .Robert E.
Nursing .Editor

- --W: B. Saunders Company
West Washington Square.
Philadelphia, Tennsylvania 19106

'YOUNG, La VeFne.-M. N.

.Cocirdinalr, Allied Health Occupations
Lararpie County Community. College
1400 - East College Drive
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001 .

307/634-5813 "
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